


Notes for Contributors

\

Submissions should above all make enjoyable reading. To be desired are Logs conveying the spirit of the cruise,

navigational infomtation, where-, adding to that in the Sailing Directions, and shore information. To be~ avoided"’

are reef-by-reef details, family-album minutiae and menus. Use a narrative rather than a ’diary’ style.

Due Date

To achieve Pre-Christmas publication, we must have your Submissions by October 15th at latest.

Logs
¯ Should be submitted on Disk, IBM compatible or Apple Mac, preferably in WordPerl~ct or Microsoft Word.

Label your disk with: (a) Your name: (b) Software name and version. Where possible, text files should be saved

in RTF lormat (Rich Text Format), This will carry over italics, bolding etc. The disk must be accompanied by

two typed copies, in double spacing, single sided.

¯ Length should typically be 3,000 5,0011 words, with the log for a major cruise extending m 7,0011 - 10.000

words. Overlong logs will be heavily edited.

¯ Log Title should include the name of tile area cruised.

¯ Track charts fro" Irish waters are not necessary, other than to illustrate particular I?atures. For non-Irish waters,
Track-Charts in draft lbma are highly desirable. A simple tracing in black pen is best.

¯ A summary is optionah This should include the dales and durations of the main passages. Times and distances
should be rounded-off. Distances should be stated as rhurnb-line or sailed. The length of the Summary should

not exceed half an A4 page of typescript.

¯ Photographs. Send about one print per 800 words: to illustrate the boat, the people and shore features.

Write or type the caption first on a self adhesive label, then fix to back of photo. Do not paste photos on to text.

Do not write on back of photo. Digital photos on disk are welcomed, provided they are accompanied by hard

copy. If using digital camera set it to "print quality’ (300 dpi)

¯ Do NOT send:

- Emails, Slides, Albums, or Logs without a floppy disk.

¯ All logs will be entered for Awards. unless requested otherwise.

¯ Photos will be returned only if requested.

Dunns Ditties

Dunns Ditties should be anecdotal in nature, illustrative of a cruise highlight - or lowlight or a cruise summary.

The length should be 2(10~400 words. Include a photograph, if you can. There will be an award for best Dunns Ditty
submitted.

Favourite Harbours / Anchorages

We invite submissions for publication, about I00-200 words. Photographs and Sketch Plans are optional.

Sundry Items
We welcome illustrations, artwork or verse conveying the feel of cruising.

And remember ...

Use Italics for ships" names or underline typed copy.

Clock times should be on the 24-hour clock, with a full-stop in centre.
Place Names should be correctly spelled.

Compass Bearings should be in mlmbers.
Wind Speed expressed should be mean-speed,

e.g. We departed 06.30 hours, sailing 235° true, in a N.W. Force 4, bound for 54° 30" North 06° 13" West.

Directions - north, south, east. west - should be as here, no capitals: northeast, southwest, etc. always one word.

Editorial Sub-Committee

The Honorary Editor may edit or limit the material to be published and may consult the Editorial Sub-Committee.

Good cruising. Write and let us read about it.

Send submissions to:

Chris Stillman, Honorary Editor

3 Thomastown Road. Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin
TeL Ol 285 2084
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November bliss - John Massey’s New Moon homeward bound from Loughshinny to
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Honorary Secretary’s Report

The Committee’s election meeting in January_ adntittedtwenty two new men]hers. The names of the new menlbers

are on the panel belo’.~ this reporl.
As an extract from the minutes of the AGM. which was held

at the Royal Irish Yacht Club. was given in the Spring
Newsletter and is on the Club’s websile. 1 shall not repeat the
details here except to say that the attendance at the meeting was
the largest in recent years.

The Annual Dinner wus held in Cavan in March and, as
usual, was a great weekend. About 200 people attended the

Mungo Park with Arthur Baker tn frtlnl of the commemmorative
plaque on the Eccles Hotel. Glcngarriff.

dinner, which made for a very. pleasant evening. The guest
speaker was Robert Barr.

The Club’s 75th Anniversary. ’.,.’as celebrated in July with our
Cruise-in-Company. the largest event the Club has ever
organised. We were very honoured to have with us the

commodores of our four sister clubs (RCC. CCA. CCC and
OCC in order of establishmentl, accompanied by a sizeable
representation from the members of each club. A plaque was
erected, by the local tourist agency, at Eccles Hotel. Glengarriff
in recognition of the Club’s fioundation there.

Substantial progress has been made on locating the Club’s

memorabilia. We hope to have a showcase tot some of the more
interesting pieces in one of the Dublin yacht clubs within a few
months. During the Cruise-in-Company. the Club received the
following gifts for the use of the incumbent Commodore - from
the Royal Cruising Club. a pair of silver candlesticks: from the
Cruising Club of America. a gimballed chronometer: and from
the Clyde Cruising Club. a wine cooler. A crystal marmalade jar
was presented by Baltimore Sailing Club at the South region’s
get-together there in August.

Winkle Nixon’s new book on the history o1’ the Club is mucb
more substantial than originally envisaged and hopefully will
see the light of day in 2005.

As the activities of the regions in 2004 were covered in the
Newsletters. I shall not comment on them here except to say
that the Club and its members were very active durthg the year.

Wishing all members "’Season’s Greetings" and a great
2005.

Ron Ct,’dmore, Hon. Secretary
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Challenge Cup Awards

Chris Stillman

Iadmit that I was distinctly flattered but somewhat alarmed tobe asked to adjudicate the logs submitted this year for the
Club’s Challenge Cup Awards. I had agreed to take on the
editorship of the Annual next year and to understudy Paddy this
year and so was delighted to read them all. but to decide on
which should be given awards was a rather different prospect.
Members have submitted a bumper crop this year, reading them
was a real pleasure, but the task turned out to be thoroughly
daunting simply because there were so many logs which I
thought worthy of awards. With only eleven awards to give,
making choices was difficult indeed. I had no doubt at all that
there were absolutely outstanding choices; the problem was
how to distinguish between them.

I believe the premier award, the FAULKNER TROPHY must
go the M’~ire Breathnach. Circumnavigating Ireland is one
thing, but crossing the Atlantic there and back in the King of
Hearts, with incidental visits to several Atlantic and Caribbean
islands, and also to make a circumnavigation of South America
via the Panama Canal is quite another. This is a totally gripping
account of a year-long fantastic voyage; it reads almost like a
novel with its moments of" bliss and awful disasters all handled
with equal competence and insouciance, and is full of most
valuable information about harbours and anchorages in a region
seldom reported on by our members.

The ATLANTIC TROPHY is to be awarded for the best open
sea passage with port to port at least 1000 miles, and amongst
this year’s logs, Noel Casey’s ’Double Crossing’ takes this
award.

Once again the Arctic provides the cruise destination for a log
which really must be given an award, and I reckon that
James Nixon’s account of Scilla Vernal’ voyage to Iceland,
Jan Mayen, Svalbard and Norway easily merits the
STRANGFORD CUP, which is given for the alternative best
cruise. The cruise was prompted by that of of Lord Dufferin,
who in 1857 published an account of his voyage to these Arctic
regions, and James’ log is a literary masterpiece which readily
stands comparison with the noble Lord’s.

There is also no doubt as to the log which best meets the
requirements of the ROCKABILL TROPHY for a cruise
which involves an exceptional feat of navigation and/or
seamanship. Jarlath Cunnane’s account of Northabout’s
succour of a crippled yacht in the extremely difficult and
dangerous conditions of the Arctic ice off the northern coast of
Siberia displays incredible nerve and absolutely first rate
seamanship. I would like to give an award to Paddy Barry too,
for his log of Northabout’s travails this year, but he won’t let
me.

A different kind of seamanship prompts my award of the
GLENGARRIFF TROPHY for the best cruise in Irish waters
to David Beattie. Those of us who are familiar with
Schollevaer, his Dutch sailing barge, with its enonllous spread

Chris Stillman,

AWARD WINNERS

THE COMMOVOHE awards THE JOHN B. KF~RNEY
CUP to DAVID TUCKER.

THE EASTERN COMMITTEE awards THE DONEGAN
MEMORIAL TROPHY tO BILL REA,

THE WESTERN COMMrrrEE awards THE ARAN
ISLANDS TROPHY to DICK SCOTT.

THE NORTI~ltN AR~A COMMrFrEE awards THE
WRIGHT MEMORIAL SALVER to WALLACE CLARKE.

THE SOUTHERN AREA COMMITTEE awards THE
WATERFOaD HA~OUR Cur to COLIN CHAPMAN

The award for THE BEST DUNNS DITTY goes to

FES~US QUrNLAN.



of sail, shallow draught and leeboards, can only stand and
wonder al his skill and daring in sailing down the Shannon into
the open seas ol western h-eland a far cry from the waters of
Holland then navigatmg Ihe bllal round the southern and
eastern coasts, to enter the Grand Canal and conlplete his
circumnavigalion back to the Shannon.

Round Ireland cruises are not exceptional these days. but Alan
Rountree has logged one with a diflL’rence    he did it
sJng|ehanded via the Fames. I find his lug of 77dltdah’x cruise a
l~scinating and useful account with plenty of navigation and

pilotage information, albeit the Fames provide the nlosl
interesting part. Yet he dM sail round Irehmd too. and so [ have
no hesitation in awarding him the ROUND IRELAND
NAVIGATION CUP.

Scan Fcrgus’s account Of E.~Trt’ll#tli~ cruise, wilich includes a
more-allan-usual number of problems, till deah with
successfully, and give useful inP~wnlath)n tin muurhlgs on the
Northern Ireland coasl, must also be a cotnpetilor for the Round
Ireland Cup. However Scan. who lilts been a nlenlber o[ the
Club I~r many ,,,ears. doesn’l seem to ha,,e submittecI a log
before, and so 1 would like to award hitn the PERRY GREER
BOWL for the best first ICC log this ;,’ear.

Western Scotland and the Hebrides have hn’~g been a favourite
cruising ground, and it is hard to find plac’es which have not
been written up time after tinle, howe’~er Norman Kean’s
account of na’,igating Xanadu in the ()tiler Hebrides manages
to blend quite a bit of local history and geography with useful
cruising detail in an auracti,.e piece of writing. I am happy to
award him the WYBRANT CUP for the t’,est cruise in Scottish
waters.

These clays it seems there tire fewer and fewer cruises which are
completed in sixteen days or less - the requirement for the
FORTNIGHT CUP have we till got so much more time to
sail? However Roy Waters has managed it {give or take a I~w
hours) anti tills given us a readable and concise ~.iccount with a

great deal of useful information about Sundou,ner ofBeaulieu’s
visits to less commonly visited harbours and n3arinas around
the Irish Sea. His observations on tides and tidal gates in this
region are of considerable value.

There are two awards v, hich have nil specific requirement, and
are at the discretion of the adjudicates The EINGAL CUP is
tor the log which appeals to him the most. and 1 would like to
award this to Michael Balmforth for his chissic log of
(;rve#lhearl~’ return to tile Baltic. This may not have been an
arduous or particularly difficult cruise, hut il had a most
interesting itinerary, written up in an excellent well-written
account full? supported with track charts and photographs. A
rcal pleasure to read.

The WII+D GOOSE CUP is awarded for a log which the
adjudicator finds to be of particular literary nterit. Amongst the
logs of our members this is diflicult choice to make, but after
much pleasurable consideration of u number of closely matched
contenders. I have decided on Peter Fernie’s account of the
Lotophagi’s charter cruise around the islands of the Cyclades in
the chartered FCF <a wise abbreviation of a rather dreadful
nanle).

[ must conclude By commentmg that 1 feh that most of the logs
deserved a prize but lbr those ’~ho missed out tm the awards.

I might suggest that Ihey will not be the less appreciated by out
members who I ant sure will thoroughly enj,ay reading them :.ill.

King r{IHearl~ sailing inlll a mid-Atlantic" sunset on passage Io South AmClliea
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AN, APPRECIATION

Harold Cudmore
rI~ passing of Harold

~Cudmore marked the end of
exa of one of Cork s old b~s fa.~. He was

born in 1915 ,and witnessed many changes in his native dry
through t~tbuleat dmes, often regaling his large circle of
f~ieads mad family with stories of Cork in the old days -
altacks: on his family home by the: Black and Tans or the
commandeering of the family car, a ~arity in those days, by
the IRA.

Apa~ fl’om a very successful bosimu~ career, he had a
lifelong interest in sailing and motor sports and contributed to
the organlsation of both.

He was a Rca~-Commodore of the ICC and s Vice-
Admiral of the Royal Cock Yacht Chib~

His first boat was an ~ 12 ft. ~, lXU’chesed
from Captain Payne for £16, sometime in the I9308. Two
suits of sails were iacluded ha the price. He sailed that for
many years under the flag of the Cork Ha~boor Sailing ClUb.
His next boat was an IDRA 14, followed by V~r~ a 6-me~e
yacht, which he purchased from DeaLs Doyle. He then had
Aurena, a 34 ft. M_cGtu~ dealgned yacht. His next yacht was
Namhara, an g.metxe orulsez-mcer, which he pro’chased from

Michael O’Flch~’y. His final yacht was a Yamaha M’. His

cruises inolmted a rmmd-lxeland trip in the early ’60s, and
trips to Wales, Scotlamd, F.~laad and France. His last czuise
was in 1994, ia Iris 79th year, when he joined Rotmld, Anne
and Richard Cudmom (son, danghter-in-law and nephew
respecfiveb,) on a trip from A~tigua to B~

He made a ]~fel~g conanitmem ~o voluntary public
service but always in a q~fiet, unasstm~g way. He was
granted an honon~y doctorate by the U~iversity of Ireland in
recognition of hiR p~btic service in 1983, but typical of the

he ~ttely used the honorary title. He was active in local
poI~cs lh, om a yom~g age and was a founder member of the
Civic P~, which was established to upgrade services to the

of Cork. He was a member of Cerk :Corporation and
served on the Boers of the North ]afn~m’y and the Mezcy
hospitals for many decades. Latex in llfe, he devoted his
eant’gies to Ueiversity College Cork and seared :on the Board
of Geverners and the fmence committee over an eighteen
year period. He was Honorary Treasurer at UCC during a
period of great expansion and development.

His legacy lives on in the ICC, with his wife, Mmy, and
soes, Harold, Ronald and Deels, and daughier-in-law, Anne
as members.

Brian Coad

An Appreciation

Family and friends were shocked and saddened to hear of thetragic death of Brian, as a result of a road accident on the
morning of Monday the 19th January, 2004.

He is survived by his wife Daphne, son Peter and daughters
Clodagh and Ruth. Born on the 12th July, 1937, all his school
days were spent at Newtown School. Water’ford, with his twin
sister Clodagh. brothers Geoff and Ken

Most of Brian’s working life was spent in lnistioge, Co.
Kilkenny. where he lived and ran a successful veterinary
practice. Brian had many leisure interests during his life. In his
school days he bred Yorkshire Canaries. was a good trout fly
fisherman and beautifully tied all his own flies. Later, dog
training and sailing, with gardening thrown in for good
measure. He and his son Peter did all the boat maintenance, or
perhaps I should say, "’reconstruction". If something was not
quite right or a bit under spec it was just taken out, and rebuilt
or replaced. He was no amateur with a plane, chisel or saw in
his hand. Brian’s boats did not have many frills but 1 can tell
you, they worked. When the going got tough, his was the boat
to be in.

He completed seven round Ireland races, two Azores and
Back and attempted two single handed trans-Atlantic races, not
to mention all his cruises here, there and everywhere.

Without doubt, Brian’s greatest love was his wife Daphne.
He would mention her so often when you were in his company

|

and he fully realised he could not have done his long distance
sailing without her support. He loved his three children dearly
and also his three grandchildren, whom he enjoyed having out
in his boat to catch mackerel or just sailing around the bay.

He was always good for a chat. especially an evening after a
good days sail or a heavy day at his practice. He would indulge
in a drop or two of his favourite tipple and talk away or if
somebody was having a coffee or tea he would say "would you
care for a drop of the brown milk in that"?

Brian was a good husband, father, brother and friend. We all
miss him a lot and I wish him fair sailing and peace forever.
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the log number in the Table of Contents of that year’s annual: eg 89,11 - Annual of 1989. Log no. 11
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89.13.89.14, 89.16, 90.15, 90.21, 91.14. 91.16, 91.20.91.09, 91.17, 92.19, 92.24,
93.20,94.10, 94.22, 95.06, 96.03, 96.19. 97.09, 97.t5, 97.16, 97.19.97.24, 98.09,
01.11
91.14, 92.08.93.07
92.14, 92.15, 92.21, 93.05, 93.13, 93.16, 93.19, 95.10, 95.22. 96.24, 97.07, 97.21,
02.22, 02.13
90.19, 94.03.96.02,04.03
94.24, 95.07.95.12, 00.12, 01.18, 01.22
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The ICC Web Site www.irishcrulsingclub.com

John Clementson, Web Editor

The web site is a method, together with this Annual and theNewsletters. of communicating with our members. Its big
advantage is that is can be updated on a daily basis. Its disad-
vantage is that it is only available to those who have access to a
computer. However it is a powerful tool and as more of our
members become computer users it is time that we maximised
its use.

Gary and Michelle MacMahon produced the present version
and, thanks to their hard work, it has made an excellent start.
However their successful design studio takes so much of their
time that they have been severely limited in their ability to
maintain the site. Consequently the Commodore asked me to
take on its upkeep and hopefully improve its effectiveness as a
means of communicating with members. It is now in my daily
care and, whatever else, it is always up to date.

The web site presently has the fullowing sections:

¯ Club News - with news from each area
¯ Members’ Notes - where you can contribute. It now has

photos from contributors
¯ Calendar of Events - forthcoming events listed
¯ A Report on the 75th Anniversary Cruise-in-Company with

photos

¯ Voyages (with news of
Northabout’s attempt on the NE
Passage - and other cruises)

¯ Photo Gallery - with masses of
photos for you to look through

¯ Members’ Directory - with contact
details for all members

¯ Crew Notices - where you can seek
crew for your cruises

¯ General Interest - where I put
anything I find that 1 think may
amuse you

¯ Details of the Sailing Directions -
together with current amendments

¯ Club Accessories
¯ A fist of your Club’s officers and

committee members.

We plan to redesign the site in the
coming months and we will take this
oppo~unity to add sections. Possibles
are a ’Buy and Sell" section, one with
detail references to logs in the
Annuals, a Forum, details of members’

boats and equipment and more ’links’ to other relevant web
sites.

You may have some ideas about what you would like us to
include on the site and I would really like you to let us know.
Please contact me at with any ideas that you may have. Use the
address below.

In the meantime please visit the site to see what’s available
there now. And please join in the experience by sending me any
intbrmation that you think (in your wildest dreams!) that other
members might like to know. Don’t just leave it to others to
contribute, please contribute yourself. Tell us of your cruising
plans so that others can meet you en route, tell us about your
cruise when you are away from home, tell about any news and
events that cruisers may like to know about. Anything of the
sort that YOU might like to read. Photos too - by email or on
paper. There may be a slight delay publishing when I am away
cruising or on holiday but otherwise 1 promise to put your stuff
on the web as quickly as 1 can.

If you can’t remember your password to get into the
’members only’ section just email me and I will send it to you.
Oh, yes, if you are able to get Broadband and haven’t got it yet,
give it some serious thought. It will revolutionise your web
experience - especially when you visit the ICC web site!
webeditor @irishcruisingclub.com

Fer all the l.burt club news crick c~ ’Club ~ug’ e the ~ hand menu.
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ICC 75th Anniversary Cruise-in-company
Sat 17th to Sat 24th July 2004

John Clementson and Peter Killen

O~er 170 yachts from five Cruising Clubs gathered for thisCruise. In addition to the yachts of the 1CC members
participating there were 23 from the Cruising Club of America
(of which 9 had sailed over from the States), 13 from the Royal
Cruising Club, 25 from the Clyde Cruising Club and eight from
the Ocean Cruising Club, The Cruise was assisted with
generous Sponsorship from the Anglo Irish Bank.

Some of the yachts were "already at Crosshaven having taken
pan in the Cork Week regatta that was just ending. However
most boats mustered in Kinsale where the Kinsale Yacht Club
Marina made amazing efforts to get everyone reasonably
comfortably secured. The marina was very crowded but the
KYC could not have been more accommodating or friendly.

All dressed up.

Participants booked in to the Cruise downstairs in the Club
whilst upstairs in the bar several parties got under way whilst
watching people messing about on boats.

On Friday evening, The Mayor of KJ.nsale Town Council
and his wife hosted a very successful pre-Cruise wine reception
in the Trident Hotel, The small eats provided were outstanding
and it certainly wasn’t a one-glass reception. The ICC is
indebted to the Council for its generosity. It was at this party.
that the ICC members and their visitors began to get to know
each other though, just to help the process, every CCA boat had
been allocated an ICC ’buddy boat’, and later reports proved
just how successful this arrangement was.

On Saturday evening (17th July) the opening Wine
Reception was held in the Royal Cork Yacht
Club utilizing a large marquee not yet
removed after the Cork Week functions. It
was clear from the high noise level that this
was a successful party, Friends caught up
with each other and new friendships began to
develop, Everyone was then called to embus
for the 45-minute journey to the Opening
Dinner in the Cork City Hail. The
arrangements for the movement of so many
happy sailors to and from Cork were
outstanding and it all went off without a
hitch. Similarly the caterers managed to
serve over 600 diners swiftly with an
excellent well-considered all-Irish dinner.
During the meal a collection was made for
the RNLI which raised nearly £6000. The
coach trip back to Kinsale was totally
painless!

After leaving Kinsale on Sunday the fleet
dispersed. There are of course many potential
anchorages in the area and thus endless
permutations and combinations for 170 boats
to make.

Probably the most popular first
destination was Casfletownshend where in
the afternoon, in wonderful sunshine, the
local Skiff racing regatta was in progress.
The fleet of skiffs was seen racing from the
village, rounding marks and on to their finish
- all the crews’ faces brick red and rowing
for their lives. Castletownshend is not a very
big haven and the boats were anchored quite
close to each other. Later some boats moved
a little way to make more space. It was
reported that whilst weighing her anchor,
Pure Magic also lifted a telephone cable!
That evening in Mary Anne’s pub a local wag
asked, "were they trying to ring long distance

All photos courtesy of John Bateman, Barbara
Watson, Bill Whimey, Peter Killen and John
Clementson.



Let Ihe party begin - John MalTow (ICC) shows how! Nick Browne. Hazel and Ronnie BaiT.

Cruise organiser David Tucker, with Mayor of Cork, Charles
Henderson.

on the cheap’?’! Intrigue tried to ’phone home’ too on Tuesday
morning.

That night it blew and rained for a time. and at least two
boats dragged. They reported that they had encountered a lot of
weed on their anchors.

On Monday at’ternoon the CCC members had a very
impressive Raft kip in Castletownshend. Dressed overall, the
Raft Up started to the sound of a horn and. later, ended the
same way. There was a general feeling amongst ICC members
that in the same circumstances a similar Irish raft would
certainly have started on time but that m~t a blind bit of notice
would have been taken of the finishing horn!

Mary Anne’s is certainly the favourite pub in the village for
visiting yachts, but the others are also great and that evening
there was a fantastic music session in Lil McCarthy’s that had
the younger crew members enthralled.

Another popular stopover was the anchoruge at Glandore/
Union Hall where there is plenty of space to anchor and where
there are good eating establishnnents ashore. Baltinaore was yet
another destination where a good number of boats spent at least
one night and took advantage of the shore facilities. The CCA
had a private Raft Lip here.

Wednesday turned out to be a wonderful day. In Invely
sunshine most of the fleet made its way to the Fasmet Rock.
Most motored there but many others had a great beat out in flat
seas. Photographs were taken of all the yachts as they rounded
the famous Iighthouse Inow all with sails set!) beli3re they
headed into Schull. where the anchored rally fleet looked truly

Kappy O’Brien, CCA Commodore Trueman and Cinnie Casner. and
Tom O’Brien in Glandore.

impressive. The fleet was anchored in two ~oups in order to
leave the fairway to the jetty clear.

That evening a BBQ had been arranged in the Community
College Sailing Centre by the waterside. Helpers provided by
the Sailing School helped take the dinghies ashore for
safekeeping a much appreciated service: one of our visitors
remarked that it was the first time he’d received a cloakroom
ticket on parking his dinghy. It was a difficult task to l~ed so
many people but it was all managed well. There was a well
utilised bar and the photographs taken earlier at the Rock were
available for viewing.

The diners were able to find seats either in the specially
erected marquee (not really needed as the weather stayed lair)
or in the rooms of the Sailing Centre itself. The D.J. ’Rockin"
Gerry’ catered for the tastes of his audience admirably and
many got up to recall the dance moves of their younger days.
Surprisingly no one was hospitalized!

During the evening it was noticed that no fewer than seven
ICC commodures, past and present, were in the room and they
insisted on having their photograph taken to prove it:

Thursday mnnaing dawned bright and beautiful. A coach
load of green-fingered enthusiasts v.,ent off to visit two West
Cork gardens - those at Kilravock. DwTus and Cois Cuain.
Kilerohane with a lunch at Bantry House - apparently a most
enjoyable day out.

The fleet dispersed again. Some boats made their way to
Cape Cleat" lsland to visit the museum there that tells the story
of the fateful Iq79 Fastnet Race, Other destinations included



David and Margaret O’Morchoe with Bill Whitney. Brian MacManus. John Crebbin and Margarel Bourke.

Alan and .Iohn Clementson and Dianne GleadhilI.

Crookhaven location fur an OCC private Raft-Up - and m
Bantry Bay, the harbour at Berehaven, the marina at Laurence
Cove and the beautiful and quiet anchorages at Dunboy and
Adrigole. The RCC had a private Raft Up at Adrigole.
Everyone enjoyed a day or two of good weather.

The final destination was Glengarriff where the ICC was
founded. Rather over a hundred of the yachts gathered there on
Saturday morning, 24th July for an attempt at creating a huge
Sunflower. This was ably organised over the radio by John
Perch and while more boats might have made it easier to
establish, there was a goodish breeze blowing which made it,
for safety reasons, impossible to pull the 4 sections into one
giant circle. John made the correct decision at lunchtime to
abandon the Sunflower. An American sailor aptly described the
raft up as a "Star Flower". A helicopter of the Irish CG did a
’fly past’ (or rather a "fly around’) and a light aircraft flew over
with a photographer.

The yachts quickly dispersed and anchored separately nearer

to the shore. Everyone went ashore in glorious sunshine to
watch the ICC Commodore. Arthur Baker. unveil a plaque on
the wall of the Eccles Hotel that commemorated the founding
of the Irish Cruising Club on 13th July 1929 - 75 years and a
few days ago. Then followed the Closing Reception in the

Hotel, at which very generous presentations were made to the
ICC by the visiting Clubs. Speeches were made which included
an appreciation of the work done by David Tucker and his team
to organise the Cruise. There was band playing but that could
hardly be heard amid the hubbub of the craic. It was a very
good session !

It had been a superb week with excellent organisation and
wonderful cruising. Our visitors from the U.S., Scotland.

England, Germany, Norway and elsewhere were full of praise
about the event and about our wonderful cruising grounds.

Congratulations to Commodore Arthur Baker and partic-
ularly to David Tucker and his team.
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Reflections by an American of cruising the
West Cork coast

Diarmuid O’Connell

The 2004 Cruise-In-Company off the southwest coast ofIreland with our host the Irish Cruising Club and their guest
clubs, was a reprise of our 1996 experience in the same waters.
This time it was more enriched by our familiarity with the
coast, noticeably more hospitable atmosphere and two fine
Irish sailors aboard, Kevin Buckley and Brendan Donegan.

We registered in Kinsale where we received our boat charter
from England. That evening we enjoyed a reception and dinner
at the Kinsale Yacht Club hosted by the Cruising Club of
America. We did not know most of the members hut it was
soon remedied as we enjoyed their reminiscences about past
cruises to distant places around the world. Also noted was the
substantially increased activity and boat population from 1996
in Kinsale. The following day was busy provisioning the boat
and later the Mayor of Kinsale hosted a gala reception. These
receptions were a warm introduction to the cruising time ahead.
The next day we sailed back to Crusshaven for another
reception at the Royal Cork Yacht Club, which we enjoyed so
much the last time. Later the Lord Mayor of Cork hosted us to a
reception and banquet at Cork City Hall where no detail was
spared to receive the 750 or more guests. What stands out also
in that day was the extreme concern and charm of our "buddy
boat" friends who sought us out, cared for and hosted us
throughout the cruise. It was Voyager. skippered by Brian
MacManus, - a fast build up of friendship, which increased
throughout the week.

Our cruise plan took us back to Kinsale avoiding the first
day’s crush at Glandore or
Castlehaven. Time was well spent
dining at Finders Inn, the favorite
dining place of the late Denis
Doyle, Kevin Buckley’s uncle,
where we reminisced about that
great sailor and friend. Later we
dropped by the White House Pub
to be entertained with an S.R.O.
crowd by their piano player. He
introduced    us    to    "Stress
Management", which was a great
primer for our days ahead and
afforded many good chuckles. Ah
well. what is Kinsale without a
good meal and entertainment?

The next day we set out for
Glandore, passing by the mag-
nificent coastline with the
Sovereigns and the Old Head of
Kinsale. It was haunting to reflect
on the sunken Lusitania nearby
which is now reputably owned by a
friend back home. We arrived in
Glandore late that evening, too late
to go ashore. We remembered well
our last visit there in 1996 and
regretted not seeing it again ashore.

Next day we set out for Baltimore. Not long out of the
harbor and nearby the Stags, we ran afoul a fisherman’s net,
which snarled our propeller and rudder. After freeing ourselves
with ten feet of net remaining we continued without power into
Baltimore. Without aid of engine we proceeded into the
mooring and tried to find an anchorage among the congested
boats. Alas, we lost steerage-way in a tight spot and fell back on
to a moored yacht. They saw our distress and alertly set up
fenders to protect us as we slid back along side of them with no
damage to either boat. They told us to tie alongside, introduced
themselves to us and asked about our problem. The skipper,
Peter Killen (ICC), immediately changed into his bathing suit.
jumped into the freezing water with snorkel, goggles and knife
and, in 15 minutes, removed the net. Not to end there, they
invited us to a nice lunch and refreshments. We, of course,
accepted gladly. We became fast friends and continued to enjoy
them throughout the cruise. We were fascinated by Peter’s
plans to cruise the wide expanse of the North and South
Adantic over the next two years. He assured us that he will
contact us when he reaches the New England coast in 2006. We
are deeply grateful for his help and kindness to us.

The next day we were again confronted by several fishing
nets which we, alerted by our buddy boat ahead, avoided by
extra caution. It seemed a game by the fishermen to ensnare the
whole fleet. As it turned out only a few more boats were caught.
We continued to the Fastnet Rock for a well-ordered picture
taking session. The weather and sailing conditions were ideal -
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favorable wind, moderate sea
condition and no rain during the
day. What more could we want? I
recall the photo up was cancelled
in 1996 because of fog.

Arriving in SchulI to anchorage
we were promptly invited to a
reception aboard our buddy boat
Voyager. At the reception we met
more charming friends of the
MacManus crew including our
host Commodore Arthur Baker and
his wife Marjorie. From there we
moved ashore for the big barbecue.
It was, indeed, a BIG and lively
affair, including a disc jockey who
was not to be outdone by the wild
enthusiastic dancing of all ages. It
seemed certain that there would be
several incidents by some senior
hefty ones but luck held out for all.
One of my crew who was with us
in 1996 was a great hit with the
women keeping him busy dancing
and active conversation (a good bit
of politics). Several women
remarked that he reminded them of Clint Eastwood. It was one
great and big affair. Everyone survived and arrived back safely
back to their yachts.

We continued westward the next day to Crookhaven. which
we had not visited in 1996. This anchorage ranks as the most
attractive of all the harbors we visited. The setting of the town,
with the backdrop of the ragged cliffs across the harbor,
captured for me the essence of the charming southwest Irish
coast. We chatted with a local who told us that 100 years ago,
the population of the town was 102. Today the number of
people probably is not much changed, excluding vacationers.
On that day a hundred years ago there were over 340 French
fishermen on boats in the harbor, again much the same with our
cruising population afloat there that day. The abandoned
quarries across the harbor were a harsh reminder of the rugged

Just part of the fleet at Schull.

Standing: Michael McKee, David Fitzgerald. Peter Bunting. Hugh Kennedy.
Sitting: David Nieholson. Arthur Baker, Dennis Faulkner.

living in times past. It is amazing to have so many sheltered
harbors for cruising along your beautiful coastline.

We proceeded on to Bantry Bay, around Bere Island visiting
Lawrence Cove, which was chock full of our group’s boats, It
was there in 1996 that we anchored and enjoyed a marvelous
dinner at a restaurant on the island. (If there was one thing
lacking on this cruise it would be a dinner on an island). We
moved on and spent a quiet evening at Adrigole Cove, with
Hungry Hill, of Daphne du Maurier literary tame, hovering
ovcr us,

We proceeded to Giengarriff the next morning to be
assembled into a sunflower pattem of boats numbering over
100. Although dubious about the congestion, we hitched nicely
onto the east raft group. The concept is to merge the ends of
four sections to form a circle. However, the wind was too
strong. After a flyover photograph and a helicopter salute by

the Irish Coastguard we dispersed
and proceeded to anchorage in the
harbor. The final reception
commenced in tile aftemoon at the
Eccles Hotel which had greatly
expanded and was now capable of
handling our large group. I met
with old family friends going back
to the early I930s. A dedication of
a     plaque     was     made
commemorating the founding of
the Irish Cruising Club 75 years
ago in Glengariff. Assisting the
Commodore in the unveiling were
two grandsons of a founder. Harry
Donegan. One of them was in my
crew, Brendan Doncgan.

We said our farewells at the
reception, and set out for Kinsale,
anchoring at Lawrence Cove for
the night. Early next morning we
moved on with favorable wind and
seas, arriving in Kinsale eleven
boars later. It was a perfect ending



to the cruising week, Overall it was an incomparable
experience.

Odds and Ends

It is interesting to note some different terms used in America
shown below by my amateur glossary:

Reefer vs. blazer
Spray hood vs. d,adger
Sacrificial anode vs. zinc
Cable vs. two-f,Jolball fields’ length {300 yds x 2)
Crosstrees vs. spreaders
Cardinals vs. channel markers

Red mark to port returning vs. red mark to right returning
Kicker strap vs. wtng

The international flavor of your sailing community was
pervasive with two separate French fleets of single-handed
racers laying over in Kinsale on their way to Spain and
elsewhere, and the distant passages discussed by the cruise-in
company skippers. By comparison, the U.S. sailors seem like
home shut-ins.

The most impressive observation is the incredible economic
strength of your economy, many new homes on land tracts
which probably enriching many former farmers, and more
automobiles with greater traffic.

Safety at sea. You treat safety on small craft and at sea more
seriously than in the U.S. More power to youl

Last but not least you run big galas in a way that cannot be
beat!

We mgretled not being able to stop at all the towns we had
visited in 1996. However. it was a pleasurable experience
finding new places and visiting with new friends.We hope to be
invited back again sooner than another eight year interval.

Thank you again for a thrilling week-long cruising event.

A crowded Kinsale YC marina.
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King of Hearts
America

M .ire Breathnach

-Circumnavigation of South

THE FAULKNER CUP

THE CLU~.¢, PREMIER AWARD

Having spent many summers cruising in European waters I
had a yearning to do an ocean passage and sail to new

places. I arranged to take a career break and the prospect of a
whole year of sailing lay ahead of me! I was invited to join
King of Hearts, a Swan 44 (1990) owned and skippered by
Andrew Wilkes whose home pert is Lymington. The plan was
to circumnavigate South America via the Panama Canal and
spend as much time as possible cruising the channels of Chile.

Departure date was August 1 lth 2003 and as is customary a
farewell drinks party had been organised for the previous
evening, thus ensuring that all hands would have sore heads as
we slipped through the Needles channel. On board with me
were Andrew Wilkes, skipper, Adam Wilson, and Liz Marsden.
We motored from Lymington to Ushant due to light winds and
poor visibility. Having sailed through the half-mile wide
Passage du Fromveer, we laid course for La Corufia. At 0400
on August 15th we broke out the rum to celebrate our first
passage! At this point, Liz needed to return home, and we went
in search of a flight. The only one available was departing just
two hours later. So we took a taxi back to the boat to pick up
her gear and asked the driver to wait 10 minutes. It was
amusing to see his anxious face as he watched us paddle out to
our anchorage probably wondering would we return.

The Galician coast is green and undulating and dotted with
woods of pine. oak, eucalyptus and of course the ubiquitous
wind farms. We visited the villages of Corme, and pretty
Camarinas with its interesting approaches. A few miles from
Portosin the engine stopped (fuel starvation - gauge
misreading). While bleeding the engine we burnt out the starter
motor! We hailed a French yacht
Bamexo as she passed us and
requested a tow. Later that evening
we had a good music session,
vocals guitar and concertina, on
board King of Hearts with Manuel,
a fine musician and his wife
Sanderine. Next day 1 went ashore
to buy fish but failed to find a
fishmonger. Later I learned that the
hiace van with horn blaring around
the town was what I was looking
for!

Adam’s girlfriend. Janey
Livermore, arrived with lots of
spare parts and soon after, we left
Portosin and cruised the Rias Bajas
calling into South Bay, Aguino, the
lovely Islas Cies and Bayonna. We
enjoyed lovely weather and swam
a lot. On passage to Leixos in
Portugal we experienced very poor
visibility necessitating a good
lookout and radar watch. We
picked up several targets on the

radar, many turning out to be driftwood, jetsam and even
lobster pots !

I loved Leixos because it is a real port where tankers, fishing
boats and yachts rub shoulders together. It was late when we
arrived and at first we found it difficult to spot the marina
entrance. I was amazed to see someone standing on the waiting
pontoon ready to assign us a berth. Leixos is the main port for
Porto, home of port wine and a 40 minute bus ride costing £2
took us into this charming city. Very colourful houses built in a
higgledy piggledy fashion roll down to the banks of the
meandering Douero. There is lots to do here and we spent the
day being proper tourists. Our activities included a bus tour of
the city, a visit to the Sandeman Port warehouse, lunch in a
back-street fish restaurant, and a boat trip on the river which
was definitely the highlight for me. In glorious sunshine we
passed under five bridges before heading down river. I was
really captivated with the local children who were swimming in
the river. I thought they must be very strong swimmers as 1
watched them jump from the San Alfonso Bridge and swim
ashore against a very strong tide. The pilot book advises against
entering the river due to strong tides and currents, however we
did see a French and a Dutch yacht alongside the quay wall.
Next day we departed Leixos expecting to get the Nortada or
northeast trades. Instead we had soutberlies all the way to
Lisbon and even in a very strong ebb and with onset of night
the entrance was fantastic. We enjoyed seeing the famous land
marks such as the splendid Torre de Belem, symbol of the
military and marine power of Portugal; the statue of Christ:the
monument of the Discoverers, which looks like a caravel about

King R/’Hearts al Seno Garibaldi glacier.



to weigh anchor. Having passed under Punte 25 de Abril we
berthed in Doca de Alcantara at 2300 and spliced the main-
brace. In terms of sightseeing in Lisbon - the maritime museum
is the best I have ever visited and should not be missed. Andrew
and I went to see "’My Fair lady’" in Portuguese and were
surprised how well this very English musical went down with
the locals! Another evening we had dinner at a "’Fado~’
restaurant and listened to this very emotional traditional singing
which unlike our own "’Sean Nrs’" is accompanied by guitar.
bandurria, a 12 string Portueguese guitar and double bass. We
were joined on this occasion by Christopher Knox from
Lymington who had arrived that morning on board the STS
Tenacious.

We had the wind on the starboard quarter for the entire
passage of 509 nm to Porto Santo, Madeira. during which we
saw our first flying fish, which landed on Janey’s lap! We
anchored outside the pier with about twelve other yachts and
really enjoyed swimming in warm clear waters (for a change).
Andrew and 1 did some walking ashore whilst the more intrepid
Adam and Janey hired a huge scooter to tour the island. A few
days later we made the 35 mile hop to Quinta de Lordo marina
on Madeira where we awaited the arrival of George Kidner. On

the night that George arrived there
was much activity on the water
and several police cars to be seen
at the marina. Nothing to do with
George’s arrival l hasten to add.
Sadly a small Spanish aircraft had
crashed into the sea near Ponta De
sao Lorenco killing all ten people
on board.

Walking on Madeira is great -
many walks are alongside
"qevadas" or water courses that
run from springs high in the
mountains towards the coast.
Having obtained a permit from the
Natural History Museum. which is
located in the Botanical Gardens
in Funchal. we motored to llhas
Desertas, a nature reserve 2flnm
south of Madeira. We met the
wardens and Hans an eccentric
professor from Essen, who was
doing some research on the island,
who brought us on a tour, pointing
out tiny shearwater and petrel
chicks along the way. We were
offered the use of the naval
vessel’s mooring enabling us to
stay overnight. Later while having
a swim 1 got a friendly nip from a
peixe burro otherwise known as a
trigger fish!

George left on 18th September
and we set sail for Ilha,s Salvagen
160 miles to the south and so
named because they were once a
graveyard for ships! We had a fast
passage - downwind all the way.
We had no detailed charts and
entered the only anchorage to the
south of the island with great care.
Here again the wardens invited us
to use their mooring buoy - later
Adam laid out a kedge to stop our
head banging into the buoy. One

of the wardens spent the entire morning showing us around the
island. Beneath almost every rock lay a nesting petrel - about
the size of a chicken, with a long vicious beak and fluffy black
leathers. In a few weeks time they would leave the island and
stay at sea for years. The wardens are also nearing completion
of a project to eradicate rabbits and rats from the island.

We had another easy sail (120nm) to Las Palmas in the
Canary Islands and as Andrew had to fly home for a brief visit
Adam. Janey and I planned to sail to Tenerife. We had read
about the "acceleration zones" where the winds funnel between
the islands. On passage to Pasito Blanco the wind built up and
up and in no time at all we had gone from full main and genoa
to no main and handkerchief size head-sail. Next day Adam
hurt his foot necessitating a trip to A&E in Playa del Ingles. He
hobbled around on crutches tbr a while before reluctantly
deciding to return home with Janey and not sail with us as
planned to Panama. I am pleased to report that not only has
Adam completely recovered from his injury but has since
married Janey - they have bought an Island Packet Dragonfly
in the USA and have ".already cruised her fi’om Florida to
Boston. Liz Marsden rejoined KoH for the Atlantic crossing
and having departed Puerto Rico we had another fast passage
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with either spinnaker or genoa poled out. We arrived in Porto
Grande, Sao Vincente, Cape Verde Islands five and a half days
later. We employed Davinio as our boatman - we really had not
much choice - as soon as we entered the harbour he came along
side in an inflatable and advised us as to where we should
anchor insisting on giving us his ID. The next day he showed us
where to find immigration, customs, market (fresh veg and fruit
quite expensivel post office etc. He looked after the dinghy
while we were ashore.

On Sunday we attended mass and the priest shook hands
with every member of the congregation. That afternoon
Davinio took us on a long walk to the centre of the island from
where the views were stunning. The next day will long remain
in my memory. Liz and 1 took the 08.00 terry to the
neighbouring island of San Antao, the most northwesterly of
the Cape Verde Archipeligo. An "alguir" taxi costing 4000esc
took us to Ponta da Punta de Sol, Porto do Paul, and Ribera
Grande, stopping off en route to take photos of the deep
dramatic valleys with forests pine. eucalyptus and cypress. The
cobblestone roads are a wonderful feat of engineering. The
passage from Cape Verde to Trinidad was very sU’aightforward
and we enjoyed light following winds with a few squalls all of
the way. When the wind picked up at night the kite was dropped
and the genoa poled out. We quickly got into a routine which
revolved around watch-keeping which in effect meant looking
at beantiful seascapes, sunrises, sunsets, ocean wildlife, flying
fish, and the occasional ship (counted 22 ships in all). Much
time was spent fishing for dorado with some success, baking,
with believe it or not. even more success and playing
concertina and guitar, Many hours were spent trying to learn
"’The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner" but thank goodness there
were no "grey beard loons" on board! 1 loved the night
watches, as it was never cold (shorts. T-shirt and life jacket).
On starry starry nights we studied the sky and were soon able to
recognize about different 10 constellations.., not bad, or so we
thought anyway. Some days were very hot and we had fun
throwing buckets of water over ourselves and each other to
keep cool. A day out of Trinidad we saw our first frigate bird.
high flying with angular wings, and as we got within a few
miles of the hind the bould pelican appeared. Our passage time
of ahnost sixteen days, 2200nm,
had not been particularly fast but it . /
had been thoroughly enjoyable. We
put into Chaguaramus. the yachtie
centre of Trinidad where many
yachts spend the hurricane season
carrying out repairs. We were
invited to dinner aboard Kiwa with
Malcom. Margot. their friends
Chas and Pare who are alI long-
term liveaboards aboard Kiwa. A
good music session followed a
delicious meal: Malcom played the
banjo, 1 had nay concertina and
guitar, and Chas. who had spent a
few years in lrekmd knew many
old Irish songs. 1 was quite amused
when he started to sing "The Merry
Ploughboy". His wife Pare was
hilarious, telling us that site did not
like sailing to windward much and
as a rule goes to bed when on that
point of sail?

Our next port of call was
Porlamar on the island of
Margarita. Venezuela. I quote from
the skipper’s diary "The island is Mfiire, Liz. Adam mad Jancy.

quite poor and we were warned that being mugged was a
serious threat. As a rule the poorer a country is. the more
tedious the customs/immigration bureaucracy is. Venezuela had
gone so far down this road that the procedure would take many
hours and it was normal to employ an agent to do all the work.
We anchored and dinghied ashore to a beach. A decrepit man
emerged from a decrepit hut offering to take our passports, boat
registration papers etc and complete the formalities for us. We
politely declined and made our way to find Vamesco, who
according to the book, was the person to tell us how things
were done in Margarita. Vamesco was very helpful and told us;
not to trust anybody, not to trust the banks (who would
exchange dollars tot Venezuelan bolivars at a very poor rate),
and to see the man near the dinghy landing place (called Juan)
who would sort out our clearance papers. He. Vamesco, would
exchange dollars for bolivars at a preferential rate. Armed with
a little more knowledge (or so we thought) and a fist full of
bolivars we returned to the decrepit hut/man and rather
sheepishly asked him to accept our passports and ships papers.
My garden shed, which is infamous, was tidier than his "’office"
which was surrounded with old computers (with rite insides
taken out) and boasted two shrines one of which was flanked
by two candles. A price was agreed, passports, papers and half
the money given away. The bargain sealed with a handshake
and, at this point, we rcalised that this man was not Juan (Juan
resided in the rather grander office 50 metres away). Too late to
back out at that stage but thankfully ’all was well the next day
when we went back to complete the arrangement."

On passage to Bonaire we visited the almost deserted island
of Tortuga and the beantiful islands of Barlovento in the lslas
Ayes. Having negotiated the coral reefs we experienced
wonderful snorkelling and marvelled at the huge population of
boobies and pelicans from a sale distance. Bonaire is one of the
worlds top diving resorts and while Andrew went on a "’guided
dive", Liz and 1 hired a scooter to tour the island. Liz bravely
travelled pillion with me knowing that l had not previously
driven a vehicle of this type. Back on board I dived over the
side and a few minutes later 1 l~lt that as though my right thigh
had hit a concrete wall. I was in a lot of pain but managed to get
back on board. Andrew took me ashore to seek advice from his
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diver friends who drove us to the hospital where I was given
injections by a very nice Dutch nurse. I had been stung by a
"sea wasp". Stings from jelly fish are apparently quite common
at dusk, can be life threatening and it took me several days
before I had recovered. In fact next morning while Andrew was
ashore 1 noticed our dinghy drii’~ing away from the beach and
without thinking 1 dived over the side and swam to rescue it.
Afterwards I was delighted as 1 was starting to have mixed
feelings about swimming in these waters!

Sera Boca Marina. Curacao. is part of the Santa Barbara
Plantation restricted to residents and resort guests. Its gates are
staffed by security guards and the resorts’s coastline is guarded
by a security boat. Having left Liz to the airport and said our
goodbyes we mnved to a nice anchorage off Sera Fundies
restaurant. We should have stayed put in "Fort Knox" because
while we lay sleeping in the cockpit that night our dinghy,
which was made fast alongside was stolen by swimming
thieves from under our noses. By all accounts this is a frequent
occurrence in these parts. By 9.00 am. Imka. a Dutchman who
sells dinghies, had come alongside and soon afterwards
Andrew had ordered a new rib and outboard. We visited
Willemstad the capital which is a tourist trap tor cruise ships
but has a great floating market and a very old swinging bridge.

We were bound for Colon. Panama. 700 rim. Shortly after
our departure 1 set the genoa and we stormed along with a
barrelling wind astern 25-30kts. Andrew was on watch when he
heard a big rush of water and the log showed a peak speed of
15kts as we surfed down the wave.., well that was his story
anyway! We saw lots of sheet lightning over the Columbian
coastline and as we approached Panama we had changeable
winds and torrential downpours requiring lots of sail handling.
I had sailed a Moody 28 singlehandedly for the last few years
and 1 must admit that it took me quite some time to get to know
King of Hearts. a much bigger boat. Sail handling on such a
boat is quite physical but by anw 1 felt competent enough to
stick a reef in or shake it out as required.

The pilot book suggests that Colon is possibly the most
dangerous city in the world where they say that bullet holes in

Andrew at the chart table.

taxis are known affectionately as air conditioning. We took no
chances and much as we would have liked to travel on the multi
coloured buses we took taxis at $1 standard fare. Within hours
of our arrival at the panama Yacht Club we had hired three line
handlers. Alex, Alfonso and NG. We bought 16 rubber tyres at
$3 a piece and started the process of applying for a canal
transit. When the tyres arrived I said to myself, "’Why. they are
even wrapped", and 1 proceeded to remove the plastic.., not
very clever! On the eve of our departure, Alex called to say that
he, Alfonso and Ng would be replaced by two younger brothers
and a friend. The pilot arrived at 05.30, told us to follow the
channel, meanwhile keeping the line handlers amused with
stories of his sex life unbeknownst to him at that stage that I
understood Spanish. Small boats go through the canal by one of
three methods: "alongside a tug; centre chamber; or alongside
the wall. We were alongside a tug which is the easiest way. We
were fortunate enough to have a safe passage despite our
inexperienced linehandlers. Our pilot was quite demanding
with requests such as "Lady!can you please provide a hanger
for my shirt?" or "Lady! c,’m you put this steak back on the pan
for another while?" And this went on, "Lady! the boys need to
be fed", "Lady! do you have any other kind of sauce?’"

The transit starts at the Gatun Locks which raises the water
level by 26m in three stages. This leads to lake Gatun an
artificial lake. From here we took the "Banana Route - a
shortcut between the islands. The channel leads onto the
Galliard Cut. a ten mile canal, blasted out of the rock at
enormous human cost. At the Pacific end, there are two sets of
locks    "Pedro MigueI" and "Miraflores’. The Miraflores
control tower has a web-cam trained on the lock. The evening
before my brother DonaI had emailed the web cam operator
asking that he focus on KoH as we locked through. As a result
family, friends and pupils in my nephew Cearbhall’s school
followed our progress with great interest as we glided through.
Following this we now have some nice photos of the boat going
through the lock. There was a torrential downpour as we exited
the canal and we were not surprised when our pilot scurried
down below! We picked up a buoy at the Balboa Yacht club

which is close to Puente de las
Americas where the local boatman
offered to dispose of our tyres for
$150 each. What a setting! We
were more thzm happy to sit in the
cockpit and watch the canal traffic
- enormous Panamax container
ships, huge tankers, passenger
ships, small coasters, rusty barges,
and bulk carders from the four
corners of the world - plying its
way to and from the canal. The
anchorage at Flamengo around the
comer was equally fascinating and
from here we made a dinghy trip to
the fishing port, walked around the
old part of the city,, went to mass in
the cathedral and visited the very
interesting Canal Museum. I
suspect that Panama city, like
Prague. will become a trendy place
to visit in the future. We stopped
over in Taboga Island on passage
to the Gaiapagos Islands, 870nm.

The weather in the Pacific is
governed by the Pacific High
Pressure Zone which is normally
about 1.000 miles off the coast of
Chile. We toyed between sailing
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directly from Panama to Chile, which would mean motoring
into southerly headwinds and the Humboldt current or sail first
to the Galapagos Islands. then west of the Pacific High until we
picked up westerly winds. We opted for the latter which is the
old sailing ship route. The direct route is 2,500nm but we
estimated that we would probably sail between 3,000 and 4,000
miles. In fact we logged 3,100 miles between Galapagos and
Chile.

The passage to Galapagos went exactly according to plan -
two and a half days motoring in light winds followed by three
and a half days of close-hauled sailing (20kts apparent wind).
We handed the main off Coamano Island, Santa Cruz,
Galapagos and entered the anchorage under genoa. In the
approaches we saw turtles, seals, dolphins, boobie and frigate
birds. We hired bicycles and saw tortoises on the roadside and
iguanas on the footpaths. Everybody says that Galapagos
wildlife are very laid back and quite tame. We decided that they
have no respect for humans!

One morning at breakfast a lizard popped out to greet me
from a hand of bananas. Andrew found two crabs, a few
millimetres in length, in his ear (he had just been for a swim)
and I saw an iguana hiss and spit at a Japanese tourist. Mind
you I think 1 would have done the same myself if somebody
stuck a telephoto lens up under my nose!

Most people agree that the Galapagos Islands remain among
the greatest wildlife experience on earth, but we rather more
enjoyed the harbour activity. The supply ship from Ecuador
anchors in the bay and the cargo is lowered onto barges which
are towed ashore where they are manually unloaded into
wooden trucks. The ship is not very big but piled high with all
sorts of things from a needle to an anchor. On Christmas Eve
we had dinner ashore before going to midnight mass in the
local church which not surprisingly has stained glass windows
depicting dolphins and birds! We weighed anchor on 29th
December for the long haul to Chile. We motored into light
headwinds for the first two days, and from then on we were
hard on the wind which varied between 15-25 kts ESE enabling
us to sail south. On New Year’s Eve we toasted King Neptune
with a tot of rum. Next morning there was a loud crack, the boat
tacked herself and the B&G self-steering broke. Luckily,
"Martha", our monitor was in good working order. A few days
later I caught a huge wahoo, 1.2 m long and which weighed a
ton. I poured a half bottle of rum into its mouth before hoisting
it on board (not a bad send off). We had wahoo marinated in
lime juice with onions and herbs for lunch and two steaks for
dinner. The remainder, which would have fed about forty
people, went over the side and we felt guilty about killing it and
wasting good food. The wind was up and down most days but
we averaged 6 knots and a COG of 180 degrees True. The
graveyard watch was easy with beautiful star-lit skies
dominated by the Southern Cross. One morning the scones did
not rise, and a coftee jug got broken. Things got worse as the
day progressed - the engine was difficult to turn over, the gear
box started to loose transmission fluid and it appeared that there
was a leak in the stern-gland. We both realised that a reliable
engine would be vital in Chile and on 10th January we decided
to divert to Alwoplast boatyard in Valdivia to have the propeller
realigned and the engine repaired.

On 14th January the pressure started to rise indicating the
start of the High, the wind decreased further during the night
and we were becalmed by 0400. During this period of calm I
enjoyed a "Pacific" swim. The spinnaker went up early on
Monday 19th. Later that day we got our first taste of bad
weather as a front passed. At 19.00 the log reads "Wind backs
to 220 and increases to 32-36kts, gusts 37. Genoa furled to
small jib and main reefed then dropped"

The baby stay parted and I lost sight of Andrew a few times

as he became submerged on the foredeck while rigging the
inner forestay. We spent the next day drying out our gear. We
spied the land early on 21st January. We entered the River
Valdivia and motored along a very attractive wooded shoreline.
Within a mile of our destination the oil-pressure dropped, we
stopped the engine and tried to sail under genoa. It was hard to
sail without any wind and an ebb tide setting us backwards. We
anchored six times in all and eventually hailed a fishing boat
San Tetmo and requested a tow. Shortly afterwards Ibur officers
from the Chilean Armada visited the boat. We had a walk
ashore and a nice meal and turned in. Our passage time had
been 24 days.

We spent a few weeks in Valdivia and worked hard on the
boat antifouling and other small jobs. Alex Whopper and
Mauricio of Alwoplast Yard were very helpful and the engine
was repaired. My Spanish technical vocabulary improved a lot
during our stay. lan and Judy Jenkins from London invited us to
have lunch with them on board their boat Pen Azen. They
introduced us to lan and Maggie Staples who along with Tony
and Coryn Gooch collected and integrated all the information
for the RCC Chilean Pilot Book. Maggie and Ian have since
sold their boat Teokita and now reside on a farm in Chile. On
February 7th George Kidner and Debbie Major joined in Puerto
Monnt to cruise the channels with us. We arrived in Puerto
Williams a month later feeling that we had barely scratched the
surface of this wonderful cruising ground. There are hundreds
of beautiful anchorages many of which remain uncharted. We
had on board the magnificent Chilean Hydrographic Atlas,
which includes all of Chile’s charts in colour and reduced into a
31cm x 44cm format. We also carried The yachtsman’s
Navigator Guide to the Chilean Channels by pilot Alberto
Mantellero, the RCC/Imray Pilot, Chile, Arica Desert to Tierra
del Fuego along with electronic and paper charts. We purchased
the recently published "Patagonia & Tierra del Fuego" nautical
guide by Mariolina Rolfo and Giorgio Ardrizzi in Ushuaia
which is top class. There is constant coastal pilotage which
demands careful attention. Visibility can be reduced to almost
zero during squalls and in these conditions the radar is very
useful. Before any voyage is undertaken the maritime

M~iire rounding Cape Horn.
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authorities require vessels to follow an authorised track which
must be approved by the Port captain who will then issue the
boat with a Zarpe or permit. In the interests of safety vessels are
required to communicate their position (QTH) by HF, VHF,
relay or email twice daily at 08.00 and 20.00 providing the
Annada with vital information in the event of a rescue mission.

Our first anchorage, Estero Tubilad on the cultivated island
of Chiloe was full of "salmoneras" or mussel farms, lan and
Judy arrived later and joined us for a drink. Next day we
stopped over in Queilen a lovely fishing village with many
small docks and hundreds of yellow fishing boats. From here
we motored through Canal Jac’,ff and visited the village of
Puyuhuapi which has a marina, a farnous carpet factory and
houses built out of wood and corrugated iron. Nearby in Bahia
Dorita there is a 5* hotel offering thermal spring baths, sauna.
bar, restaurant and laundry. At the pontoon water is free but fuel
is double the price. In Bahia Anihue we used shorelines for the
first time and because white striped Fitzroy dolphins danced
around the boat as we entered Debbie renamed the spot
"Dolphin’s Cove". Estero Atracadero on lsla Melchor is a long
inlet providing good sheher where seasonal fishermen have
built wooden structures. An elderly man named Carlos rowed
out to King c¢(Hearts to say hello and have a chat. He likes to
meet people on visiting yachts and had a photo album
containing photos of about a dozen of them from over the last
ten years and of which he is very proud. We took some photos
and presented him with the prints. Carlos is the only inhabitant
of Isla Melchior where he lived with his companero,., a black
dog called Negro.

From the tiny anchorage of Caleta Sandade on Isla Guerrero
we saw a Spanish tall ship which 1 recall was the Gh~ria de San
Sebastian as she passed through Canal Pulluche. Golfo de
Penas lies 46 degrees south and needs to be treated with
respect. Large ships do not even attempt to cross the gulf in bad
weather. Having left the smooth water of the channels we

Great catch !

experienced the ocean swell and fresh westerlies raising big
seas. My personal favourite cruising area was between the
Golfo do Penas and Caleta Olla on the Beagle Channel. There
can be few places more beautiful, less unspoilt and almost
untouched by humans. We met fishermen in Caleta Hidden who
gave us some "Robalo". They would not accept money so we
gave them some wine. Puerto Eden on Isla Wellington was the
most isolated village that any of us had ever been to. It has a
population of 250 and falling. The ferry which calls twice a
week is the only contact with the outside world. The
surrounding land is mountain or bare rock and most of the
population make a living from fishing. Nelda, who is married to
a retired Armada officer, is happy to cook meals for visitors in
her lovely waterside home. She gave us a warm welcome and
served us a delicious meal. At present she is extending her
home so that she will be able to accommodate visitors to the
village. Just as we were leaving another group who turned out
to be her builders were taking our place at her kitchen table.

As we worked our way down through the channels a typical
day started at 07.00 when we began to retrieve our shore lines,
ship the dinghy and weigh anchor. By 08.00 we were on our
way and enjoying breakfast, usually porridge. Daily activities
included pilotage, steering, baking, watching wildlife and
admiring the beauty of our surroundings. By 19.00 we had
usually anchored and attached our shorelines. Many of the
anchorages lie under mountains walls and are subject to violent
and sudden gusts known as rachas or williwaws. Others are too
small to allow the boat to swing at anchor. Therefore it is
necessary to attach shorelines. Having anchored in tandem we
would take a polyprop line ashore, find a suitable tree, make
fast and return to pick up another line and so on. It was all great
fun, even if on some occasions we had to land on rotten trees,
take the lines through thorny bushes and woodland often
slipping on thick kelp on the way back. There was always
supper to look forward to but this too presented its own
challenges due to our dwindling store. However our master
cook Debbie was really inventive and prepared some very tasty
meals.

We experienced near gale force winds as we entered the
Straits of Magellan and in poor visibility entered Caleta Uriarte
which due to very strong rachas was untenable. The next safe
anchorage Caleta Moyston was 25 miles to the east and thank
goodness downwind. We were losing the light as we
approached the entrance and had to anchor and attach our
shorelines in darkness. Next day we passed two tankers and
two yachts and we felt the place was crowded. Continuing
southwards the most amazing thing was the lack of people: the
only sounds were those made by steamer ducks, magellanic
shags and gulls, albatross and tubby kelp geese. There are many
memorable anchorages - Caleta Yvonne, where the water is
tinted milky green by nearby Sent Iceberg; Bahia Isthmus on
the east coast of Canal Smith. where we walked the narrow
isthmus which was once used by indians to carry their canoes
from Sent Union to Canal Smyth; Puerto Engano. where we
refilled our water tanks from a local waterfall. However one of
the most spectacular anchorages of Tierra del Fuego is Caleta
Brecknock. a wide circular basin surrounded by high peaks and
vertical granite walls. It is a wonderful place to walk and the
views from the higher levels are amazing. I remember thinking
that this must be one of the most fantastic anchorages I had ever
been in.

Brazo Noroeste is the northwest arm of the Beagle Channel
and is known locally as "Glacier Alley". High mountains,
forests and snowy peaks dominate the landscape and
ventisqueros or glaciers roll down in huge frozen waves from
the majestic peaks of the Cordillera Darwin. We visited Sent
Garibaldi and marked the occasion by drinking champagne
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surrounded by little icebergs and "’bergie bits" in the meltwater
of the glacier. On March 7th George and Debbie left from
Ushuaia. From almost everywhere in this town there is a view
of the Beagle Channel named after the ship on which Charles
Darwin sailed around the world. Another reminder of Darwin’s
voyage was a gift shop called "Jemmy Buttons". Jemmy Button
was one of three Alcalufe Indians who had been taken aboard
by the captain of the Beagle Robert Fitzroy and brought to
England and given an English education. The captain tried to
impose Christianity on the Indians in the hope that they would
return to Tierra del Fuego and convert the rest of their tribe. A
year after the Indians had been put ashore on their own territory
Fitzroy returned and found that Jemmy had returned to his
native ways, the only ways that were of any value in his own
environment.

Our new crew member, Jonathan Bradbeer, known as Brad,
joined us then for a fortnight during which we sailed around
Cape Horn. We spent a lot of time to-ing and fro-ing between
Ushuaia on the Argentine side of the Beagle Channel and
Puerto Williams on the Chilean island of Navarino in order to
clear in and out. There are talks of making Puerto Navarino a
port of entry which would save nearly 60 miles on a round trip.

Puerto Toro is the most southerly village in the world. Senor
Juan Bustados is the local Armada officer and he came down
the old wooden and iron dock, took our lines and welcomed us.
The next day he invited us to his house and introduced us to his
wife and two children. His wife showed us their bedroom
which had a great big VHF set in the comer. Later in the
evening he brought us a detailed weather forecast. The local
fishermen were very friendly and not only gave us "centona",
which is South American spider crab, but cooked it for us to
boot. We had a good run across Nassau Bay in easterly winds
and anchored in Puerto Maxwell, which we shared with
Pelagic Australis. We rounded The Cape on St Patrick’s Day
with a wind speed of 15-20 kts WSW at first, increasing to
32kts later in the day. Cape Horn is not particularly scenic.
Brad described it as "’a huge pile of boring granite with no
edifying feature", but we still took lots of photos and drowned
the shamrock (as opposed to ourselves) in honour of the day
that was in it! We returned to Puerto Toro and had to motor the
last few miles as the wind died away. Back in Puerto Williams.
Brad visited the hotel where he and his wife Joyce had stayed a
few years ago and in a lovely gesture the owner gave him a
present to take home to her.

We made another trip to "Glacier Alley" stopping overnight
in Caleta Olla. Next day we motored up the eastern arm of Seno
Pia until we ran aground! I think this was due to the fact that
everyone was paying attention to avoiding the bergie bits. We
eventually got off having hoisted the sails and laid out a kedge.
We anchored in a cove at the head of the bay and next morning
climbed a steep ridge through almost
impenetrable woodland. The views over
the bay, boat and glacier were very
impressive and all agreed the climb had
been worth the effort. All too soon Brad
had to leave us. 1 hope I shall get the
opportunity to sail with him again
sometime in the future. It was time to
point King of Hearts in the direction of
home and we headed north through the
channels once again. We spent Easter in
Caleta Brecknock weather-bound for
about five days. For the record we had
two anchors in tandem, a 35kg
fisherman laid out as a kedge and five
shore lines. On our departure it took
about two hours to weigh anchor and Rio de Janeiro.

Sketch by M,Sire Breathnach.

retrieve the shore lines. On passage to Punta Arenas, we visited
Seno Chico, at the eastern end of Canal Cockburn, and also the
starlit anchorage of Caleta Hope near Mount Saramianto. Punta
Arenas offers all services, supermarkets, banks and
fishmarkets, but the anchorage is very exposed. There was one
other yacht Polonica anchored. She was being sailed single-
handedly by a Dane in his twenties called Mads. He told us that
he had bought the boat in Thailand and was now on his way
home to Denmark. We learned later that he had a collision with
a coaster off the coast of Uruguay. Thankfully he suffered little
damage and has since got a job with a local university counting
whales while he undertakes some repairs. We left Punta Arenas
on 15th April bound for Mar del Plata, 1,200nm. In near gale
force winds we anchored in an open bay in the eastern section
of the Magellan Straits, not far from Segunda Angustura - one
of the narrows where tides run strong. The anchorage was not
mentioned in the Pilot book but it was the best of a bad lot.
Next day we sailed past the many oil platforms in the entrance
to the straits and soon we were back in the waters of the
Atlantic Ocean. We started our passage north and experienced
very strong southerly winds and moderate to rough seas. At
03.00 on 20th April while Andrew was in the cockpit the
steering broke and he immediately suspected the rudder. It was
not particularly blowy at the time, 14kts of wind and a
moderate sea. The noise and action of the boat awakened me.
Why do equipment failures always happen in the dark? A bight
of rope over the stern and pulled forward from either side
showed no rudder something totally unexpected on such a well
found craft and the last thing that we would have anticipated.
At 06.00 in daylight we launched the dinghy and confirmed our
worst fears. The reality was that we were 500 miles from Mar
del Plata without any steerage. Thankfully the wind had abated
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Andrew and Brad.

but there was still some swell making conditions reasonable for
fitting our emergency rudder to the self-steering Monitor. To
confound matters a trip aloft was necessary to retrieve the main
halyard. At 13.00 we resumed our passage under motor in light
northeasterlies.

The following is an extract fi’om the next day’s log: "01.00:
hand steering using jury rudder - 2 hour watches set. Wind NE
28kts. 06.30: Engine cooling fails, high temp. alarm activated.
Water pump drive suspected as impellor not turning. 0930:
Mainsail (3 reefs and no. 4 setl. 10.00: Main dropped and storm
jib set. Wind E 30 kts. 12.00: jury rudder operated in wind vane
mode". The wind stayed in the east the next day, 25-30kts. We
sailed under storm jib only and the Monitor still wind vane
mode. At 19.00 we noticed a bolt missing from the Monitor self
steering. We dropped the sails and spent two hours replacing it.
not easy in such a swell. The wind veered to the south shortly
after midnight and the Monitor could not cope with a following
wind. The bolt worked loose once again and at 02.00 we
decided to lie ahull as we were concerned that the Monitor
would break. We kept "anchor" watches while we lay ahull. On
Saturday 24th April the wind and swell had reduced but it was
very frustrating steering with a boat hook attached to the
Monitor? With sheer ingenuity Andrew repaired the engine
cooling system, by nsing the pump from the fridge, electrics
from the watermaker, and pipework from the ’,fit heads? The
wind picked up to 30kts again the next day and we hove to for a
time as it was impossible to steer. We passed a fleet of 11
trawlers fishing in "’/ormation’. They must have wondered
what sort of sailors we were as we meandered nil over the
place! A week after loosing the rudder we crawled into Mar del
Plata. picked up a mooring, and called Yacht Club Argentino
who towed King of Hearts to a berth in the marina. We spent
six weeks in Mar del Plata while a new rudder was
manutactured in Finland. During this time Toni+ Louis+ and Peji
made us i~eel very welcome in YCA and were extremely helpful
at all times. I joined the leisure centre in the Club Nautico next
door while Andrew did lots of repairs and worked at his
Spanish.

We spent some time in Buenos Aires where we saw "’Don

Carlos" and "Madam Butterfly" in
Teatro Colon, a tango show and
also enjoyed a bike tour of the city.
We flew to Salta in northwest
Argentina and also managed to fit
in a trip to the magnificent lguazu
falls made fanaous by the film
"The Mission", on the borders of
Argentina and Brazil.

On the big day, King of Hearts
was towed to the Naval Base, lifted
out and the new rudder installed.
During the installation we decided
that the rudder bearings ought to be
re-glassed and sailed to San
Feruando. near Buenos Aires,
where a travel hoist was available
to lift the boat ashore. We followed
the buoyed channel in the Plate
estuary, entered the area known as
the "delta", motored down Canal
Horta and touched several times,
There was not a drop of water at
the entrance to the Yacht Club
Argentino and we just had to wait
for the Flood. Apparently the wind
has a huge effect on the water
levels in the delta and we were told

that they were particularly low at this time. Once again KoH
was on the hard and while the work was under way we stayed
in a nearby hotel. To sleep in a bed and have a hot bath after
almost a year was a novel experience.

Javier Mendez. a lovely man, is Managing Director of
"Compania de Barcos" who fitted the new rudder /’or us. He
invited us to his home for an a~’ado. It was a real treat to
sociaiise with an Argentine family and we thoroughly enjoyed
our visit, We made a few more trips to Buenos Aires, explored
the delta area of Tigre and just for the sake of it we took a day
trip to Uruguay and visited the lovely old town of Cotonia del
Saramiento. On the eve of our departure we went to a Celtic
Music festival where the local bands played in a traditional
style similar to that of the well known Bothy Band.

It was great to be at sea again and having left the +’car6 con
leche" waters of the Plate Estuary we sailed in great style to
Paranagua in Brazil, We logged 890 n’dles which we covered in
six and a half days. One afternoon I was down below and
Andrew shouted "Get ready to press the distress button" 1
looked out and could see a boat full of men coming straight for
us. They may have been pirates and we were glad when they
turned around and headed away. Next stop Paranagua. which is
a bit like Cork harbour. Whilst sailing through the mangroves
as we left, a fisherman came along side and handed me the
beads he had been wearing - a charming example of Brazilian
hospitality. We sailed through San Sebastian sound and
continued on to anchor in the Ilha Grande Arhipetago which is
a very popular cruising area. Visibility was less than a mite as
we entered Rio De Janeiro. This was disappointing as we were
looking forward to seeing the Sugar Loaf and the famous statue
of Christ. We spent a morning visiting the Port captain and
customs and then got into proper tourist mode. A tram ride took
us up to the hills where we saw the street children high on
solvents having fun jumping on and off the trams. Later a train
took us to see the statue of Christ. We surfed on Copacabana
beach and watched all the beautiful people and splashed out on
"Afternoon Tea" at the very posh Copacabana Palace Hotel.
Next morning we attended a beautiful sung mass in the
Mosteiro de Sao Bente.
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We had hoped to stop at Arquipelago dos Abrolhos where
whales mate. In gale force winds it would not have been
prudent. However I recall seeing three whales during a watch
(and I remember thinking that two is a company!). In less than
a week we had reached our destination, Salvador Bahia The
marina is excellent and it would be possible to leave a boat here
if necessary. Andrew returned home to attend a funeral. The old
part of the town has enormous appeal and some of the churches
are dripping with gold. There is a thriving tradition of music
here and the beaches are superb. The only downside is that one
must take great care on the streets where there are numerous
pickpockets. We were away as soon as Andrew returned and
had a terrific sail to Natal where we stored up for our passage to
the Azores. We left on I Ith August and arrived in Horta on 1st
September. We had a good passage and sailed almost to the
Cape Verde Island’s lon~tude in order to avoid potential
hurricanes and head winds, before heading north for the
Azores. There was one incident that I shall not lbrget. A ship
approached us on our port bow. We tried to call him and got no
response. I altered 20 degrees to port. He crossed right in front
of us and passed within a half of a mile. The night sky changed
as we sailed north, with Orion getting higher and the return of
Cassiopeia. I spent most of the time on this passage reading,
studying navigation, trying to write songs without much
success and doing the usual chores. It was greut to be wearing
shorts and T-shirts again and at the change over of the watch it
no longer took a quarter of an hour to don numerous Musto
layers. On arrival in Horta we had logged 3,410 miles and were

quite tired but we found we had enough energy to go and have a
beer in Caf6 Sport. The next day we bought paint and painted
the KoH mural on the quay next to the EMMA "art work" that
Andrew painted on his last visit in 1990.

We wanted to be back in Lymington for Adam and Janey’s
wedding and we wanted to visit my home port, Dungarvan on
the way. Two days out of Horta the gear box seized and we
were becalmed for a time. The wind gradually picked up and as
we approached the English Channel the auto helm packed in
and soon we were running before a full blown southerly gale,
35-40 kts, gusting 45kts. Never a dull moment! We had to hand
steer for the remainder of the trip. We had a break in the
weather which took a turn for the better for a few hours on 13th
September. Later in the day it freshened again to 25-30kts and
we had 3 reefs in the mainsail.

By 19.00 the wind speed had increased again as we sailed
through the Needles Channel. We attempted to pick up a
mooring in Yarmouth but were unable to slow the boat down
sufficiently. We had handed the sails and continued to do 3-4
kts SOG against the tide. In 35~0kts SW we sailed under
reefed genoa from Yarmouth to Osborn Bay hoping to find
shelter. At 03.00 we began to beat back up to Lymington
against wind and tide. At 09.00 on 14th September we sailed up
the Lymington River where we were met by Michael White in
the RLYC rib which towed us to our berth on the club pontoon.
We made it back in time for the wedding.., next time we hope
to make it to Dungarvan!

Peter goes South

Peter K.inen, in his taew boat, Pure Magic, gone South. At the beginning of November he was approaching Buenos Aires
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Brandon Rose: South Brittany Cruise 2004

Brendan O’Callaghan

I
have enjoyed all my cruises to Brittany down the years.
Getting there and back offers challenging offshore passages.

Cruising the Breton coast means delightful harbours.
interesting pilotage, tricky tides, the accustomed vagaries of
weather, and superb dining and wining. If a skipper can cobble
together the vital ingredient of compatible crew all else being
equal - a memorable holiday is a vh’tual certainty.

This year’s cruise would be for a four-week period. Philip
McAuliffe (ICCI, and Tony O’Callaghan would help me sail
Brandon Rose (BR) as far as Vannes (Morbihan) during the
first fortnight. George Ferguson, on board for the first week,
would be replaced by Adrian Buckley for week two. Walter
O’Byrnc, John Crabtree, Stephen Connolly and 1 would then
sail home to Kinsale. Four people would be on board for most
of the time. l think this is a perfect number lor safe and sociable
watch-keeping, especially in the busy shipping lanes, using the
two-on-two-off routine. It ’also matches BR’s sea-berth
accommodation, cooking and dining arrangements and dinghy
capacity when going ashore. The cruise theme would be to call
to islands and ports not previously visited.

At 07.00 on Saturday 5th June we quietly slipped out of
Kinsale. We motored in the glassy calm. The morning was
overcast. Light breezes from ahead of abeam came and went as
the day wore on. This provided just about enough wind to sail
gently for a time but with the onset of night, the engine was
restarted as the wind died and c’,dm returned. We enjoyed a
reheated communal meal brought frozen from home by George.
Occasional fog banks saw the radar being used to keep its all-
seeing eye on things.

Early on the 60th anniversary of D-Day we passed through a

fleet of five fishing boats. As dawn was gathering we saw
numerous fishing vessels around. Philip revived us with a
whopper of a fry. We were ready for anything after it? Fog
returned as we closed the Isles of Scilly. This cleared
dramatically at about 10.00 and, .all at once, we had a clear
view of the entire archipelago from the Bishop Rock lighthouse
to St Martin’s. As we motored through the Isles. we spoke to
Tam 0 Shanter (ICC) on VHF. A text message from home told
us "The Langer’" CD had gone platinum. The Brandon Rose
choir subjected it to several renditions during the cruise!
Rounding the Spanish Ledges buoy, we left Scilly behind and
headed towards Ushant. The wind stayed light and we had to
continue to motor. The sun made an appearance and tended to
shine stronger as we went south. Our second day at sea was
cheered by this lovely weather. We shared a sumptuous cockpit
dinner before the night watch keeping routine began.

That night was one of the loveliest I have spent afloat. The
sky was clear with countless stars. At about 01.0fi an orange
moon, just starting to wane, rose dead ahead. By 03.30 a F3
wind filled in from the east. This allowed us sail fast on a fiat
sea, closehauled on port tack, with full plain sail and perfect
visibility: rejuvenation of the soul. With dawn approaching we
cleared to the east of the first of the traffic separation scheme.
As usual we encountered a lot of shipping, but thankfully no
dramatics. By 08.00 we were approaching the rocks of Brittany,
and could see the Stiff" and Creac’h lighthouses ahead at about
I5 NM. By noon we had safely rounded the NW corner of Ile
d’Ouessant (Ushantl and picked up a visitor mooring buoy in
Lampaul harbour in hot sunshine. There were only three other
yachts there when we arrived. We had a very pleasant excursion

ashore. We hired bikes and
pedalled from end to end. The
scent of new-mown hay was heavy
in the air. We all got into the
Atlantic for a swim. It was my first
dip of the year, and was, to put it
mildly, a bracing experience! A
pleasant meal in the pole-
positioned    Duchesse    Anne
restaurant brought a pleasant end
to a wonderful day, our first in
France.

Next morning was a relaxed
leisurely affair with breakfast in
the cockpit in the warm sunshine.
We left, bound for Camaret, with
the intention of going by way of
the Chenal de la Helle and Chenal
du Four. Giving a safe berth to the
famed La Jument lighthouse, we
headed ENE into the Passage du

-:~ ~ Fromveur, south of Ouessant. Our
leisurely cockpit breakfast turned
out to be too leisurely, as the tide
had turned, unfavourable for us. inBrandon Rose among the trawlers of Le Guilvinec. We were made feel very welcome here.
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the Passage. Just before reaching Kereon lighthouse no further
headway was possible. The only alternative was to turn 180°

and go with the flow. Our speed over the ground immediately
increased from zero to 11 knots! We passed to the west of the
various rocks and islands, and the t~avourable light SW breeze
poured us along all the way to Canaaret, where we refuelled and
tied up in a warm sunny evening. We enjoyed the last of
George’s home-prepared meals, before a transfusion in the Irish
Pub -"The Donegan’" - in the company of the cheerful patron,
Yvon. The pints were lovely, but as Philip remarked ’"Tis a
good job we’re not fond of it, like the old people."

Next morning saw us leave Camaret early, motoring in a
light headwind to Raz de Sein via Chanel de Toulinguet. Three
other yachts had the same idea and we all passed through at
slack HW. Never was the Raz more placid. The sun shone
again. It was idyllic except for lack of wind. Then a breeze
filled in from the SW enabling us to sail gently round Pointe de
Penmarc’h bound for the fishing port of Le Guilvinec.
Commencing our approach through piles of very impressive
rocks, our pilotage was helped by the very conspicuous travel
hoist near the entrance. Further in we were able to pick up the
two leading marks (not unlike those at Castletown Bere) and it
was simple after that. We were directed to a tiny pontoon on the
east side of the harbour. Le Guilvinec is a very busy fishing
port and yachts are asked not to enter or leave between 16.00
and 18.30. The procession of fishing boats streaming through
the very narrow and twisting entrance was amazing. They
queue to have their catch unloaded at the quay immediately
inside the entrance before berthing farther in. We counted about
one hundred boats tied up on the west quay that evening.
Although not a yachting centre, we were made very welcome
and had a most pleasant stay. There are good shops and
supermarcbes and the place had an invigorating buzz. We found
an unusual pub - Les Brisants - near our pontoon. It was more
like a nautical museum that also served drink! Lots of
photographs of the port down the years, back to the era of sail,
and interesting memorabilia. The owners are Emile, a retired
fisherman, and his daughter, Claudine. lovely people. The place
was a "’find" for us. Don’t miss it if
you’re in Le Guilvinec!

We left this busy working port
next day in mid morning and lazily
sailed and motored in very light
wind to Concarneau, tying up in a
handy berth on the marina under
the walls of the remarkable Vine
Close in the noonday heat. Our
swim at nearby Sables Blancs was
in water about 5° warmer than in
Ouessant. We had superb dining in
the Venezia Pizzaria. fondly
remembered from previous visits.
Though it had changed ownership
recently, the standards had not
suffered. Sadly next day, George
left us by bus for the Roscoff ferry.
The remaining trio headed off, in a
splendid saifing breeze and
continuing sunshine, for Les ~les
de Glrnans. Entering this beautiful
archipelago just to the east of La
Pie beacon, we carefully made our
way into La Chambre, and picked
up one of numerous vacant
visitors’ moorings. The anchorage
was exposed in the stiff west
breeze, but we had superb shelter

when the wind veered into the NW as forecast. Going ashore
we swam from the sandbar connecting the islands of Bananec
and St Nicolas. The water is crystal clear and the experience
absolutely delightful. We walked the circumference of lie St
Nicolas and got a very good idea of the layout of the Glrnans.
There was a reasonable level of yachting activity, but the place
becomes very crowded in fair weather later in the season. We
patronised the island’s bar and, back on board, did justice to
Phil’s baked lemon sole and trimmings. We had a peaceful
night in this little comer of heaven.

We left early next momin~g and motored in near calm, and
rising heat and sun, east of lie aux Moutuns to Benodet. We
continued up the Odet estuary with the rising tide. This is a
really beautiful, tree-lined river, often claimed to be the
loveliest in Brittany. It is very deep and well buoyed as far as
the commercial port at Corniguel. Prom there it is only perhaps
a further mile to the limit of navigation for masted craft, below
the road bridge south of Quimper. Keeping to the centrifugal
outside of the long bend here gives the best water. We picked
up a vacant mooring about two hours before HW, and went on
under die road bridge by dinghy into the centre of this thriving
town, steeped in history. We were lucky enough to coincide our
visit with the F~te du Port de Quimper and saw several small
traditional wooden boats tied up in the town centre for the fete,
with all possible flags flying. This is a very picturesque old
town with many well-preserved haft-timbered houses and
beautiful old buildings including the cathedral, which dates
from the 13th Century. Leaving just after HW we motored
downstream and picked up a buoy near Arise de Combrit to take
a breather and wait for the ebb to ease off and avoid having to
berth in a sluice of tide in Benodet. When we did tie up there
was still an amazing run of tide even though it was only about
an hour before LW. We had a stroll in the cool of the evening
and had an early night after the rigours of our early start that
morning.

Before leaving Benodet, we picked up a vacant mooring off
the town beach. Anse du Trez. in the gathering heat of the
following morning. It was Sunday 13th June and a high-
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pressure system was firmly established which gave us unending
sunshine for the following week. After a pre-breakfast plong¢;e
over the side, to our horror we saw a boat on fire about two
miles to our south. There were dozens of other craft in the
vicinity and the SNSM lit~boat rushed to the scene. The boat
apparently burned out and sank, but the crew were picked up
safely. It was a mute lesson on the danger of fire on board. We
left shortly after witnessing this sombre event and in almost
imperceptible zephyrs, drifted back to Concarnean to meet
Adrian Buckley, who had just arrived, complete with fiddle, via
the Roscoff ferry, our new fourth crewmember for the
remainder of the week. He had taken the trouble to bring with
him a stew. kindly prepared for us by his mother, to which we
did full and immediate justice. Later. on our visit to downtown
Concarneau, we saw France stun England by scoring twice in
the last few minutes of their European Nations Cup game to
win 2-1, while at home at a more important - if prosaic - level.
Kerry and Limerick won through to the Munster Football final.

Monday dawned with a continuation of the fabulous spell of
sunny weather and light favourable breeze. Departing
Concarneau Ik~r the second time, we had one of those glorious
days of gentle downwind sailing, goosewinged at times. Nor
did the passing of the sun over the yardarm go unnoticed! Tony
served up a salad lunch in the cockpit, as we ghosted along. It
would be great if we could bottle the moment for uncorking
during ghastly weather in November or February, or even
sometimes in August! We slid into a tight berth in Port Tudy
ITle de Groix). There was a heavy Douannes presence in the
port and we were duly scrutinised by "Brigade de Surveillance
de Lorient’. They did their job but were very polite and
courteous.

Although it was still early in the season Groix was very
crowded, and there was hardly room to come and go in the
marina by evening with boats rafted out from the hammerhead
pontoons; lucky the wind was light. We were disappointed that
our usual haunt. Ty Beudeff. was closed for renovation.
Auberge du Pecheur. directly across the road, provided us with
an excellent meal, and afterwards the Brandon Rose orchestra
and chorus mingled with native and fellow traveller in a session
of music and songs in at least three languages. It was a superb
end to a spectacular day. homework properly done

Adrian Buckley. Brendan O’Callaghan and Philip McAuliffe heading for a swim at La Ramoneue
near Le Palais, Belie he.

Tuesday moming was glorious. Tony and I mustered the
energy to walk to the east end of Groix on the coastal footpath
for a swim at Plage des Grandes Sabhins. This is one of the few
convex beaches in Europe and is spectacular. After breakfast,
we managed to disentangle ourselves from the confusion of the
congested marina. We had little breeze to help us sail or cool us
from the baking heat. The afternoon was still sweltering when
we locked into the Bassin a Flot in Le Palais, Belle Ile at high
water. Just a short walk to the east of Le Palals is the tiny sandy
cove of La Ramonette, where we cooled off with a swim, prior
to a pleasant evening ashore.

It" it was sur lie ashore it was sewer Lee on board, as it was
now that the heads first began to malfunction. The skipper dis-
patched the crew ashore on some vital errand. When the coast
was clear, as one might say, he rolled up his sleeves, produced a
colourful pair of new marigolds and went to work. Without
going into it too much, the skipper, basing his actions on Tony’s
theory that "’everything in life goes either up and down or in
and out", got this vital equipment back into working order once
more. Suffice to say it got us home in fits and bursts]

On the centenary of Bloomsday, we left Le Palais in the
ongoing sweltering heat. We had a very pleasant sail in the
channel between fie Houat and Chausee de l’]le aux Chevaux
and anchored for the night off Treach Ar Goured (ile Houat).
Life isn’t always beer and skittles; sometimes it’s wine and
roses. We had about 30 other boats for company in this
spectacular horseshoe anchorage. The scene was idyllic. It was
reminiscent of the ICC cruise of a decade ago - this time
without the vent solaire next morning! We swam over the side.
It is a well-known fact that one should never eat on an empty
stomach. A few aperitifs put that to rights. We dined well on
soupe de poisson, canard and brie; a few tunes from the fiddle
and accordion and digestifs in the cockpit under a clear sky lit
by a million stars. Magical stuff!

On Thursday morning we left in good time to arrive at the
entrance to the Golfe du Morbihan at slack low water. On
another day of sunshine, light wind and perfect visibility, we
had time to have a brief look at the marina at Le Crouesty.
conveniently located just outside the entrance. We had written
out our courses from one mark to the next, and, with our

in advance, [ was surprised at how
easy it was to find our way through
the gaps between the islands of the
Morbihan. Much too early in the
tide to approach Vannes, we picked
up a vacant buoy off the north tip
of Ile d’Arz to await sufficient rise.
Three hours later, as we passed
through the road bridge into
Vannes, the marina official, at the
bridge opening, called out our
berth number on a loudspeaker. We
tied up at this pontoon, very close
to the Capitainerie and the centre
of the city. Although the barometer
had by now slipped to 1008, it was
still spectacularly good weather.

For Tony, Phil and Adrian. it
was the end of the cruise and they
treated me to a splendid meal in the
old city. We spring-cleaned the
boat, topped up fuel and water, and
restocked the larder - not to
mention the cellar. The trio hired a
car to get them to Roscoff in time
for the Cork ferry. I did another
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patch-up job on the heads and
changed the engine oil.

The replacement crew of Walter
O’Byrne. John Crabtree and
Stephen Connolly arrived separ-
ately by TGV and flights from
home. I had a pleasant chance
meeting with longstanding ICC
member. Douglas Mellon, and Jill.

And so, early on Sunday 20th
June, we left Vannes on the 09.00
lock and bridge openings and
unotored down through the
Morbihan. The tide was ebbing fast
and we saw two local yachts in
potentially serious danger. One of
tbem coutdn’t complete a tack and
was being shoved very close to the
island of Gavrinis. Eventually they
managed to sheet home and tacked
out to safer water. The other boat -
single-handed - was carouselled
through 360°, also very near rocks.
We were spilled out through the
entrance and carried on to anchor
again off Treach Ar Goured. On

L to r: John Crabtree. Walter O’Byrne. Brendan O’Callaghan and Stephen Connolly on Isle de
Molcne.

this visit it was le weekend- there were maybe 100 yachts in
the anchorage. It was dull but pleasant and, led by Stephen, we
dived over the side bel~re lunch¯ We left in mid-afternoon as a
F6 ruinsquall tilt us. It was the ftrst rain 1 had seen since leaving
Kinsale more than two weeks earlier. We cleared north of
Houat, using the well-marked Passage du Beniguet. From here,
we were able to fetch Le Palais on Belle lle where we went
direc! into the locked harbour. We tied up on the west side, in
the berth used by the island’s freight ship. Talifer. This quay
was designed for big ships, not small boats. Taking a leaf from
the book of the two yachts already tied up on the berth, we
borrowed a wood pallet from the many on the quay, lowered it
to a suitable altitude fi’om a bollard ashore, and fended against
it. This worked a treat. It could be called "La palette de Le
Palais"! Walter dished up an excellent Irish stew and we
visited the pleasant and popular "Le Goeland".

The log notes that there was no
hanging about on the longest day
of the year, as we left the lock and
its pallets at 06. I5. We invited
ourselves alongside an unoccupied
boat in the avant port and had a
leisurely breakfast. We exchanged
a friendly hello with Peter Ryan
(ICC) on Nicu. We motored to lie
de Groix in calm, light swell, rain
and the occasional burst of sun-
shine. The first discordant note of
the cruise came from the noon
BBC forecast warning of S or SW
F5/7, locally 8. We decided to visit
Port Tudy briefly, but move on to
Lorient before bad weather set in.
While the crew had tt quick run
ashore, the skipper once again
rolled up his sleeves, produced the
marigolds and did another quick
fix job on a certain, vital, mutinous
device on board.

Departing Port Tudy in late
afternoon, we motored the 6NM to

Lorient in overcast and increasingly damp conditions. It was
glassy calm. Perfect visibility was a welcome help in
identifying the many marks leading through Passe de I’Ouest.
The Bretons really marked their coastline well. The n,’m’owest
part of the entrance is dominated by the fort and citadel of St
Louis. By passing to the east of lie St. Michel, in the middle of
this busy commercial harbour, we avoided the big ship channel
and made our way to a superb berth in the marina at Port de
Commerce in the centre of the city. right beside the Capitalnerie
and the Tourist Office. Despite its centrepoint location, there
was no untoward night-time noise. This was a very snug berth
during the gales of the next few days. As it was the skipper’s
birthday, the unlortunate crew were stuck for the cost of his
evening meal in the excellent Caf6 Leffe, right beside our
pontoon,

The following three days brought strong winds on repeat

Isles de GIEnan. The leading marks we used to enter the La Chambre Pool. Tower on lie Cigogne (L)
and chimney on lle du Loc’h fL).
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forecasts ot: SW oi W F7/9. We stayed put in our cocoon. We

had a good look at Lorient. including a conducted tour of the
(]erman WW2 submarine base. pzu’l ol¸ an amazing engineering
and construction leal. In lheir attempts to bomb the snblTlarine
pens. the allies devastated much of tile town but hardly
knocked a pebble ol:l the reinforced concrele pens. They still
ha%e an ominom, and threatening look abtlut them today As a
resuh of the air raids, little of old L(~ricnt survived, and the
town no~g i2~ Lt nlonUilleln to crass pt)st-’,*,ar ctmcrete and ghlss
archileclure. For all of thai, we had a nloM enjoyable visit to
Ihis inagndicenl port and welcoming town.

All things pass evenlually and the wind duly moderated. We
left Lorienl on a bright and breezy Thursday morning, well
reel)d in the stiff W 5/6. Beating all day, in gradtially
decreasing wiled, we lied up in Concarncau. for the third time
during the cruise, m a cool but snnn) evening.

Light sunny conddions prevailed next day and we sailed
gently to Loctudy. We saw a few classic yachts racing near the
La Voleuse buoy. Loctudy has an active fishing fleet, which tics

up in its own basin. As a result, the fishing and pleasure boats
live happily in their t~v.,n areas o~ this ’tell sheltered porl. We
noticed a small local yachl on a nearby, mooring had ~omchm~
[ouled its rising cable. It adopted the pose of a "’Wind in tile
Willows" feeding duck "head down. tail tip, everything a-
quiver". Thankfully, it came to no great harm as marital staff
nlanaged Io release its light tether and IYee it from its
compromised posititm to a more dignified horizontal posture.
Walter excelled himself again witb a l~e.me cuisine, fealuring
wing of ray. and we ended our nighl in the liveliest spot ill thi,,
quiet port. the "’Gwen Ha Du’" pub.

We bid farewell Iii Locludy at 09.311 in next morning.
Shtcker-than-forecast winds meant occasionally relying on
engine to ensure we cleared vital tidal gates on our cotu’se.
Passing Pointe de Pennaarc’h, we had the greal delight of
Iwenty or more dolphins swimming with us fi)r up to half an
hour It was tile only dnle during the entire cruise thai ,,~c saw
dt~lphins. As we approached Raz de Sere ti~g descended.
reducing visibilit) Io 200 metres. Thanks be l\~r GPS. We
passed lhrough at slack tide and visibility Pnproved to rnayhe a
half mile in the lroise. Approaching Camarel in the gloom we
passed through the rocks (ff the Passage du Toulinguet. Then
tile heavens opened and unleashed a nlosl dramatic dlunder

German WW2 submarine pen in Lorient.

shower: therc was only one flash of lightning but the rain was
so intense that il completely flattened the seas. We moored in
pleasant Camaret just in time to get into the "ge Langoustier’"
restaurant fi)r a welcome end-of-passage meal. Ywm in "The
Donegan" provided a l’arewe[I pint.

We ;yoke to a pleasant day of light breeze, sunshine with the
odd chmd, good visibility and no swell: definitely at day to try.
to go to lie de Molene. Leaving Camaret two hours after low
water. "o, ith John as pilot/navigator. ,,’~e motored ,~ia Chenal du
Four and Chenal de la Helle, a half-nfile beyond Le Faix N
Cardinal light tower. Turning west here we cmltinued until we
broughl Les Trois Pierres Lighdlouse onto a bearing of ahout
210° true. This ensured we kepl well clear of the shoals near the
conspicuous I.a Helle rock. Approaching very. close to the Trois
Pierres lighthouse, the E and W Cardinals. marking the final
approach to the little harbour at the NE end of lie de Molene.
were quite clear.just a few hundred metres away. From a mid
point between fllese "’goalposts" all that has to be done is hold a
straight-line course tow~u’ds the NE end of the harbour
breakwater, a half mile ahead. This may not always be easy as.
when the tide is rtmnmg, strong streams sweep across. We had
no difficuh5 al slack high water but we could confiml the
charts were right when we saw walls of rock exposed oll each
side al low tide.

We secured Io one of several free moorings and had a pre-

hmch swim off the boat. 1 discovered the shafl anode had
worked itself loose and had slid backwards towards the P-
bracket, possibly helping to reduce water-flow through the
cutless bearings. With diving mask and screwdriver things were
quickly rectified.

The sun came out and shone li)r us until il sol. Wc saw this
island gem in pcrllect conditions: definitely wine and roses. We
walked the circumference of Molene and, as tile tide li:ll, got a
magnificent close-up of the countless rocks and reefs, as well
as the other main islands of the archipelago, notably Ouessant.
We met a local hum who told us the correct pronunciation of
Creac’h Lightht~use is "cray-atch".

We dined in one of tile island’s Iiew restaurants Restaurant
l’Archipel - where Marcel dished up a very pleasant meal.
L’addilion was far less than one mighl expect in such a remote
place, a mere fraction of whal it might cost back home. The
visit to Molene was one of the cruise highlights.

After ~ul untroubled night in the
sheltered anchorage, we had a last

rml ashore for provisions. Favour-
able lide carried us nordlwards,
clear of the strongest of the inshore
stream. We were bound for the
Isles of Sciliy and, almr putting in
onr TR call to Ushanl Traffic on
VHF Channel 13, struck the
French and Breton colours. Wind
filled in gradually lroln the west in
the afternoon and we enjoyed an
uneventful and pleasant channel
crossing, reaching Scilly at 07.00
next day. We anchored in Porth
Conger ofl’ St Agnes. After a pre-
breakfast swim dispelled any
lingering cobwebs, we strolled
around St Agnes at leisure. When
the tide obliged, we nloved to
North Grilnsby for the night. We

ambled around Bryher. aperitifs
were sipped at Hell Bay Hotel
and we maalaged time for a meal
on board before making it.



before closing time, to Tresco’s
Island Hotel for post-prandial
refreshment.

Motoring across Tresco Flats
next af~elTlOOn, we moored to a
buoy in St Mary’s. Unusual tbr that
time of year, there were only five
visitors in the harbour, including
us. I made contact with old friends,
Di and Camborne Edwards, who
laid on a bar-b-q for us in the
garden of their beautiful home,
which has the million-dollar view
over the two harbours in Hugh
Town. Their generosity down the
years has been nothing less than
amazing, and to say we passed a
pleasant evening with them is an
understatement. Shopping com-
plete, we went back on board, early
for once.

Planning to leave early next
morning, we were listening care-
fully to the forecasts. Also, while
with the Edwards family. I had
availed of a quick look at the

Pointe St. Mathieu. L to r: Semaphore. Pointe St. Mathieu lighthouse and Les Vieux Moines Tower
Beacon

"weatheronline.co.uk" web site. I’m not sure how widely
known this l?ee site is but I have found it very accurate. We
were likely to have wind of SW or W 4/5 early on lbr our
passage to Kinsale, rising to 6/7, perhaps 8 locally. Not wine
and roses. Not even beer and skittles, but hopefully
manageable. We deflated and stowed our dmghy. Removing the
big roller-reefing genoa, we folded and stowed it, replacing il
with the much smaller No.3 jib, more suitable canvas for
upwind work in the heavy weather we were likely to get.

Next morning was 1st July. We left Scilly at about 06.00. At
first we had moderate west wind and made great progress
closehanled, hoping to gain some weather gauge and make
things easier for ourselves if the wind freshened later as
forecast. By noon we were hard at it with double-reel;ed m~dn
and our No. 3 jib. In late afternoon we pulled down a third reef
in the main, rolled the headsail to near storm jib size, and had as
little discomfort as one can have in a F7 from ahead of abeam.
But we were roaring along at marvellous pace, the boat taking
"all in her stride. The nearly-full moon made periodic appear-
ances through the scudding clouds to illuminate the wild scene.
Occasional sIamming definitely discouraged sleep: it always
sounds so much worse below.

With an aggregate age approaching a quarter of a
millennium, the four of us were probably a tired outfit when we
reached the cairn of Kinsale early on Friday. We moored
Brandon Rose on her berth in Kinsale Yacht Club marina,
cleaned ourselves and tidied the boat before going our separate
ways again.

Everybody had played his compatible part in a wonderful
four-week cruise. We had visited I1 islands among a total of 21
harbours or anchorages, 11 of these for the first time. We had

dined well but had wined better. "Tis definitely a good job
we’re not fond of it. like the old people!

Date    Destination (Kinsale to..) NM
sailed

Jane 5/7 Lampaul (Ushant) 256
8 Camaret 33
9 Le Gnilvinec 44

10 Concarneau 18
11 lies de Gl6nans l I
12 Quimper 17

Benodet (via Anse de Cmnbrit) 7
I3 Concarneau (via Arise du Trez) 12
14 Port Tudy (lie de Groix) 25
15 Le Palais (Belle Ile) 20
16 Treach Ar Goured file Houat) 13
17 Vannes (via Crouesty & he d’Arzl 21
20 Le P~ais (via Treach Ar Goured) 31
21 Lorient (via Port Tudyl 28
24 Concarneau 47
25 Loctudy 12
26 Camaret 58
27 lle de Molene 21

28/29 Porth Conger (St Agnes) 116
29 New Grimsby (Tresco) 4
30 St Mary’s Harbour (St Mary’s) 2

July l/2 Kinsale 151

Hours On

passage
53

7.5
9
4
2
4
1.5
3
5
4.5
2.5
6
7.5
5.5
8.5
3

I0.5
4

21

0.5
25

Totals (60% sail; 40% power} 947 188.5
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In Hebridean Harbours

Norman Kean NYBRANT CUP

FOR THE BEST CRUISE IN

SCOTTISH WATERS

Xanadu ~ first port of call in Scotland this year was Millport,on Great Cumbrae Island. after an eleven-hour passage
from Bangor in a flat calm on Monday August 9, Geraldine and
1 had left Courtmacsherry a week earlier and made our way
north via Oysterhaven. Dunmore East. Rosslare, Wicklow and
Greencastle. Carlingford Lough. The weather had been kind
with fair and gentle winds, and the crack had been good. But
then Tropical Stoma Alex, bored with the Caribbean. came
across and sat stubbornly over southern Scotland for a week.
And it rained - not your usual Celtic horizontal variety, here-
today-and-gone-later-loday but torrential, bucketing, cats-
and-dogs, unceasing lashing rain, 12)r five days on the trot. We
stayed in the Firth of Clyde all that week, visiting nty parents in
Innellan. The Firth was the colour of weak tea, all the way
down to Arran, strewn with branches and debris, and the
normal ebb and flow off Innelhm became a constant south-
going current.

On Thursday we called in to thverkip to keep an appoint-
ment with the electronics people. Our radar cable needed a new
plug, or the old one skillqally refitted. No joy. Put the bits back
in the plastic bag, cart them back to the boat in the pissing rain
and go away.

And then it dried up and the sun came ont. Wc were heading
for the Crinan Canal and we spent Thursday night in the
gorgeous and peaceful anchorage of Caladh Harbour in the
Kyles of Bute. Xanadu was the only boat there. We called in to
Tarbert on Friday and filled up with diesel (at rnck bottom
price) and locked in to the canal at Ardrishaig on Friday
evening, to raft up beside Grace, a centenarian gaffer from
Penzance making her way back from West Highland Week and
sadly missing the top twenty l~et of her mast, which had got
tired and fallen down. A suitable wake for the mast was held
that evening at the karaoke night in the Lorne Bar.

Next day we set off through the cared with the help of Pare
Kadwell and Doreen MacDonald from Dunoon, and after
another convivial evening at Cairnbaan arrived at Crinan on
Sunday afternoon. The canal had been closed briefly the
previous week with torrents of water cascading darough the
locks, so we half expected a big rush of boats as the backlog
cleared, but in fact we met very few, so we got plenty of
exercise on the lock gates. P,’un and Doreen hitched a lift back
to Ardrishaig with the Iockkeeper on Sunday evening, and
Geraldine and 1 headed north out through the Dorus Mtr nn
Monday morning’s tide with a fine fresh westerly giving us
eight knots under all plain sail. On through the Sound of Luing,
close under Black’s Tuwcr and Duart Castle. and then up the
Sound of Mull and round Auliston Point to arrive in Loch
Drumbuie at 1900.

Next morning we crossed to Tobermory lot the shopping.
The Seafare chandlery had the two charts of the west coast of
Lewis that we needed, which 1 thought was pretiy good going,
Tobermory is currently creaking under the weight of Balanaory
tourists. Ftune on children’s TV seems not Io be an unqualified
blessing since the local hospitality industry was ge~tred to
huntin’, shootin’, fishin’, divni’, sailin~ and drinkin’, and now

the typical tourist is five years old, accompanied by her granny.
We’ve never even seen the programme but apparently all the
local kids are getting quite protessional as extras. However we
had a relaxing afternoon of adult dissipation in the Mishnish
and left Tobermory on Wednesday morning in a great fit of
indecision. Destination Coll became Soay and then finally
Muck as the gentle northeast wind rose to F6 at Ardnamurchan
(actually, that’s what sets the west of Scotland apart in a class
of its own as a cruising ground. It’s ~1 that choice). We stayed
in Port M6r. Muck, for an extra day as the wind remained
strong-to-gale N to NE. There’s a fine big new pier there, and
the new Small Isles ferry Lochnevis arrived at lunchtime on
Thursday. What a huge boat. You could put the old ferry
Lx~c’hmor on her deck and still have room aboard for the entire
populations of Muck, Rhum, Eigg and Canna. But that only
amounts to 170 people, and these are still very remote and quiet
places.

Muck is a lovely island with a small but energetic commun-
ity and by all accounts - a dedicated and hardworking
landowner. The ownership of Scottish islands is a topical and
controversial issue. It is quite possible for one person to own an
island with a population of hundreds, and such examples exist
to this day. A small Hebridean island pops up frnm time to time
in the property pages of the Sunday Times. At best, these
communities represent - to a certain extent    benevolent
dictatorships. A good landlord is a great blessing, a bad or
indiflerent one a disaster. The landowner may have more say

Xanadu under all plain sail.
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than the government, the County Council, the planners or
(even) Caledonian MacBrayne. Moves are afoot in Edinburgh
to change all this. and I have to say I am in favour. This social
structure has no place in the twenty-first century. But part of me
says that there is a risk in such sweeping and fundamental
change, and I only hope that it works out for the best. Time will
tell. The islands of Eigg and Gigha have already been sold to
their residents. I have had misgivings about Eigg, and although
I have not been on Gigha recently, somehow 1 feel more
confident about it. You see, Gigha has a history of good
landlords, Eigg of bad ones. It must be difficult to get rid of the
baggage of the past.

Meanwhile, no more indecision - trouble with the anchor
windlass, so Mallaig was the only option. We arrived there on
Friday afternoon (August 20 for anyone who’s counting) and
got the necessary new bolts at the boatyard. We also got a fine
feed of monkfish for four quid a pound, and brought our day to
a satisfactory close in the bar of the hotel at Isleornsay. A
peaceful night, and Saturday was a fine day. We made our way
north past Sandaig - of Ring r~f Bright Water fame - through
the narrows at Kylerhea on the last of the flood tide and
alongside at Kyleakin where we spent a couple of hours
reassembling the windlass. Then it was north again into the
Inner Sound, a short stop at Poll Domhain south of Applecross,
and on through the Sound of Rona to arrive in Acarseid M6r at
18.45, This is one of the best anchorages on the west coast, a
beautiful and perfectly sheltered spot. There was one other boat
there, and we invited her crew - VaI, Guy. Run and Peter - on
board for a drink alter dinner. The good weather held on
Sunday and we anchored in Staffin Bay for breakfast, then
headed north across the Little Minch to the spectacular and
uninhabited Shiant Islands. The east wind wasn’t ideal for a
landing there, so we threaded oar way between the islands and
continued towards Loch Shell on the southeast coast of Lewis,
to drop anchor in Tob Lemrevay at 1500. We had a walk ashore
and caught up on phone calls using the village phone box.
Mobile signal around these parts is pretty patchy - this coast is
a phone company’s nightmare.

We spent that night in remote Loch Bhalamuis, a place
unconnected with the rest of Lewis by road and yet with a
ruined farmhouse at its head. inhabited within living memory.
and surrounded by lazybeds built up long ago with seaweed and
sand on every patch of ground not precipitous or chequered
with bare rock. These are now the nesting places of snipe,
whose squawks and panic-stricken zigzagging flight punc-
tuated our walk.

Between Loch Bhalamuis and the ferry port of Tarbert,
Harris, lies the small, surprisingly densely-populated and
prosperous island of Scalpay, now joined by a brand-new 200-
metre-long bridge to the "mainland" of Harris. The clearance is
20 metres and we need 18, but since our only up-to-date source
was the almanac we wimped out and went the long way south
of Scalpay to arrive in Tarbert at I 1.35. It would be a shame to
lose the masts to a misprint. Tarbert. in addition to its Ro-Ro
terminal, has a fine new boat harbour at the head of the Itch but
it’s not quite big enough for a moderate-sized yacht (we tried).
Red diesel can be got at the filling station 200 yards up the
road, but their tank is a 40-gallon drum and we actually bought
them right out of stock. Ironically, that afternoon the tanker
Border Springer arrived and unloaded 300 tonnes into a large
tank above the pier for the use of the Calmac ferry Hebrides.
The Hebrides. need I say, is gigantic, and approaches the pier
with her bow door yawning like a python about to swallow the
small, terrified furry animal that is Tarbert, Harris.

We left Tarbert early in the evening and made our way south
to Loch Beaaravik. where we dropped anchor at 19.35. Next
day, Tuesday August 24, we sailed in a brisk easterly to Rodel,

where the tide was high enough to let us into the almost
landlocked pool to visit the 16th-century St.Clement’s Church.
noted among other things for a prominent sheela-na-gig on its
tower. I had been hoping either to take a run out to St.Kilda
(where I have been twice, but Geraldine hasn’t) or up the west
coast of Lewis to Loch Roag. But the weather had been
unsettled, and the forecast was poor - S or SW 6 to 8 in the
outlook period. Forget St Kilda. and it would take a week to do
justice to Locb Roag. We settled for a trip out to Taransay, and
after a stop at Leverburgh we headed west through the Sound of
Harris and north to drop anchor off the gorgeous white shell-
sand beach of the deserted island at 19.00.

Well, not entirely deserted. We hadn’t realised that Taransay
was the island used to film the Castaway series a few years ago
(we were abroad at the time, and never saw it). But on
Wednesday morning a RIB deposited four people with baggage
and they made their way to the bothy above the beach. They
had been on the programme, and they were back for the
wedding of one of the castaways to the show’s producer, to be
celebrated on the beach that Saturday.

Taransay had a population of 76 in 1911 and was abandoned
in 1942.

Wednesday was a fine day with a light NE wind. We left
Taransay at 12.45 after a walk ashore and a swim, and took the
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short cut through The Reel’ to a mooring off Bemeray at 1500.

The Sound of Harris i~ the only navigable channel through the
Outer Hebrides in the 90 miles between Eriskay and the Butt of
Lewis. and it is shallow, sandy and strewn with a bewildering
scatter of rocks and islets: but it is well marked, with the
Leverburgh and Cope channels from east to west, and the
passage fYom Berneray to Leverburgh recently buoyed and
beaconed for the new car ferry service between North Uist and
Harris. (Leverburgh, incidentally, is named after - or rather was
renamed by - Lord Leverhulme. the soap magnate, founder of
Unilever. In a fit of ill-judged philanthropy in the 1920"s he
sank millions into establishing a herring fishery here. He was
about 200 years late, and he forgot to explain the plan to the
herring). For pilotage of the Sound of Harris. the large-scale
chart, corrected to date, really is essential. The greatest risk is
confusing the plethora of navigation marks, and use of GPS is
complicated by the fact that the chart is oriented not N-S but
WNW-SSE. The west end of the Cope channel is no longer
marked by a bar buoy. but giving the north coast of Berneray a
berth of 4 cables seems to provide a reasonable depth of water,
This is not a place to be caught in bad weather or poor
visibility.

We had a run ashore on Berneray. It has a population of 150
or so, aboul a fifth of what it had in the i’aid-19th century, but
it’s still one of Ihe mnre thriving places m the Outer Hebrides,
and has been newly connected by a causeway to North Uist. We
left at 18.10. to arrive in Lochmaddy at 20.30. Our brief foray
through to the wesl had shown Ihe cnntrasting scenery and
landscape of the islands - their west sides are low-lying, fiz’rtile
and sandy, with shallow seas, dazzling beaches, and offshore
reefs, their east sides by contrast bleak, high and rocky, pierced
by convoluted inlets and with bottomlessly deep water fight up
to the shore. Their west sides welconting to human habitation
but a graveyard lot ships: their east sides with splendid natural
harbours but inlpassable terrain and not enough soil to plant a
potato. But all up and down the harren east coast are forgotten
lazybeds, and here and there the ruins of an old figh dubh, the
traditional thick-walled drystonc island croft house. This
country, too, had its potato famine in the 1840"s, and it suffered
terribly from heartless ~’improving’" 19th-century landowners,
such as the appalling Colonel Gordon in South Uist. who
evicted the people to make way for sheep or deer, often not
caring if they went to eke out a living where even the sheep

In the Crman Canal

The Grey Dogs, half an hour into the flood tide,

couldn’t survive, or if they took the emigrant ship to Canada, or
if they simply starved

The promised gale arrived in Lochmaddy the next day. The
hotel in Lochmaddy is a cheerless kind of a place - sadly, the

old Sabbatarian culture of the northern Hebrides has left its
legacy in licensed premises tlaw in number and lacking in
character. Of course the traditional response was to have
unlicensed premises, which had plenty of character. Once upon
a time just such a bothrn in Harris was raided and the case

canae to court in Portree, The police inspector reported finding
1,743 ring pulis from beer cans (this was a while ago) in a bin
behind the building. The magistrate asked him, with a perfectly
straight face, what conclusion he drew. The inspector replied,
equally deadpan, "’1 came to the conclusion that this was an
establishmem used for drinking.’" Priceless. The pity is that
these places have died out along with the dour fundamentalists
who made them necessary. Instead of dismal churches, we now
have dismal pubs.

The mighty Hebrides came in a couple of times to swallow
Lochmaddy whole, and we left at 16.fX) on Friday 271h for a
brisk reach down the coast under staysail and mizzen to drop

anchor at 19.20 in the Wizard Pool, Loch Skiport, South Uist -
another of those deep, landlocked, convoluted natural harbours,
We had it to ourselves, I didn’t expect the coast to be crowded,

but I was surprised to be on our own quite so often
it was still, after all, August - and I was

intrigued, concerned even, at the lack of Scots. All
the yachtsmen, almost all the tourists and pub
customers, many of Ihe shopkeepers and even
some of the fishermen were from England. Are
those fleeing the crowded south the only ones who
now appreciate these lonely places? Where have
all the Scots gone’?

On Saturday, with a fresh westerly breeze, we
headed south ik~r Eriskay, the Whis,~v Galore
isIand, where in 1941 the S.S. Politician, bound
for New Orleans with a cargo including 21,000
cases of whisky, ran aground and was abandoned.
About 2,000 cases were "rescued". which averages
just under a hundred bottles of whisky for every
man. woman and child on Eriskay. By all accounts
it was quite a party, and of course it inspired a
bestselling book and a classic Ealing Studios film.
The pub on Eriskay is muned Am Politician in
honour of the ship that inadvertently made the
island famous, and it’s a lovely welcoming place
with good lbod, great craic, and local owners and
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Loch Drm~lbuie.

customers. Another new causeway joins South Uist to Eriskay,
and another new terry service connects Eriskay with Northbay
in Barra. It’s now possible to drive your car the whole length of
the inhabited islands from the Butt of Lewis in the north to
Vatersay in the south via two ferries and five causeways, which
(along with the Hebrides and her sisters) have got to be some of
the most generous per capita investments in infi’astructure
anywhere in Europe. And don’t forget your side trip over the
new bridge to Scalpay.

We were weatherbound in Acarseid M6r. Eriskay, for an
extra day before a short and brisk sail round to Castlebay in
Barra on Monday August 30. Castlebay, with a lew
hundred inhabitants, the second township of the
Outer Hebrides after Stornoway, is a place where
you can be guaranteed to hear Gaelic used as an
everyday language. Scots Gaelic is (mercifully)
linked only with geography, not religion or
politics, and it is spoken in these islands alike in
Presbyterian Lewis and Catholic Barra. Well, not
exactly alike - in fact they say the Leodbasachs
can’t even understand their neighbours in Harris.
Certainly the Gaelic of the Hams fishermen on the
radio was unrecognisable to us, except for the
expletives, which, like love. seem to be tile same in
any language.

Castlebay is perhaps best known for its ancient
and photogenic Kisimul Castle, ancestral seat of
the MacNeils of Barra. The MacNeils are a proud
clan, with a long history of seamanship, not to say
piracy. Such is their antiquity and fame that Noah
felt obliged to call by with the Ark. to see if they
needed a lift. He was courteously thanked but told
that there was no need, since The MacNeil had a
boat of his own.                                      Taransay.

Tuesday was virtually flat calm and we left Castlebay at
08.30 for the 35-mile crossing to Gunna Sound, between Coll
and Tiree. We saw a minke whale quite close, west of Coll. and
there were a few basking sharks around. We’ve seen porpoises
this year but dolphins only once. which is unusual. I was
convinced I saw a great skua north of Skye, but that’s normally
too far south for them. Jellyfish had been reported in unusual
numbers earlier in tile season but apart frnm a lion’s mane here
and there we didn’t come across very many, and certainly not
enough to get in the way of a regular swim.

It was a lumpy night on a mooring in Arinagour, and we
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cleared out early the next morning to anchor at 09.30 in
Acarseid Mfr, Gometra, for breakfast. Then we had a close
pass by Staffa and headed into the Sound of lona to anchor off
the jetty. We had to send postcards from lona to Geraldine’s
cousin Colm in Australia. whose lifelong ambition is to visit the
place, and to little lona Bateman back home in Timoleague,
who as she approaches her first birthday will be delighted to
have a small piece of cardboard with her name on it and a
picture of a really nice beach.

The Torran Rocks were throwing up some big breakers next
morning as we headed southeast out of Tinker’s Hole. This is
the coast that inspired Robert Louis Stevenson to write
Kidnapped, and he got to know it because his family were
perhaps the most accomplished lighthouse engineers the world
has ever known. During 15(1 years, five generations of
Stevensons designed and built virtually aU the lighthouses in
Scotland. Robert Louis was the black sheep of the family, the
one who couldn’t build a lighthouse. All he could do was write
Treasure Island and Doctor Jekyll and Mr Hyde, poor fellow.
It’s an inspiring bit of coast, all right. We paused briefly at
Eileach an Naoimh to wait for the tide, and made our way
eastwards through Bealach a’Choin Ghlals - the Grey Dogs -
and the Dorus M6r. These are tidal gates with a vengeance. The
spring tide runs at eight knots in the Dorus M6r, and can reach
ten in the Grey Dogs, which is only navigable at slack water.
It’s 100 yards wide and when the tide is running there’s a
great big step in the middle. Not as bad as its neighbour
Corryvreckan. where the standing wave is four metres high in
good weather, but not a place to trifle with. just the same.
Ardfern, at the head of Loch Craigmish, has a fine wee marina,
with a great chandlery, cheap diesel and a decent pub/restanrant
a short walk away, and Loch Craignish itself is beautiful. Our
friends George and Vivian Carvalho arrived from Glasgow
within the hour, and after a bit of a sail and dinner on board we
repaired to the Galley of Lorne until closing time.

Rep£trs were needed all right the next morning but if you
can make it past lunchtime it doesn’t seem quite so bad. Friday
was wet and windy, and we confined ourselves to getting the
laundry done, and George and Vivian left in the afternoon, On
Saturday morning my daughter Dorothy and her boyl~iend
David arrived from Glasgow to spend the weekend with us -
unfortunately there wasn’t a breath of wind for two days, but at
least it was dry and pleasantly warm. Saturday night was spent
in Tayvallich, where that endangered species, the native
Scottish weekender, can still be found. The breeding grounds
were under threat for a few decades but seem to have been
reclaimed. We had breakfast on Sunday in Canl Scotnish
(a magical spot) and a visit to the ruins on Eilefin M6r
MacCormaig.

There was sunshine and a light northeast wind on Monday,
and we sailed with the tide down Loch Craignish and the Sound
of Jura to arrive in Craighouse in the early afternoon. We paid a
c’,dl at the distillery - not for the full tour or any of that
technical stuff, but just to test the samples and buy a bottle (it
was, after all, my birthday). It would have been quite easy that
day to make the east entrance to the Ardmore Islands
anchorage, on the southeast coast of lslay, under sail with a
leading wind. but I wasn’t allowed. This is a seal’s paradise -
there are dozens of them, hauled out on the rocks and curious
but unfazed by humans.

We left Scotland on Tuesday, making the passage south from
Islay with the Mull of Kintyre looming through the haze to the
east and the cliffs of Rathlin and Fair Head on the starboard
bow. Arriving in Carnlough, it came as a bit of a shock to
realise that this was nearly the biggest town we’d been in since
we left, well, Bangor. Camlough has three pubs. for heaven’s

sake, OK, Tarbert Loch Fyne is bigger. But only just.
The following day we were back in Bangor. Now. if you

really need people to be helpful and capable, the city of Belfast
takes a bit of beating. And indeed it came up trumps again. The
brilliant and hilarious Billy Harrison came down at short
notice, reinstated the radar cable (up yours, Inverkip) and
charged us half nothing.

We don’t fly flags at all in Northern Ireland. We heard a
lovely story from someone who went into Camlough correctly
dressed with his defaced Irish blue ensign at the stern and his
courtesy British red ensign up the mast, only to overhear an
onlooker on the pier comment "*Now see thon, there goes a very
confused wee boat." There is however no confusion about
Portavogie, where we spent Thursday night. Those suffering
from red-green cohiur blindness in Portavogie can be assured
that whatever colour it is, it is not green. The dockmaster,
directing us to a berth, asked us where we came from and on
being told Cork said (with a deadpan face) "Never heard of it,"
We looked up. There on the huge overhead ice conveyor was
the builder’s plate. It said P.Casey and Sons Ltd, Cork. He came
back later to make sure we were OK, and gave us a further
sample of the wonderful self-deprecating humour that makes
even the bleak bigotry of the painted kerbstones seem
acceptable and even picturesque. Needless to say there was no
charge for a night in Portavogie. Or for the dapper elderly
evangelist with the loudspeakers on top of his car, standing
with his microphone preaching salvation to a completely
deserted dockside as his grandchildren looked on hi reverential
awe and the Union Jacks on the fishing boats fluttered in the
damp evening breeze.

I had not been in Carlingford before, but beware. It’s a trap.
We got bored with the rain and poor visibility on Friday, and
stopped short in Carlingford marina. We didn’t get out until
Wednesday (September 15. There’ll be an exam on all this
’afterwards). The forecast was bad, all right, but Carlingford
Lough adds interest to the wild weather (about 30% APR, at a
rough estimate) and there are all those miserable overfalls at the
entrance. It’s such a pity the marina is three-quarters of a mile
from the village when the harboor is right there and empty
except for the mud. And we’re back in the Irish cost of living.
We’ve had a four course meal and a bottle of the house red in
the best restaurant in Morlaix in Brittany for the price of a plate
in Carlingford. And as for Dublin area marina charges, words
fall me. It’s just not right.

Carlingford, for all that. is a charming wee place, and we
unexpectedly met friends old and new there. The craic was
grand, and thank heaven for smoke-free pubs.

Early on Wednesday we were joined by a small fluttering
fellow who stayed aboard until we were passing Howth. He
perched for a while on the side deck, but then found a perfect
spot for himself on the inboard end of the bowsprit under the
staysail and stood there on one leg with his beak tucked under a
wing, one beady eye cocked and his bowels open. We think he
was a green sandpiper, and he certainly knew a good lift when
he saw one.

We ended up spending another eight days weatherbound in
Wicklow. If you have to be stuck somewhere, you could do a
lot worse. Good old-fashioned welcome, civility and seaman-
ship are alive and well in Wicklow Sailing Club and in the
Harbour office. And here’s a curious fact. Did you know that
lead ingots for the manufacture of roof flashing are imported
from Germany via the port of Wicklow? Well, you know now.

Then it was two long days and an ungodly early start from
Dunmore East, and we were back home in Courtmacsherry on
Friday September 24. Two days short of eight weeks: 1250
miles, twenty islands and fifty-six ports and anchorages,
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Seoid(n’s Solent Cruise

Brendan Travers

Cruising the Solent! What on earth for’? Some suchcomments, usually accompanied by an incredulous look,
were the standard reaction of most of those to whom I
mentioned my 2004 cruising plans. Few quiet anchorages; very
expensive moorings and marinas; stressed-out berthing masters
and staff. Who needs the hassle? But is it true?

Up to then my only experience of sailing in the Solent was a
very cold. wet and windy week in February some ten years ago
when preparing for my Yachtmaster Offshore ticket. But I
thought I knew the Solent area well enough from sailing
magazine articles to feel it would make for easy and varied
short day-sails, with interesting stopovers. Two friends, Tom
Bracken and Paul Glynn. being of the same mind agreed to join
me when I arrived there, Tom staying for a second week for a
run down to the Channel Islands.

On the morning of the 1st June Seoidfn and I departed Poole
Harbour bound for Yarmouth on the Isle of Wight, our first port
of call in the Solent area. It had taken us a month to get that far
having left Crosshaven on the 2nd of May. Stopovers .along the
way were Dunmore East. Dale and Lawreuny on either side of
Milford Haven, Padstow, Newlyn, Helford River, Falmouth,
Fowey, Plymouth, Dartmouth, Dirtisham and finally Weymouth
following a rough ride around Portland Bill!

Seoidfn, a 1978 Cornish Crabber 24, had performed well
thus far. But I was very glad to have in the previous year
replaced her 25 year old 7hp Yanmar diesel with a neat little
20bp 3 cylinder Beta Marine, as with an anti-cyclone stationery
over sea area Lundy for much of the time there was a fair bit of
motor-sailing into easterlies as we progressed along England’s
south coast. Any doubts I might have had regarding the boat’s
suitability for crossing relatively
large stretches of water were
quicldy quashed following good
passages across the Irish Sea and
Bristol Channel. Her suitability
for coastal and offshore cruising
was further endorsed when in
Padstow I met Dave and Jean in
Winkle 11 and Trevor in Pippin,
two Chichester-based Cornish
Crabber 24s sailing in company
on a three month cruise to West
Cork.

So. in company with a dozen
other boats heading back to the
Solent from Poole after the June
holiday week-end, we had a nice
sail in a NW force 3 to 4 across
Poole and Christchurch Bay’s,
speeding through the Hurst North
Channel on a favourable tide and i
into Yarmouth Harbour. I stayed
there for a few days enjoying the
ambience of the place, its ~J~
excellent facilities and friendly

staff. Walking to Freshwater Bay on the south side of the Island
and watching the gathering of over 100 traditional craft for the
Yarmouth Old Gaffers Association Rally helped pass the time.
Next destination was the Folly Inn about a mile up the River
Medina from Cowes, reached by way of a gentle goose-wing
with considerable assistance from a favourable 3.5kn tide. On
the following morning 1 motored in a northerly force 2 across a
very crowded mid-Solent to the River Hamble and up to
Moody’s Marina in Swannick where 1 had arranged to meet
Paul. An interesting trip, ’although a little stressful in such busy
waters (being Saturday), the River’s eight marinas and
continuous pile moorings lining both sides accommodating
close to 10,000 craft.

Despite being part of a busy marine complex (boatyard,
wholesale chandlery, sailmaker) Swannick was a very quite and
comfortable marina in an almost sylvan setting, Luckily it is a
member of the Trans Manche Association enabling me as a
regular customer of Kilrush Marina (also a member) to avail of
the 50% discount for the first three nights!

On Paul’s arrival (flying Cork to Southhampton) around
mid-day on Monday we took a little day trip down the Hamble
to Cowes and back in time for dinner in the Marina’s Doghouse
Restaurant. Next day a SW force 4 brought us up smartly to
Ocean Village Marina in Southhampton Waters where we
lunched before sailing closehauled with one reef in the main to
Cowes Yacht Haven for the night. A motor-sail in light
westerlies against the flood tide saw us at Bucklers Hard in the
Beaulieu River by lunchtime the following day. after which we
patiently tacked westwards on the ebb to Yarmouth. wining and
dining in the pleasant Wheatsheaf Inn. Now firmly settled in a
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day-sail nlode we clid 11o nlore than cross over It) Lymington the
IMlowing afternoon, motoring tip to a pontoon at the Town
Quay rather than use one of the two marinas located on the west
shore on the way tip to the Town. Like Yarmouth. and to a
lesser extent (’owes. gyminglon is full of character and was
well worth the visil. Our mosi lively sail of the week was next
clay (Friday) when we set out lor Portsmouth in a SW force 4
which soon reached lk~rce 5 gusting 6 to 7. necessitating a
second reel’ in tile main, but getting us there in just over three
hours. Rather than use one of the two big marinas on the
Gosporl side we berthed in the recently deveh)ped small marina
al Gunwharl’ Quays which boasted a good range of modem
shopping, bars alld restaurant>,, but which ~ele a bit to()
"’yuppie-ish’" for our liking, h was interesting to) see America
Cup boats France I [ and I [ I berthed there. Just befclre dark tile

old American Cup 12 metre
Sceptre came in fk)r the night. An
interesting comparison!, Finally,
on Saturday we had a good beat
back to Calshot in a SW force 3.
dodging the hundreds of racing
cruisers out that day. and then with
the wind dying motored back to
Swannick Marina.

Paul enjoyed his week’s
cruising in the Solent. a big change
from Lough Derg and tile Shannon
Estuary which are his usual
cruising grounds in his Offshore
Eight Metre Osprey. Despite the
often heard negative perceptions of
the Solent 1 found that it wasn’t
overcrowded, maybe because
being early June it was still
relatively early in the season,
People. marina staff and other
cruising folk, were welcmning and
friendly, and food and drink were
much better value compared tt)
home waters. The overnighting
berthing charges averaged (~17. the
mosl expensive being Gunwhaff
Quays at (~30.

Paul flew home on Sunday, Tom
coming m on the same plane. He
got the standard River Hamble
sightseeing tour that afternoon, and
next day we enjoyed a gentle beat
on the ebb tide in a west force 2 to
Yarmouth. With the weather fairly
settled we decided to push on for
the Channel Islands without too
much delay, so had an early start
next morning [or Weymouth our
departure point for Alderney. Thus
ended a most pleasant sojourn in
the Solent. There were probably
another six nice places we could
have visited, but they will still be

there when we return sometime in the future, God willing.
I spent 16 days in the Channel Islands of Alderney and

Guernsey. benig gale-bound for a lot of that time. Tom’s time
ran out so he returned to mainland England by fast-ferry. When
1 eventually got away it was to Salcombe, from where 1
retraced my steps 0"ore the outward leg, with the addition of
including Appledore in North Devon to shorten the Bristol
Channel crossing, l crossed the Irish Sea from Dale to
Duumore East on the 24th July. rested on anchor in Lady’s
Cove on Sunday 251h (dining thai evening with Terri and
Bernard Power in their home overlooking Tramore Bay), and
finally picked up my mooring in Crosshaven on the 26th July
well satisfied with my 2004 cruise in general, and with our

s~ioum in the Solent in particular.
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Forgetfulness and North West Ireland

Jonathan Virden

r rwayblade was built in 1961 to
lk design of Alan Buchanan. She

is 32ft long and is very. simple in
most ways. The return of
Twayblade from Scotland to

Plymouth was the last part of a
three-year expedition. She had
over-wintered at Ardfern, Five of
the six weeks of the 2004 sailing
season are best forgotten and
buried. Nature had its revenge for
our wonderful cruise to Shetland in
2003. Bill Masser reminds me that
Ireland is a polygon with head-
winds at all the corners.

On llth June I sailed from
Ardfern to Craighouse (Jura) on a

pleasant easy day with nay nephew
Thomas Virden, an expert dinghy
sailor. We remained there for three
nights because the wind blew
strong from SW. A depression
remained    nearly    stationary
between Iceland and Scotland for Ards Bay anchorage

much longer than usual. We then
sailed to Port Ellen for one night, We motored towards Culdaff
Bay, Co. Donegal, but ended by having to beat against 25-30
kts. On 17th June we motored with the tide round Malin Head
through phenomenal seas. They were made irregular by the 3
kt. tide against swell and cross-wind. We sailed on to Fanny

Rutland Harbour.

Bay (Mulroy Bay) in variable visibility which was occasionally
very poor. The ICC Directions are good for the approach

although Sessiagh Rocks were very hard to identify against the
shore. We must actually have gone between High Rock and
Low Rock where there was quite enough depth. Our copy of

Admiralty Chart No 2699 was
rather out of date between the

rocks and the river. The
Hydro~aphic Office is working on
anaendments with many interested
parties.

Two days later my wife, Joy,
joined us. We sailed to Downings

Pier in Sheephaven during a quiet
interval. Atter reconnaissance by
hired car we retreated to Ards Bay
for the next two days while the
wind blew 25 - 35 kts. l¥om NE.
This is a good anchorage, in fairly
strong tides, I cable south of
Yellow Rock, just outside the reef
off’ the little bay. I rowed Thomas
ashore in strong wind and tide for
him to return home on 23rd June.
Later that day we went back to
Downings for supplies. With much
trepidation we took the tide round
Bloody Foreland to Aranmore. The
seas off Horn Head were extremely
boisterous and aggressive while we
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Twayblade secure in Killybegs.

hoisted the sails. The rest of the passage was off the wind and
fairly peaceful.

At Aranmore we lbund Brown Bear, RCC (Jonny Clothier
and Jane Kimber), having had a rough passage from
Frenchport. We had hoped to meet them somethne as our
passages crossed. This was a most happy event, and we
discussed the best way to avoid the gale predicted for next day.
They fled north to Fanny Bay while we retreated again to
anchor in Rutland channel. That proved to be well sheltered
fi’om any swell in 35 kts. wind from 160"T; good holding in
sand, 40 metres off lnishcoo, 100 m NW of electric cable sign.
nicely clear of the busy channel. The kedge anchor, on a short
loop of chain, lowered down the main chain reduced the
tendency to shear about to which Twayblade is prone. From this
anchorage we visited both lnishcoo and Rutland Island while
the wind was not strong and walked in remote and pleasant
places with many skylarks.

On 25th June we returned to Aranmore for provisions and
bought two thirds of the whole stock of fruit in the little
supermarket. We spent a quiet night there before daring to beat
to Donegal Bay. However next day we had to retreat from
increasingly boisterous seas and contrary wind, as usual 5 - 10
kts. more than forecast. We went to Church Pool which was
well sheltered. On 28th June we drove with the engine through
rough seas round Malinmore head, inside Rathlin O’Beirne
dead into the wind. We sailed to Killybegs past Slieve League
but could see little of its magnificence hidden in cloud. In the
approach to the harbour the mainsail split along a seam.

In Killybegs we were directed to go alongside a big fishing
boat. That was interesting because her sides were 5 metre high
flat steel. Some steps were let into the face and the gate at the

top was shut. We spent all 29th June sewing the seams in the
sail and provisioning. As we were now 150 nm. behind the plan
and had to leave for a short period at home, on 3rd July we
made one attempt to go further south. But after a few miles of
slow progress we named back. We were rather too close to the
limit of what was prudent for a long beat in those contrary
conditions. And there was no relief forecast for several days.
Also there was not enough time to reach a place where we
could leave the boat safely [’or ten days. So Twayblade was
tucked up. well sheltered, against a much more convenient
fishing boat in Killybegs and we became tourists for three days.
We enjoyed the delights of the fishing industry exhibition and
visited a modern Irish Fisheries Protection vessel. We also
visited the three-masted barque Jeanie Johnson, a replica of a
famine ship of the type which had carried many people to
America between 1843 and 1853.

On 18th July we beat from Killybegs to Lackan Bay, Co.
Mayo. Although this looked like an ideal short term anchorage
we had to move during the night. We had a gentle encounter
with uncharted rocks 1 ca. south of Lackan pier. The bay has an
even sandy bottom, but the rocks (perhaps just awash at LAT)
are in the dark water about 1 ca. offshore. That is just where a
yacht would anchor naturally.

Next day we motored over calm water to Erris Head
avoiding eight or ten salmon nets by going north of 540° 20.2"
N, We sailed on to Frenchport. After a fresh night we slept late
while it drizzled all morning. Later we beat to Inishkea South
against 15 - 25 kts. in mixed visibility. On 2lst July we
battened down to beat round Achill Head. When the head wind
reached 30 kts. we retreated, again, to Blacksod Quay. We
stayed for two nights using the time to clean the water tank and
pipes and walking ashore. Here we had much help fi’om
Vincent Sweeney in getting supplies and showers for ourselves.
The very new extension of the quay just allows a berth Nloat in
the dredged area alongside local boats.

On 23rd July we beat with engine to and round Acbill Head
in heavy confused seas. Once clear we had a pleasant close
reach to the east end of [nishbofin and a gentle beat along the
south shore. From the comfortable anchorage in Inishbofin we
set out to go south again. But after High Island we met heavy
seas and 31) kts. wind from SSW, so retreated to Clifden for the
middle of 24th July. The anchorage haltZa-mile inside the
entrance, against the SW shore gave good shelter. In the
evening the wind appeared to veer and moderate, so we
reduced sail to double reefed mainsail and No 3 genoa and set
off again.

After rounding Slyne Head by hard motor-sailing we could
head for Co. Kerry on a close reach. All night it was wet and
moderately rough but tolerable while we sailed rather fast to
and through Blasket Sound early next morning. From there the
wind became more favourable and lighter. With great relief we
came to Crookhaven before dark. We celebrated our escape
from coming south down the west coast with a day of rest and a
good meal ashore.

We had missed our planned meeting with the Irish Cruising
Club’s 75th Anniversary Cruise. But were able to reach Tresco,
Scilly Isles, just in time to meet the new crew by motoring most
of the way. Graham Spillman came by helicopter and Joy left
two days later by the same means. In between we met Acquest.
RCC (Jake and Judy Backus) and had a long chatter over beer
in sunshine. We met my brother and his wife. who were
crewing on a friend’s charier, when they rafted with Twayblade
in Old Grimsby Sound. We spent some time in the cove at St.
Agnes. a favourite spot. We left a tiny memorial to Joseph
there.

The last part of the cruise was very tranquil. We met Sui See.
RCC (Christopher and Valentine Thornhill) in Tean Sound.
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Graham and I walked round St Martins, finding serious scarcity
of pubs until very close to the end. After one night in St Helen’s
pool we sailed in poor visibility to the dock at Penzance.

On 3rd August we motored in thick fog round the Lizard.
Having met strong contrary tide more than an hour earlier than
predicted NE of the Lizard, we motored slowly towards
Helford. Finally we sailed into St Mawes on a clear humid
evening. We had showers in the hospitable sailing club and a
quiet night. On 4th August we took the tide and sailed or
motored over a very quiet sea to Cawsand in soft clear

sunshine. On 5th August we went up the Tamar river to
Twayblade’s home mooring at Cargreen.

During this cruise Twayblade was doing her normal business
looking after her crew, chewing the cud in rough seas or
waiting for strong winds to pass, or, later, sailing in light wind.

The very persistent, just too strong beadwinds had made the
first part of the cruise less than pleasant, even though the
distances were very modest. Except for the last week of the
cruise the more blessed forgetfulness drowns the crew’s
memory of it the better.

SOME PILOTAGE NOTES

All visitors moorings were absent from every anchorage we
visited in Donegal and all in Mayo7 except two or three
moorings at Blacksod Quay.

CULDAFF, Co. Donegal

No visitors moorings as advertised; see above.

MULROY BAY entrance

Admiralty chart 2699 is quite wrong between High Rock and
the river. ICC Directions were good. Sesaiagh Rocks are very
hard to identify against the east shore. In fact we passed
between High Rock and Low Rock in both directions, with
minimum depth about 2 metres LWS.

FANNY BAY

Anchorage very shallow round the edges. On approach keep
well SE of spit at Rannaroe Point. It is sometimes possible to
use a trawler mooring. Water is from tap on east quay at
boatyard.

ARDS BAY SE comer of Sheephaven.

Good anchorage of refuge, though tidal current is quite
strong. Depth over bar is perhaps a bit less than indicated of
AC 2699. We anchored 1 cable S of Yellow Rock, 50 metres
east of the reef across the middle of the small bay. About 3m
LWS, sand. apparently good holding, but recommend second
anchor to avoid shearing about in strong wind and tide. Land
access quite good through grounds of the Friary.

RUTLAND HARBOUR North entrance to Burtonport.

Black hole mentioned in ICC Directions now has a cable
across the "entrance"

Excellent anchorage in strong winds, with some tidal flow.
Anchor over sand 100 metres NNW of the Electric Cable
sign and 40 metres off Inishcoo, clear of busy channel.

KILLYBEGS

Not set out for visiting yachts, there is little room to anchor
except away from town. But when necessary the Harboar
Master and his staff are very helpful, even though they are

really concerned with giant fishing boats and have few
facilities for yachts. The water from the old fish market,
under the harbour of rice was full of rust and deposit. A tap is
in the carpark in the middle of the town.

Visiting yachts should be prepared to go alongside a big
fishing boat’s 5 metre high fiat steel side with only a set of
steps in it. If no one opens the gate in the bulwarks at the top
of the steps it is hard to get any mooring lines attached to
anything.

LACKAN BAY west of Killala
With one exception this was a more useful transit anchorage
than ICC or Admiralty indicate, with easy access and
adequate shelter. The exception is some uncharted and
unmentioned rocks, perhaps just awash at LAT, 1 cable off
shore, 1 cable south of pier on west shore, just where a yacht
would naturally anchor. These can be seen as a dark area
beside an otherwise clean even sandy bottom.

NORTH MAYO COAST
In the third week of July the many salmon nets were all
South of 54° 20.2" N. VHF ch 12 was being used by fishing
boats.

BLACKSOD QUAY

The very new (opened early Aug 2004) extension of the
quay has dredged depth alongside enough to berth beside
local boats. The old quay still dries for almost all of its
length. There are leading lights and marks which lead very
close past the end of the pier, but are not easy to see against
the lighthouse buildings. There are three water taps in
covers on the new quay

There are one or two visitors moorings, rather shallow.
Vincent Sweeney lives nearby and is very helpful to
visitors.

CLIFDEN HARBOUR

We used a quite good, sheltered anchorage on SW side, 3
cables from the entrance and the same from nearest fish
cages, close to shore. 6 metres, adequate holding.

NOTES ON TIDES: All on 19th July 2004. All BST, i.e. kiT plus
lime Position
1330 - 1400 NW Mayo, between Stags and Erris Head

1500
1535
1555

0 75 m NW of Erris Head
Inside (east) of Carrickhesk
Inside (east) of Eagle Island

1 hour.
Details
Approx lkt going 065°T,
(0.5 kt from 1200 and down to 0.7 kt by 1500)
1 5 kts going NNE, approx 025°T
I 5 kts going NE, approx 045° T
1.2 kts going NE, approx 045° T
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The Lotophagi in Greece

Peter Fernie THE WILD GOOSE CUP

AT THE ADJUDICATOR*S DISC R L=-t’IO N

FOR A LOG OF LITERARY MERIT

To paraphrase T.S.Eliot, the narnmg of yachts is a difficu!tmatter. How many yachts might be bought if only it wash t
for the name. Or how many, otherwise rational, souls who
would walk under ladders, or break mirrors with impunity, feel
that it is bad luck to change a boats’ name and end up owning
"Plum Duff of Oban IF’.

Chartering illustrates this dilemma.
We engage with the Charter Company, months before, about

the dates and the yacht specification above and below decks,
but realise with horror, only minutes before we board, that we
are saddled with a name that does not reflect our aspirations
and self image.

So it was in the building site, formerly known as Piraeus,
late in April we took delivery of an Ocean Star 49.5 otherwise
ideal, but surely it could have been called something more
nautical, or manly, or heroic - anything but Fan Club IV. It was
small comfort that there had been three of them before. We took
to calling it "Eff;~ee-eff" which was marginally better and didn’t
have overtones of bobby socks and Pop Idols. Secretly we were
all relieved that we were sailing anonymously to the Cyclades
and not around the west coat of Ireland where Fan Club IV
would invite hilarity and mockery.

We had chartered from Apollonia Yachts for the previous
two years and found them responsive and helpful. They
specialise in chartering yachts which clearly belong to sailing

FCF in Port Adhamas, N.Milos.

owners and they come with the comforting clutter and
impedimenta which makes a boat a home - rather like the better
sort of country house hotel - FCF had a full bookcase of Polish
Pilots, manuals and novels. Radar who pretended to have a
familiarity with Slav languages said they were pornographic
(the novels, that is) but this could not be confirmed. The boats
also have quirks - which makes life more exciting, Last year
the roller reefing gave up the ghost halfway through the cruise
- serendipitously it didn’t make any difference as the wind did
likewise. This year the GPS exhibited a rather spooky symptom
- if you attempted to load one of the myriad waypoints, a
symbol akin to a circumflex proceeded to work its way down
and across the screen gobbling up "all the data as it proceeded -
somewhat like a manic video game. Personally 1 found it rather
creepy reminding me of flesh eating bacteria. However I
digress.

We are the Galway Lotophagi - an eclectic group who
foregather around the end of April to cruise bits of the eastern
Mediterranean. This year the objective was to circumnavigate
and visit as many of the Cyclades Islands as possible but
certainly to incorporate the volcanic islands of Thira and Milos
in the route. As a lot of what follows may be stream of
consciousness stuff I will at least attempt to set the stage in a
rational manner.

The Lotophagi: Ray O’Toole (1CC) norn de guerre ROT - is
our spiritual and actual leader and is believed to be writing a
learned treatise on The Psychasthenia of Cruising.

Peter Ferule (ICC) a.k.a, Radar looks after things electronic
and professes to be the general know-all - this year his special
subjects were the floras of the islands and Greek Mythology.

Donal Curtis (Doe) is the ship’s doctor and this year ensured
a steady queue of customers by bringing an Irish common cold
on board.

Olaf Tyransen (the Viking a.k.a Killick) lives for food and
has to be persuaded every so often to come topsides and take
the air in between spectacularly planned and executed gastro-
nomic oeuvres. It is a great pity Eating is not an Olympic event.

Sean O’Loughlin (Harmonium) knows 75% of the
population of Ireland and in consequence is a walking
compendium of gossip, scandal and calumny, A marvellous
distraction for lazy days ghosting along at 3 knots.

Michael Heaiy (a.k.a. Bunny a,k.a. Duracell) knows the
remaining 25% and should come with one of those covers you
can put over a budgie’s cage.

And finally Niall Murphy (a,k.a Omphalos - don’t even
think of asking) readily professes to know nothing about
sailing, electronics or Greece but is an additional medic so
that’s alright then. He adopts the role of the man on the
Clapham Omnibus during protracted navigational and logistical
polemics.

The joumey from Galway to Athens was uneventful apart
from our circumventing the anti-terrorism policy of Luton
airport. We had about 8 hours to kill in Luton and posited that
the town might be a tad more interesting than the Airport. At
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least we could get away from the interminable messages not to
smoke, not to leave baggage unattended and not to die on the
premises. Problem. Luton Airport. since the events of
September I I no longer has left baggage facilities. This might
be a retaliatory move to inconvenience travelling members of
Al Qaida, but is clearly just another excuse to devote further
square metres of the airport to additional retail opportunities.
We had either to remain with our not inconsiderable equipage,
or lug it through Luton town like a group of asylum seekers and
risk arrest.

Lateral thinking saved the day. Hiring the smallest rental car
and leaving it at the rental car’park full of baggage is probably
as inexpensive as the erstwhile left luggage depository. And it
is worth twice as much for the bewilderment and confusion of
the car rental girl who could not comprehend that someone
should rent a car and not drive it out of the airport. Such are the
vicarious pleasures of the Lotophagi.

Luton town is only marginally more interesting than the
airport but it has a street full of Indian restaurants.

Tuesday. 27 April. Athens airport seems to be the only part of
Greece, which is finished. The Olympics should be held there.
From the airport to Piraeus is a massive construction site. For
those following the Byzantine legalities of the M50 and
Carrickmines, the Greek methods are consummate. A behemoth
of an earthmover has clearly driven from the airport to Piraeus
on a existing road taking away the frontages of houses, gardens
and car parks so that a modest road has now become a four lane
super highway~ except that it isn’t finished. A multiplicity of
pipes and electric cables sprouts alarmingly from the sides of
embankments. Car parks are now only accessible by ladder.
Front gardens resemble the latter stages of the Somme. One day
Dublin will be like this.

Alimos Marina has not improved much in the last 12
months. The enormous signboards with elaborate architectural
fantasies have been removed to presumably save embarrass-
ment. Otherwise the marina is the same reassuring jumble of
earthworks and structural steel.

FCF was already watered and fuelled in the appointed berth.
All we had to do was add victuals and go. The Viking and
Harmonium disappeared in the direction of a supermarket to
provision us for several days. Regrettably they forgot both the
name of the boat and the berth number so that the delivery of
said victuals by a local delivery man was somewhat equivocal.
Papers were signed and we departed Alimos at 12.15. We were
heading south. Northerlies forecast for 5 days. So far so good.

Once out of the Marina we unfurled the main and the jib and
cracked down the coast at 6/7kts.
Some of us began to realise that in
the excitement of it all, we hadn’t
really slept for 36 hours. The elder
Lotophagi took to the bunks leaving
Radar and ROT to sail the boat.
Fortuitously, in the event, as they
were the only ones to bring oilies. An
al fresco lunch of fried highly spiced
Greek sausages with various
trimmings was washed down with
liberal quantities of the local Attica
red as we left Nisos Arsida to port.
The wind and seas increased
throughout the afternoon. Several
Lotophagi regretted the fried
sausages as the wind rose to 30 kts.
The seas became lumpy and
confused as we tried to identify the
temple on Ak Sounion to port. ROT driving hard on passage to N.Keithnos.

"’Maybe we should go into Kea" wailed the enfeebled crew.
ROT and Radar were having none of it - Nisos Keithnos was
the destination. They had the schedule - and they had the oilies
- who said anything about democracy?

We arrived off Merikha, which is midway up the west coast
of N.Keitnos about 19.30. The lumpy seas and wind had
vanished. Like hedgehogs after a winter hibernation, the rest of
the crew reported on deck - the smell of gin was in the air. As
we made a preliminary sortie to investigate the berthing scene,
we noticed a big. big, ferry powering in to the harbour. As this
was to be our first attempt during this cruise at stern berthing,
we thought it prudent to keep out of the way. Mutterings from
the crew, who having slept all afternoon were now, mad for
drink and food.

The ferry, not that much smaller than the cross Channel ones
that sail from Rosslare and Dublin Port, dropped a holding
anchor, pivoted on it and went stern to the quay. ha l0 to 15
minutes, foot passengers, cars and lorries had disembarked and
embarked and they were off again. Throughout the week we
were constantly amazed at the consummate skill of large
ferryboat skippers (or even the skippers of large ferryboats.)

The first landfall of the cruise was celebrated in appropriate
style. Although each subsequent landfall was similarly
celebrated, we will forbear to mention each one on the grounds
of brevity and monotony. Please take all of them as read.
Dinner was in the Austria restaurant, which overlooks the quay
and entailed a stroll of 25 metres or so. The restaurant owner
squinted at us and said, "Welcome again". We initially thought
he was just trying to curry favour but no - he had noticed that
one of our Lotophagi was missing this year and even identified
the absentee as a certain pipe smoking bearded one. Even the
Viking was amazed at this prodigious feat of memory. The
restaurant owner clearly has a penchant for things alpine - the
restaurant name itself unusual - on the walls photographs of
Keithnos in the snow - apparently a regular occurrence.

It had been a long two days and after several valedictory
Metaxas and ouzos, the Lotophagi retired as one.

Wednesday 28 April. The day was warmer, the wind still
northerly but a gender force 3 or 4. We wanted to get south
whilst the wind was favourable and were bound for Nisos
Milos, some 45 NM distant, with a stop for lunch on the way.
Several of the Lotophagi had a predisposition to go for
extended strolls in the morning. The charitable excused this as a
wish to see the sights and stay fit: the less charitable thought it
an opportunity to idle their time away with coffees and metaxi.
Whilst we waited for the one remaining errant to return we
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discussed ways of signalling our inm~inent departures, from
flags to fog ’alarms. We decided that they would all be a waste
of time and one of those extendable dog leads would be the best
solution if not a particularly nautical one.

Once outside Merikha we set sail for lunch, that is Nisos
Serifos, S.S.E about 15NM. The guide books say Serifos is
"’barren" as opposed to the "’virtually barren" Keithnos we had
just left. As we approached our landfall, the hills were still quite
green. "’What’s that bhiey grey stuff’?" said someone pointing in
the general direction of vegetation on a hillside. "’It’s probably
Limonium redivivum’" replied Radar, with an unnecessary
show of insouciance. The Lotophagi, usually never at a loss for
words, were temporarily struck narte. Radar I -Lotophagi 0.

Lunch was in Mega Livadhi, which is a small inlet on the
west side of Nisos Serifos just N,E of Cape Cyclops and should
not to be confused with the main port of Livadhi on the east
coast and all of 5 NM away. In fact there are 2 small inlets N.E
of Ak.Kiklops (Cape Cyclops) Mega Livadhi is the deeper
one with several derelict and rusting ore loading bridges. Just to
the north of this is another smaller inlet with a few houses on
the shore. The southerly inlet would be more sheltered from the
mehemi but in the light conditions the northerly one was
prettier. To be honest, Radar was the only one to notice, once
the anchor was down 6 metres that we were in the wrong bay.
By then, FCF had switched into hmch mode and it was made
transparent to Radar that moving round the corner was now
quite out of the question. Lotophagi I - Radar 0.

Lunch was accompanied by the Doc’s CD of Corelli and
Tartini. A further one hours post-prandial snoozing saw the
anchor up and a southerly course to Milos where we were to
spend the night. The wind died by degrees and by 17.30 we
were chugging along at 7 kls. Needs must - the crew were
getting hungry again.

From the north, two prominent islands. Nisidhes Akhradia,
guard the entrance to the Milos caldera - 10NM to port Nisos
Sifnns hovered in the haze. "Leave the two islands to port" was
Radar’s injunction. "Surely we can go between them." "’There’s
masses of water." "Mumble. mumble, grumble, grumble."
Radar had noticed this predisposition to navigational mutiny
since earlier in the day, when Harmonium produced his hand

held GPS and entertained those with nothing better to do for 10
minutes or so, by describing the course and distance to say,
Kilronan or Cockle Rock in Galway Bay. Something Had To
Be Done. This day had been the start of the Mutiny on the
Bounty 215 years ago - you can’t be too careful. "’Navigate as
you think fit - I’m off" for a nap" was Radar’s enjoinder as he
went for the bunk.

The islands, are deceptive and from a distance the gap
between them is Lorelei land. But the lighthouse on the more
westerly of the two now had the mutineers doubtful. Radar in
his bunk (playing the part of Jim Hawkins in the apple barrel)
heard the subdued mutterings "there’s a charted rock in the
channel" - "that looks like broken water" with accompanying
surreptitious glances at the Pilot and the ch.,m. And finally
"We’lI leave them to port then" By 20.i0 the lighthouse and
Islands were safely abeam, we were around Bombardment
Point and tied up stern to in Adhamas, or Port Milos, Captain
Bligh I - Fletcher Christian 0.

Milos was tbe first of the cataclysmic volcanic islands we
were due to visit. The explosion that scooped out the centre of
the island and created the bay in which we were now sailing is
almost beyond comprehension and rather puts our man made
explosions in their place. The caldera is a magnificent natural
harbour and was a British Naval base during WWI.

Thursday, 29 April. Saddam Hussein’s birthday born 1937. The
port has a new visitor’s quay built since the 2002 lmray Pilot
and visiting yachts should not berth on the ferry quay. Whilst
Adhamas is not particularly pretty, it is a peaceful and relaxed
harbour and not overtly commercialised, Radar and the Viking
strode off for Plaka on the top of the hill hoping that they might
come across one or other of the missing arms of the Venus. The
others dithered and eventually hired a car. More of them later.
Halfway to the summit there is a wonderful emporium - shop is
too feeble a word - selling all manner of sailing, plumbing,
cycling and domestic impedimenta as well as agricultural
hardware and what appears to be a range of medieval
instruments of torture. Everything is stacked on rusty steel
shelving which disappears into the gloom at the back of the
store or is hanging from the ceiling. A film of dust covers
everything, including the presumed owner and his family who
materialised from around some shelves and observed us
quizzically. The Viking, who in a another life is Galway
Maritime, recognised immediately a fellow Member of the
Ancient Order and Confraternity of Ships Chandeliers(sic): a
scarcely observable exchange of glances said it all. "Yes my
friend, I too have spent many unprofitable hours waiting whilst
a yachtie agonises over a shackle, picks my brains and then
leaves without buying anything", The rather tedious walk to
PIaka is compensated for by the superb views to the north of the
island.

Tour group B hired a car. A video exists. Their adventures
began with an exuberance of Christian Zeal and a rousing
chorus of "Onward Christian Soldiers"; they spluttered
manfully to the ruined kastro at the top of the island’s volcanic
plug where Duracell was temporarily rendered mute by a lack
of oxygen at such an elevation. Somewhere around the lunar
pumice landscape on the north of the island, a nude bathing
beach caused a perceptible change in tempo. The subsequent
discovery of the binoculars finally caused the wheels to come
off the expedition.

Back on FCF, the Navtex, that Radar had inadvertently
switched on earlier in the day, began to mutter ominously about
a low pressure system which was currently lurking around
Libya. having a disposition to move in the direction of the
Aegean. On relaying this latest intelligence to the largely
comatose crew, the reaction was less of gratitude but more of
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accusations of the navigator incessantly talking up his job and
unnecessarily worrying everyone.

They had a point - in a dead calm - we motored from
Adhamas at about 16.10 after a monumental lunch composed
largely, or so the notes say of "tomatoes, sardines and lashings
of the local red - v. healthy". As we gently cruised along the
north shore of Milts, Omphalos who had been keeping a
desultory lookout alerted us to a turtle swimming on the surface
some 2 cables to port. We changed course only to find that the
turtle was in fact an inflatable tiger. End of excitement. Memo
to book Omphalos into SpecSavers on return.

South of the approach to the channel between Kimolos and
Milts there are a group of rocks variously referred to as the
Kaloyeroi Rocks or Glaronisia Islet. Geologically these are
interesting as they replicate aspects of the Giants Causeway and
have hexagonal stone slabs. The area however seemed rock
choked, and the charts somewhat vague and as it was now
getting late we decided that the Greek Giants causeway would
have to wait for a next time. Sorry about that.

Kimolos is separated from Milts by a channel about 0.5NM
wide and was formerly the haunt of pirates. Psathi on the S.E
corner is a somewhat derelict small harbour. The north quay
(depth 2.6M) is now used by the commuter ferry to Appolonia
and if you berth there you can expect to be awoken at an early
hour by voluble Greeks going to work. The Muse may have
given the Greeks the "art of the well-turned phrase" but at
04.30 one can well do without it. Moreover our night in Psathi
had been further disturbed by two Greek fish wives screaming
at one another from adjacent balconies of neighbouring quay-
side houses - one of the ladies was of formidable dimensions
and had promenaded on the quay the previous evening,
incongruously dressed in pink pyjamas. Harmonium, whose
knowledge of Greek is limited to "Epharisto’" and similar
courtesies, maintained that they were arguing over a man - we
did not question his experience in this area. Nevertheless he
entertained himself for several hours by singing "She’ll be
wearing pink pyjamas when she comes" to the tune of "’Aye yi
yippy, yippy yi".

Overall Psathi is a dull, woebegone place - no restaurants
on the quay - one in the Chora about 1 mile away - beware the
ducks on the street - they are of riotous disposition and took a
dislike to Radar’s sailing shoes causing him to flee in confusion
back to the boat.

Friday 30 April. We got under way at 09.40 heading S.E. with
Nisos Poliagos to port and N.Ay Yeoryious to starboard. The
latter island appears to consist mainly of either a penitentiary or
a monastery but we didn’t have the time to explore. In fact the
area between Milts, Kilimos and Poliagos has numerous quiet
anchorages and one could spend several days here. By 10.25
the wind had returned and we cracked on under full main and
jib. We were bound for Nisos Folegandros some 18NM distant
where lunch was to be celebrated. Radar had enthused about
Folegandros for some days but was evasive as to its charms.
Heikell was less than enthusiastic whilst the Lonely Planet
thought the island had it in spades. Radar eventually confessed
that he thought the best thing about Folegandros was its name.
We anchored in Ormos Vathi on the south side in 3M.

During lunch the sun had gradually disappeared and big
black clouds appeared to the south. As we got under way again
-rain - this was not in the brochure.

The wind was forecast force 4/5 N.N.E. which put our plans
to anchor in N.Thirasia in doubt. (In fact we subsequently
learnt that the harbour at the base of the cliffs is die best place
to be in a northerly.)

In our innocence, we made for the relatively new Vlikhada
marina on the southern tip of Thira. The black pumice cliffs to

the east of Cape Akrotiri were spectacularly impressive in the
grey lowering sky. Seven NM to the south we could make out
the southernmost island of the Cyclades, Nisos Khristiana, an
uninhabited group of rocks with no anchorages.

The entrance to the marina is tricky because of alleged
submerged rocks, reefs and breakwaters in the vicinity.
Predictably the dangers are not marked and one has the feeling
that the local fishermen, who monopolise the marina, prefer it
that way. Having f’mally made the entrance channel and
avoided the underwater rock just off the inner breakwater, an
uncharted sandbank with 1.5M over it lies in mid channel just
at the entrance to the marina proper. We came to an abrupt halt
nearly tipping Duracell and his camcorder over the pulpit.

Whilst the marina is safe in all winds, the facilities are non
existent. The only hotel is not a place that welcomes
moderately scruffy yachtsmen, who, in any case would not feel
particularly comfortable, surrounded by soft lights and black
suited flunkies. Think Dublin 4 boutique hotel. It does not get
the Lotophagi seal of approval. Sand blows perpetually off the
pumice cliffs and it was a grey Greek day. The restaurant on the
beach however, is worth all the disadvantages of Vlikhada and
gets 3 rosettes. The genial family will also provide bread, post-
prandial ouzo on draught, or call a taxi.. Our plans to eat on the
veranda of the restaurant with the sea at our feet were thwarted
as the rain tippled down. Radar blamed it on global warming.

Saturday, May 1. Inexorably the low-pressure area is moving
east and is now making life unpleasant in Sicily.

Whilst Vlikbada is ugly and pedestrian, the island of Thira
or Santorini as the Venetians later christened it, is hugely
spectacular. We head off in two taxis. Vineyards thrive in the
friable volcanic soil. The towns perch on the peaks and the
cliffs looking l’~e snow from a distance. Despite the overt
commercialism of Thira town, it is impossible not to be
impressed at the sheer drama of the location. The precipitous
nature of the building is even more remarkable when one
considers that it is generally regarded that a major earthquake is
overdue.

ROT and Radar walked down the 270 metres and 580 plus
steps from the town to the quay in Skala Thira. There are three
ways to get back up. They chose the mule in preference to the
funicular. On foot was never an option. Radar’s mule had
pretensions to the Irish Derby and took off in jig time, braying
loudly in mulese as it came across some of its comrades, who
were ascending at a more sedate pace. It was not officially
ratified, but it is believed he established a course record for a
Lotophagus wearing a panama hat over the 270 vertical metres.
ROT’s mule was an entirely different creature and stopped to
graze just after the start with ROT gazing on benignly. By the
bones of Shergar didn’t he eventually take it back to the
muleteer saying it didn’t work properly and could he have his
~3 back. He came up in disgrace via the funicular.

We returned to Vlikhada and a planned quiet night in the
restaurant got rather out of hand as we had forgotten that it was
a) May Day, b) EU enlargement day and c) a Saturday night
into the bargain. The restaurant was en f&e with extended
Greek families enjoying themselves. As we t’mally retired
pleading an early start there was palpable disappointment -
I think they expected us to break into song and dance or at least
have a fight.

Sunday, May 2. Conscious of the narrow channel out of the
marina and its central sandbank, two thirds of the crew went to
some trouble to set up a number of lines to warp FCF around.
The remainder of the crew decided at this crucial point in the
manoeuvre to busy themselves with bacon and egg sandwiches
or to throw off all the warps having signally failed to compre-
hend the significance of the additional lines we had been tying
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on, The resultant language was not
suitable [’or a Sunday morning.
However in the true spirit of the
Lotophagi, by the time we reached
the end of the mole all was lbrgotten.
As we proceeded to navigate out
between the reefs and the rock~,, a
fleet of Optimists occupied most of
what we thought was the channel.
ROT, who was on the helm /and
who, significantly, had paid the
dantage depositl, decided on the
Trafalgar approach. The rest of the
crew f~lt that he has been reading too
much Patrick O’Brian but didn’t dare
to argue in case he decided to read
out the Articles of War lit being a
Sunday) and rig a grating. Happily
the Optimists swirled around us like

goslings and we gained the open sea.

Entrance to Vlikhada Marina. Sanmrini.

An hour WNW from Vlikhada. we rounded Cape Akrotiri
and into tile massive caldera of Thira. As one crosses the rim of
the former volcano the depth shoals to 10/11 metres. A further
two cables and the depth is 28(1 metres. Around tile crater the

red. green and grey pumice cliffs are almost sheer into the water.
The explosion that created the immense flooded crater in which
we are sailing happened 350C) years ago and is believed to have
destroyed the Minoan civilisation in Crete. In the middle of the
crater are two small islands. Palam Kammeni and Nea
Kammeni. The latter is a black volcanic plug of ash and cinders

Skala Thira. Santorini Photo" P Fernie

Photo: P Fernie

that was created less than 3011 years ago and is now inhabited
only by rats. That the area is still volcanically active is never in
doubt vivid streaks of sulphur scar the black cinder sides of
Nea Kammeni. ROT worries again about the damage deposit.
The Doc and Radar want a swim in the caldera anchoring is
out of the question the depth is charted at 385M. Fortunately
the wind is light and the sea calm. It also looks cold. No one else
is tempted to follow and the crew patiently drink gin and tonics
whilst the children splash and gambol in the water.

By 13.00 we had recovered the swimmers, now wreathed in
a vaguely sulphurous miasma and were exiting the caldera
through the northern channel between N.Thirasia and N.Thira
bound tbt" Nisos los some 16NM to the northwest. The winds of
previous days had dropped and at last there was a touch of heat
in the sun. Lethargy prevailed. The Viking retired to the galley
to repeat his loaves and fishes trick. Radar tried to interest some
of the crew in the story of Nisos los being the burial place of
Homer. One crewmember however had found an alternative
paragraph in tbe guidebook stating thai "los is the enfant
terrible of the Greek Islands and the apogee of sun. sea and

sex". Radar I2mnd himself in a discussion group of one.
Port Ios is a small pleasant yacht harbour to the east of lou

Bay halfway up the west side of los. At this time of the year we
almost had it to ourselves. Some hint of what might prevail in
the high season was evidenced by the preponderance of estuary
English and several UK registered vehicles of indeterminate
age around the port. The port has a number of quiet restaurants
and we patronised the Enigma restaurant on the waterfront
before retiring back to the boat with our customary bucketful of
onzo,

Monday, May 3. Whilsl the Navtex chatters on abotu the low.
now somewhere over Corsica, the real weather meanwhile has
taken a definite turn for the better with serious sun and heat.
Harmonium appeared, on a motor bike with a grass strimmer
engine, wearing a refulgent red helmet and determined to
penetrate into the hinterland, presumably seduced by the
Lonely Planet’s listing of clubs such as Disco 69. Slammer Bar
and Sweet Irish Dream. not forgetting the aforesaid sun, sea
and sex. He wasn’t going to look for Homer’s grave. Others
Ioalizd around the waterfront doing some gentle strolling
interspersed with iced coflees. Radar went botanising and
returned with pockets full of seeds and bits of greene~. Others
followed Harmonium on tk’~ol to look f~r the Sweet Irish
Dream. All had returned by 13.20 with scarcely believable
gasconade.

It was apparent that certain of the Lotophagi were becoming
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unravelled if not febrile. ROT had to brush off various pathetic
pleadings to remain in Nisos los for a further day in order to
visit some of the numerous bays around the island (the Lonely
Planet had a lot to answer for). There was not a moment to lose.
Without delay we took our departure northwesterly from Cape
Dhiakofto bound for Nisos Dhespotiko - an apposite destina-
tion if there was one - some of the Lotophagi needed severe
despotiko (or alternatively a cold shower).

Nisos Dhespotiko is one of four islands that make up the
Nisos Paros group and except for the channel between
N.Strongilo and N.Dhespotiko, the other channels are for not
for the circumspect and certainly not for those with a damage
deposit to consider. The approach to Paroika, the capital and
main port is remarkably straightforward despite the somewhat
hysterical preamble in the pilot detailing the worst maritime
disaster in the last 35 years, which happened in the approaches
and caused the deaths of over 80 people, On a much more
lusory front, we learnt that Nisos Paros was the birthplace of
one Archilochus who invented iambic verse, which those of us
who had studied such things spoofed about remembering - (for
the record: stressed/unstressed as in "Belin / da smiled,/ and
all / the world / was gay.") Moreover Archie, who seemed
a thoroughly good egg, had been barred from Sparta lbr
licentious behaviour and had admitted to having thrown away
his shield and headed lor home whilst fighting the Thracians.

We had barely tied up belore Mr. Nissiotissa was welcoming
us as long lost friends to Paros and Paroika and particularly to
his restaurant "’behind the Harbour Master’s Office" As the
business cards, that be handed out were almost iambic pent-
ameter, we had to try him out and were well rewarded.
Admittedly the only other restaurant, we considered was called
Porphyra and Radar queried "’wasn’t that the illness of King
George" - not a great inducement to visit. Maybe someone
should tell the owner.

Tuesday 4 May. Overcast with the low now skulking in the
Sicily Strait. Paroika is a bustling friendly port being one of the
main ferry hubs in the Aegean, but is none the worse lbr that~
The Panagia Ekantontaplyiani church is reputedly one of the
most splendid in the Cyclades and is well worth a visit if only
to count the doors - 100 are supposed to exist although only 99
have been found to date. It is said that when the I00th is found,
Istanbul will become Greek. Not wishing to create an inter-
national incident we stopped counting at 75. We departed north
2 hours later than anticipated following a prolonged search
mission to simultaneously locate and retain Killick and
Duracell. No sooner had one been found than the other
dematerialised.

The Cyclades Islands are so called because they form a
circle (kyklos) around Delos. Formerly this small island which
is about 3 or 4 square miles in size, was the political and
religious centre of the Aegean. Today it is a uninhabited,
archaeological site with World Heritage status and is closed on
Mondays. The idea was to bone up on the culture in N.Delos
and as overnight mooring or anchoring is prohibited to head tbr
the reputed hedonistic pleasures of N.Mykonos, the neighbour-
ing island with allegedly more poseurs per square metre than
any other Mediterranean resort.

We motored north up the Delos Channel, which separates
N.Delos fi’om N.Rinia in a brisk unpleasant noser and saw the
ruins in the distance on the starboard bow. Fortunately. we were
earlier than all the tourist boats that ply from Mykonos and
were able to take our time looking for the most suitable place to
anchor hopefully in the lee of a promontory jutting out from the
ruins. As we approached to within a cable of the landing stage,
a latter day Gorgon, incongruously clad in voluminous yellow
oilskins appeared from a concrete hut and cast Greek

imprecations in our direction, whilst brandishing what
appeared to be an umbrella. It was now clear that despite it not
being Monday we were not welcome and the centre of the
ancient world was temporarily shut. Whilst the Lotaphagi are
not generally of a nervous disposition, none of us felt up to the
task of negotiating with a possibly unhinged archaeologist on
an uninhabited Greek Island.

Delos would have to wait for another day and we hastily
backtracked and set a course for Mykonos. 1 wish that we had
not bothered.

With hindsight, all the guides and pilots that we had on
board are fairly universal in their disparagement of Mykonos.
Indeed, it may once have been the haunt of the rich. the famous,
the sophisticated and the intellectual; now it is noisy, dirty,
where the poseur and the otiose vie for supremacy. Even at
15.00 the boomboom bars were pumping their decibels out
whether you wanted to hear them or not.

It is now prohibited to anchor in the town. and the marina.
some three kilometres distant, is a desolate, barren wasteland of
sand. dried mud and dereliction. The facilities are non-existent
- not even a garbage bin is to be found. Mind you, there is so
much garbage around, one should just join the flow and throw
the bags over the sagging rusty chainlink fences that surround
the site.

The evening was rounded off predictably with a frantic taxi
journey along a winding coast road with numerous blind
corners and precipitous cliffs.

We enjoyed N.Mykonos so much that I tore the pages out of
the Greek Waters pilot lest time should ameliorate my
remembrance of the place and I am tempted to revisit the
experience.

Wednesday 5 May. lstanbul radio has become hysterical about
a low of 976 HPA, which seems to encompass everywhere from
Britain to Egypt. Radar passes on this latest intelligence to the
crew who are not overly disturbed.

Nisos Siros is about 20NM west of Mykonos: one could not
find a better contrast to the vulgarity of the latter. The capital.
Ermoupolis is rightly called the Queen of the Cyclades and

ROT, DOC and Harw~onium tBless me father...~.    Photo: t~ Fernie
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bespeaks the feel of a prosperous mercantile port going about
its business. In former times, it was a major Mediterranean
coaling station and Greece’s major port. Now it is an affluent,
lively place with litter-free marble paved streets and an
abundance of reasonably priced restaurants and dockside cafes.
One day Galway might be like this. Unlike most of the
Cyclades, the Syriots are busy with other things than tourism -
a pleasant change.

Thursday 6 May. We are running out of water and the dockside
water taps are non-functional, Two phone calls and Mr.
Dimitrios turned up 10 minutes later with a very efficient mini-
water tanker [£15 for 500L).

The Lotophagi spread out and explored the town. Killick
departed alone and mysteriously. On his return, he said that he
had seen some Staf|brdshire pottery dogs in an antique shop
during the previous evening. These were undoubtedly worth a
fortune but the shop had been closed. Now he couldn’t find the
shop and was as d~sold as only a frustrated antique hunter can
be. We offered to help but he unkindly thought we might buy
them ourselves. Radar attempted to console him by suggesting
that he knew nothing about Staffordshire pottery and that they
were probably worthless imitations anyway. Otherwise we
drank a dockside bar out of Ouzo; so no change there then.

The only fly in the ointment with regard to Ermoupolis is
that a new marina has been built on the south side of the Sirou
Bay and at some stage in the future yachts will be ’encouraged"
to berth there. Whilst the marina is 2.5 km from the town, at
least it is a finished yacht haven (shades of Mykonos) and in a
S.E wind would be the preferred refuge.

Generally the Lotophagi thought Ermoupolis a thoroughly
decent sort of a place. Dix point.

The long awaited low was now on the doorstep and creating
an unpleasant swell in the north side of the harbour. By I 1.00
we were sailing up the east coast of Sifts in a s’ly force 5/6 and
a very lumpy sea. We wanted to make Nikolaou Bay on the
north coast of Nisos Kea before the forecast gale that evening.
As we cleared north of Sires, the wind increased to a tbrce 6-7
and the increasingly violent motion of FCF ejected most of the
crockery, bottles and victuals out of the lockers. Thoughts of a
languid lunch disappeared. We made do with gin and anything
that could be eaten with one hand. Concomitantly. a signal
received from Ireland saying ’qt’s cold and miserable and
we’ve turned the central heating up". Not a good omen.

By 14.40 we had Nisos Yiaros abeam which was of limited
comtbrt as it lacks facilities, is uninhabited, has no anchorages
and in any case, is a prohibited area. We were well reefed and
still cracking along at 819 knots. As we approached the north of
Nisos Kea, the optimists comforted themselves with the
expected shelter once in the lee of the island. All that happened
was that we seemed to locate a wind acceleration zone with the
windspeed up to 50 knots and incipient waterspouts on the
starboard beam.

Nikolaoo Bay is about INM S.W of the northernmost point
of Kea, and for I0-15 minutes we motored into a southerly
storm before identifying the chapel cum lighthouse on the
northerly arm of the bay. Even in the relative shelter of the bay
we had 30 knots of wind so we headed for the greater shelter in
the southern arm, Ormos Livadhi and the small town of
Korissa. We dropped the anchor in about 6 metres with a fine
sandy bottom and by t9.30 we were into a second ~n. Killick,
by this stage had gone without knife and fork food since
breakfast and was frantically chopping and sautting in a haze
of steam, olive oil and red wine. The results were spectacular.
Going ashore was both unnecessary and out of the question -
we had watched with incredulity, the Herculean effort of a
neighbouring Romanian to row an inflatable ashore into a 30

knot wind - what is more remarkable is that he succeeded! The
Lotophagi retired replete, leaving Radar on anchor watch with
Cecilia Bartoli.

Radar, his cigar and Cecilia were the only observers of an
Olympian electrical storm before the general tempestuousness
faded at around 22.00.

Friday 7 May. The sun had returned with the departure of
yesterday’s unpleasanmess. Killick, who worries incessantly
about such things, evinced a wish to revictual the boat and
proposed a trip ashore prior to our departure back to Alimos
Marina and Athens. The crew, in a most unusual show of
unanimity questioned this. For most of the previous day, all
manner of comestibles had been erupting from various lockers
and a shortage of food seemed but a remote possibility. Killiek
was adamant however and the crew meekly demurred. In the
event, the quay in Korrisa was stilI cluttered with boats
sheltering from the storm and ROT made a executive decision
to get on our way. The prospect of starving en route caused
such a uncharacteristic show of petulance that Killick was
confined to the wheel for the first hour of the passage.
Simultaneously, the autohelm compass, which had worked like
a dream all week, decided to go AWOL - possibly in sympathy
with Killick.

The Doc saved the morning by locating a PIN code with
which Radar could revitalise the autohelm compass. Killick, bit
by bit. regained his usual curmudgeonly self and disappeared
below to create a final lunch. We motorsalled in a s’ly force
2-3. By midday Cape Sounion was abeam - and more
photographs taken of the Temple of Poseidon perched on it’s
top.

The southerly had picked up a little since the morning and so
ruled out a comfortable stop in the small bay below the temple.
We motorsailed on and anchored in a small inlet on the north-
east end of what was to be the last island of the cruise, Nisos
Gaidhouronisi. Tucked in behind the fish farm in about 6M we
were sheltered from the swell and the wind. The sun came out.
Killick redeemed himself and produced a final Lotophagi lunch
to rival all previous ones - despite the alleged paucity of
provisions (Please don’t mention the war).

Two hours of convivial eating, drinking and yarning saw us
regretfully hauling the anchor at 14.50 and gently motorsailing
up the Attic coast in a golden hazy afternoon.

The log becomes less effusive and more factual - end of
cruise syndrome.

16.00 Course 302° N37°43.7’ E23°49.7’

16.40 Course 335° N.F16ves LH stb.abm.
18, I 0 Tied up Alimos Marina. End of Cruise.

Postscript

Seven Lotophagi covered about 450NM over the course of
about I 1 days - we couldn’t be sure as the paddle wheel of the
log was stuck and anyway who’s counting. We got to see a
good deal of the Cyclades and almost stuck to our maxim of a
new island each day - but then you could happily spend two
weeks cruising around just one island. We were about 60%
under sail, which is quite high for Greece compared to previous
years. Factor 20 was hardly used. We drank industrial quantities
of Greek wine. which gets better by the year. Food was Greek.
Ouzo was lots. Crack was mighty.

And we are all still speaking to one another.

PPS. Parts of this log, particularly the disparaging bits about
Greek infrastructure were written before the Olympic Games. I
apologise to any Greek readers. It came right on the night.
Congratulations.
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Log from High Latitudes- Scilla Verna

James Nixon THESTRANGFORD CUP

FOR AN ALTERNATIVE BEST CRUISE

"letters from High Latitudes" by Lord Duflerin, published in
1857 is the first account by a yachtsman of cruising in

the Arctic nnder sail. In it he describes in letters to his mother
the voyage made in 1856 in his 80ft schooner Foam. He sailed
from Scotland to Iceland and then, with difficulty landed on Jan
Mayen. He went on to Norway and then northwards to
Spitzbergen where he also had difficulty in making a landfall.
The book was popular and appeared in many editions. I have a
fourth edition printed in 1858, just one year after the first, and
there is a paperback edition.

The Dufferin family seat is Clandeboye. a large house and
estate outside Bangor in County Down. Lord Dufferin did not
spend much time there when young, and at the time of his
voyage, when he was aged thirty, he had just come down from
Oxford. He obviously had an adventurous spirit as he had
brought the Foam to the Baltic in 1854 to observe the attack at
Bomarsund in the Aland Islands. He had to be dissuaded from a
more active part in the action.

My interest in him and his voyage stems from his
association with my home club, the Royal Ulster Yacht Club
founded in 1866, and Lord Dufferin was its first commodore. I
was not aware that any cruise had set out to follow his route; 1
bought Scilla Verna, an Oyster 435 Ketch built in 1983, with
such a cruise in mind. Many replacements and changes were
needed, including a new engine which was to prove invaluable
on the voyage which eventually took place this summer. A
complication was my wish to attend the cruise-in-company in
West Cork marking the 75th anniversary of the foundation of
the Irish Cruising Club. So, in addition to following Lord
Dufferin, we would have to leave Ireland to starboard.

Castletownbere proved to be a good site from which to make
our departure. The crew for the leg to Iceland were: Ed Wheeler
(ICC and RCC), William Dick (ICC) and Brian Thompson, all
friends of long-standing and experienced yachtsmen. There we
met Claire Hogan. who had been with Rory O’Hanlon on his
cruise to Jan Mayen in 1974. This almost ended in disaster with
Meermin been driven ashore and losing her bowsprit. Clalre’s
comment was "Why do you want to go there - it’s an awful
place"! That cheering message ringing in our ears, we left on
Monday 26th July at 1645 with Reykjavik as our destination.

Lord Dufferin’s departure was not without incident. The
captain of the Foam developed sudden illness and they had to
berth at Holyhead on the way north to Scotland. Dufl~rin was
able to recruit a young skipper, Ebenezer Wyse. The full crew
assembled in Oban, and Foam proceeded to Stomoway and on
June 9th 1856 left for Iceland.

Our passage to Iceland started in light conditions lbr the first
two days, and then a series of depressions moved through
giving us strong southerlies which bowled us along at a ~eat
rate, sometimes with the genoa "goose-winged". We found the
mizzen unhelpful when running and it remained stowed for
much of the voyage. Variable amounts of mainsail were
unrolled from the in-mast system, which worked well.

We had very brisk conditions at times and Scilla Verna
rolled her way northwards, with Ed constantly reminding me

that it was much better than the alternative of beating in those
conditions. At times water came on deck and the leaks already
identified became more obvious but we ran on northwards, our
best 24 hour run being 149 miles.

Sea sickness was a problem on Foam as on Scilla Verna.
Fitz, the doctor suffered severely and sought to draw
consolation from Wilson, Lord Duff’erin’s manservant. The
following conversation is recorded:

"Well, Wilson, I suppose this kind of thing does not last
long’?"

The Voice. as o[the tomb. - "1 don’t know, Sir "
Fitz.- "’But you must have often seen passengers sick."
The Voice. - "Often. Sir; ~,ery sick."
Fitz. - "Well; and on an average, how soon did they

recover~"

The Voice. - Some of them didn’t recover, Sir."
Fitz. - "Well, but those that did?"
The voice. - "I know’d a clergyman and his wife as were ill

all the voyage: five months. Sir."
Fitz. - (Quite silent.)
The Voice: now become sepulchral. - "They sometimes dies,

Sir."
Fit= - "Ugh!’"
Before the end of the voyage, however, this Job’s comforter

himself fell ill, and the doctor amply revenged himself by
prescribing for him.

The most irksome problem we encountered was the sudden
failure of the autopilot. It had been coping well with the

James Nixon and Lt~rd Dufferin in pose, nero" Tromso.
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conditions, but that and sea sickness resulted in a somewhat
arduous watch keeping rota.

Dufferin experienced worse weather than we did and
describes the pleasure of going below during such circum-
stances:

"Indeed. few people can have any notion of the cosiness of a
yacht’s cabin under such circumstances. After having
remained for several hours on deck, in the presence of the
tempest - peering through the darkness at those black liquid
walls of water, mounting above you in ceaseless agitation, or
tumbling over in cataracts of gleaming foam - the wind
roaring through the rigging timbers creaking as if the ship
would break its heart - the spray and rain beating in your
face - everything around in tumult - suddenly to descend
into the quiet of a snug. well-lighted little cabin, with the
firelight dancing on the white rosebud chintz, the well
furnished book-shelves, and all the innumerable nick-nacks
that decorate its wails - little Edith’s portrait looking so
serene - everything about you as bright and fresh as a lady’s
boudoir in May Fair - the certainty of being a good three
hundred miles from any troublesome shore - all combine to
inspire a feeling of comlort and security difficult to
describe." 1 think our ’boudoir’ on Scilla Verna may have
been a little less serene,

We closed on Iceland on Sunday 1st August and were about 10
miles off Grindavik, on the south coast to the east of Reykjanes,
when I was surprised to hear a call on VHF to us. It was Geir
Gislason, a long time supporter of cruising boats visiting
Iceland. My plan had been to berth at Hafnarfjordur but he was
keen that I went straight to Reykjavik as the berthing was
better. It was extraordinary to be called in such a way, and we
were to discover that Geir had great influence in many aspects
of Icelandic life.

We gybed onto port and in large seas (some of which were
breaking) we passed between Reykjanes and Eldey in the
channel known as Hullid. The low driving cloud, big seas and
the steam from the geo-thermai springs on Reykjanes made the
scene memorable.

We surged and surfed along the Reykjanes peninsula past
Keflavik Airport, and rounding the point we came into smooth
water and beat across Flaxafloi, the large bay with Reykjavik at
its head. It was lovely to get into smooth water and we berthed
at 06.1~’1 alongside in the Austurhofn as directed by the Harbour
Master. There is a small boat harbour at Snarfari, inland of the
new commercial port in Reykjavik. It has a private club that
welcomes visitors, and there is 2 m depth with water and diesel
available. However most visiting yachts seem to stay in
Reylqjavik Harbour, as we did. It had been a fast passage, just

over 900 miles in just over six and a half days.
The Foam spent ten days on passage to

Reykjavik from Stornaway and Lord Dufferin
wrote: "for the last 10 days we have been leading
the life of the "flying Dutchman". Never do I
remember to have such a dusting, foul winds,
gales and calms...." Obviously we were much
luckier than he had been.

We were able to have the autopilot repaired by
an expert from Sigmundssons who found a loose
connection. He was also able to repair a standby
system. The indefatigable Brian Thompson left
for home, and was to rejoin us later. Brian Black
(ICC), an experienced skipper, film-maker and
Arctic sailor arrived as our work continued.

We worked on the boat all Tuesday, and that
evening Jon brought us to the Reykjavik Sailing
Club (known as Brokey) where I presented a
burgee from the Royal Ulster Yacht Club to
celebrate our voyage and the Dufferin connec-
tion. Magnus Jonsson also spoke at this little
ceremony, and reminded his audience that Lord
Dufferin had become Governor-General of
Canada from 1872 - 1878 and during that time
had helped many Icelanders to settle there during
very difficult times. There are active sailors in
Reykjavik and they had been out racing that
evening. The convivial atmosphere was familiar.

Dufferin had a busier social calendar in
Iceland including a dinner at the Governor’s
residence during which, such was the level of
hospitality that he "began a series of transactions
of which I have no distinct recollection". He
describes the wine and spirit intake vividly and
then the public toasts began, followed by a couple
of speeches in Icelandic and a magnificent Latin
oration from the Bishop. Dufferin "had the
audacity to reply in the same language". After
that dancing took place and then an expedition
was undertaken to an island off Reykjavik. He
writes whimsically of tripping up in the
numerous rabbit burrows and discovering that not
only were they were without ears but they also
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had scarlet noses and "literally
flew away". Despite identifying
the rabbits as puffins he felt that
there was "a slight confusion as to
the real nature of the creatures".

He took part in a "baggage
train" to explore inland, and on
Wednesday 4th August Magnus
retraced that journey, and driving
us in great comfort in his large
truck. We crossed the lava plateau
and inspected an impressive geo-
thermal power station which
provides over 80% of the energy
for Reykjavik. The landscape is
bleak with steam appearing in
many places, and pipes to the
power station and to Reykjavik
stretch over the dark lava.

We found Thingvalla impres-
sive as did Dufferin. Icelanders
revere this site and meet annually
there. It is the oldest site of any
parliament in the world. The
extraordinary lava structures look

First day out fi’om Ireland. Brian Thompson. William Dick and Skipper.

man-made in places, such is their regular appearance. We
visited Geysir, and saw the little geysir performing regularly
and spectacularly. The great one has not erupted for over 70
years. Dufferin provides a diagram of the structure of a geysir
and describes how it reacts and spits with "malicious
vehemence" and then throws a column of water up carrying any
sod that has been thrown in. Geysir is a tourist attraction with
many coaches arriving but nevertheless is worthy of a visit.

We continued our journey to view the huge waterfall at
Gulfoss and then drove down a fertile valley to Stokkseyri on
the south coast, where we dined sumptuously on Norwegian
lobster. The shallow and rook-girt coast made us appreciate the
reason for warnings not to approach this part of Iceland in dirty
weather (or indeed in any weather).

By Thursday 5th August we had completed the various
tasks. The new windlass worked at first try. At 13.00 in light
weather we left Reykjavik and our good and helpful friends

Scilla Verna off Jan Mayen

there. We went northwards and that evening rounded
Snaefellsnes with its snow-covered peak. The barometer was
dropping and inevitably the wind came ahead. We were to pay
for the fair winds experienced thus far. We beat round
Bjarntangi with the massive cliffs of Latraberg just to the east.
We had the inevitable discussion as to whether it was the most
western point of Europe, but Ed is adamant that the Azores are
part of Europe and therefore qualify. He had cruised there last
year in his Witchcra/~ of Howth.

We puncbed into a fresh northwester off the series of
dramatic headlands of the Vestfirdir, and in an overcast evening
we berthed alongside at SudureyrL a sheltered harbour with a
somewhat tricky entrance. I had been there with the David and
Judy Lomax (RCC) in Cloud Walker, and knew the entrance.
The leading marks as described in the RCC sailing directions
are no longer in existence and the starboard hand buoy is now
so rusty that it could be mistaken for a red one.

The sailing directions correctly mention that the population
is particularly friendly, and we dried out, bathed, walked and
photographed in this most pleasant little town. We were able to
top up with fuel on the pier-head using a credit card. We left
later on Saturday 7th August in light conditions. We motored
and sailed around the remaining bold headlands of this region,
including Stranmnes, and came into Hornvik where we
anchored off the farm. Occasional fog banks enveloped us. This
was about 250 miles from Reykjavik. and was to be our
departure point for Jan Mayen.

Next day we landed and walked to the head of the bay
seeking the red-necked phalarope as described by Willie Ker.
We did not see any but there were many eider. A few Arctic fox
were seen and there were many large pine logs on the beach.
These are known in Iceland as ’bolungars’, and we became
increasingly aware of this hazard at sea during the rest of the
trip, lortunately never hitting one. They are virtually invisible
on radar. Dufferin thought that they came from Canada, but
Russia seems a more likely source.

Back aboard, we got underway still in calm conditions. The
sailing directions state that there is good cod fishing off the
striking headland, the "Horn" of Horuvik. so we stopped for a
short time. Ed led us in the most productive cod fishing I have
ever experienced. Using leathers we often had three good cod
on the line at one time, and we had to stop as soon as he l;elt the
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Sudureyri, NW Iceland.

galley was re-stocked sufficiently. The fish were filleted as we
motored out in a calm sea with increasing log banks, and came
onto our course for Jan Mayen. We were now in the Denmark
Strait - or the Greenland Sund as the lcelanders prefer to call it.
It has a l~arsome reputation for bad weather and is the site of
the sudden destruction of HMS Hood during a brief battle with
Bismarck during the Second World War.

By contrast Lord Dufferin’s passage to Jan Mayen started in
calm. Coincidentally Prince Napoleon of France was visiling
Iceland in the steam yacht Reine Hortense. Evidently they had
met in the Baltic two years earlier when both were observing
the war there. The Prince offered to tow the Foam, and they left
Reylqavik in this manner on the 7th July 1856. after a very
lively evening starting with dinner on the Reine Hortense
followed by a ball aboard the French frigate Artemise. The tow
took them past the Vestfirdir and Dufferin describes very
accurately this part of Iceland as a peninsula "spread about
upon the sea like a hunlau hand. the fingers just reaching over
the Arctic Circle: while up between them run the gloomy fiords
sometimes to the length of 20, 30, and even 40 miles." They
celebrated, as we did, crossing the Arctic Circle, but the Reine
Hortense started to run short of coah They encountered thick
fog and ice as the tow was cast off and the Reine Hortense
steamed back to Iceland.

Within a lew hours those on Scilla Verna encountered a
small group of icebergs which caused great excitement.
Ironically, despite reaching much further north we saw no other
icebergs at sea on the whole voyage. There is no doubt that our
climate is changing but it could be part of a natural cycle.

The first day oul from iceland was very foggy, and then a
light breeze allowed us to sail eastwards into sunshine. We
enjoyed a lovely day’s sail, but we could see fog to the north
and west constantly, h is .just over 400 miles from Hornvik to
Jan Mayen, and the island came into view early on Thursday
12th August. Low cloud enveloped it to about 51)0 fI so we did
not see Beerenberg. the ice-capped volcano of over 7000 0
altitude at the north end of the island.

"Conditions were gentle and we were able to contact the
weather station by VHF, being put through Bodo radio in
Norway. There was a light northwesterly breeze and a slight
swell from the southeast, We opted to anchor off Batvik on the
southeast side of the island. It was here that H.W. Tilman tried
in vain to repair the damage to MischitTf after she had struck a
rock. [n 1974 Rory O’Hanlon (ICC & RCC/ almost lost
Meermin when she dragged her anchor and her bowsprit was

broken, and other damage occurred. Therefore I was more than
a little nervous in this anchorage.

We landed and we were made very welcome by the
Commandant and staff in the weather station. The buildings
were comfortable in a military style, and well lashed down
against storms. We learnt that earth tremors and quakes are
frequent in this site perched on its own bit of the Mid Atlantic
Ridge. Jan Mayen is Norwegian territory and we all had our
passports stamped. We presented another RUYC burgee and
were offered dinner, but despite settled conditions 1 was
anxious to move out from what was a very exposed anchorage.

We got back aboard from the rubber dinghy, after one
nervous episode of filling it when trying to embark from the
black lava beach. An entry (not mine) appeared later in the log:
"l’m not paranoid but I think l’m going to be worried about
having nothing to worry about. Quote skipper". Experienced
skippers Ed and Brian were re-discovering the joys of the
relaxed life as mere crew.

Brian. our photographer, then sat in the dinghy about a mile
offshore while we had a photographing session. As we got him
back aboard suddenly the ice-capped peak of Beerenberg
appeared above the cloud, just as Dufferin had seen it from 20
miles off in I856 as "a cone of illuminated snow". It is
stunning.

1 was persuaded by the crew to go southwards again and
leave Jan Mayen to starboard. We were anxious to see Walrus
Bay (Kvalrussbukta), the alternative anchorage on the
northwest coast, and in calm conditions we motored along this
extraordinary volcanic lava coastline. Walrus Bay is a shallow
indentation with a steep black sandy beach and thousands of
"bolungars" lying on it. There was a track leading over to the
other side of the island but there is no settlement. It would
provide some shelter in winds from northeast to south. Paddy
Barry tells me that, in 1990, he was storm bound there for three
days in his Galway Hooker St Patrick.

We continued along the northwest coast seeing the mighty
Beerenberg through wraiths of cloud and fk~g, and we rounded
Nordkapp at midnight. During our circumnavigation of the
island five glaciers were seen, but only one actually reaches the
sea on the northwest side, and there was no evidence that it was
calving, All the others appear to have retracted significantly. In
very gloomy conditions we tried to find CIandeboye Creek. so
named by Lord Dufl~:rin after his landing there. It is still shown
on the Norwegian chart as Clandeboyebukta. In 1970 there had
been a volcanic eruption from that part of Beerenberg and the
creek has been obliterated, making landing impossible.

In 1856 Dufferin found that the pack-ice made it impossible
to approach any part of the island other than the northeast
corner. Prior to starting his voyage he had commissioned a
bronze figure-head for the Foam, fashioned by Marochetti. a
celebrated sculptor of the time. It has been suggested that the
bronze was modelled on the Duchess of Argyll. for whom Lord
Dufferin had particular ’affection. To mark the landing on Jan
Mayen he left the discarded figure-head of Foam, a white
ensign, a flag staff, mad a tin biscuit-box containing a paper on
which he had written the schooneFs name, the date of her
arrival and the names of all those who sailed on board. I have
no doubt that the lava must have destroyed all trace of these.
During our visit the ice pack was hundreds of miles north of
this area. showing that the ice distribution has changed
dramatically since 1856.

Having viewed this greatly altered site we turned
northeastwards and came on course for Svalbard. It is just over
580 miles from Nordkapp to Magdalenat]ord at the northeast
part of the Svalbard archipelago. We encountered some
blustery weather with a fresh easterly in the early part of the
passage, and then moved in to the Arctic "’high". motoring for
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several days in cahn. The midnight sun was first seen on
Sunday 15th August. We were now 760 14N and 1o E. The next
day we started to see the peaks of Spitzbergen, the western and
largest island in the Svalbard archipelago. A cold northerly
filled in as we beat in towards the west coast of that spectacular
island. The forbidding coastline is a series of vertiginous peaks
and pearl-white glaciers without signs of vegetation.
Spitzbergen means "sharp mountains" an appropriate name
coined by the early whalers. We arrived at Magdalenel~iord in
bright sunshine, and rounded the spit to anchor in Trinityhanma
at 1855 on Tuesday 17th August just short of 5 days sailing and
motoring from Jan Mayen.

We stayed on deck in the evening sunshine and Ed went in
the dinghy to get ice for our pink gin from the many growlers
and bergy-bits around us. The glacier at the head of the fjord,
Waggonwaybreen, is a favourite spot for the cruise liners to
visit as it still calves. We could hear occasional noises from it
though it was about two miles from our anchorage, On our
approach to Magdalenafjord we had started to pick up VHF and
Navtex messages from Svalbard radio but in the enclosed area
of the fjord no signal was available. However we were able to
contact home using the Iridium telephone, which proved to be
an efficient means of maintaining contact throughout the
voyage.

Next day, though there had been no darkness, some of the
crew went ashore and I changed the fuel filters in the engine.
Later I was stepping aboard the dinghy to go ashore in walking
gear and managed to fail in. Despite getting aboard quickly my
digital camera stopped working in spite of all efforts. Later Ed.
Brian and I walked round the spit to the bay to the northwest.
As advised we had a gun and flares with us, though we saw no
polar bears at any time in Svalbard. Evidently they have all
moved northwards with the receding pack-ice. The glacier
Gulieybreen was actively calving, with explosive noises
coming from one particular area. Brian walked ahead a little of
us. He is a film maker with a specific interest in the
environment and polar climate change. He moved to the end of
a little beach at the base of the glacier. Ed was about 100 yards
back from this site and 1 was a further 100 yards from Ed.
Suddenly the noises from the glacier increased, and without
any other warning two huge sections of ice wail collapsed into
a little cove at the foot of the glacier. This produced a double
wave which moved at great speed along the face of the glacier
to the area from which Brian was filming. The waves
enveloped the area and ran towards Ed and me, We raced up the
beach and escaped any injury. Looking back 1 could not see
how Brian could have survived, The area was like a cauldron
with large waves driving across it and reflecting off the ice
surface. The water was grey and filled with large lumps of ice. I
could see rocks being shifted on the beach by the force of the
water. It was a terrifying sight, and the noise of it echoed round
the bay.

A few minutes later to my relief" I saw Ed dragging out the
bedraggled figure of Brian. He had lost his video camera but
had clutched onto a boulder. He had lacerations on his head,
hand and leg but was able to walk, and was understandably
shaken. There was no option but to walk him as briskly as
possible back to Scilla Verna. It was nearly two miles and Brian
was starting to show si~s of hypothermia.

William was aboard and I called him by V’HF to get hot
water, towels and hot drinks ready as Ed brought Brian aboard.
Fortunately Brian’s injuries proved minor but it had been a
frightening experience for him, and for Ed and me watching it.
Film makers of his professionalism do run risks like this. but I
think it would be wise to make sure one has an escape route.

At low water next morning we motored round to
Galleybreenbnkta and Ed went ashore in the dinghy to see if he

Approaching Spitzbergen.

could find any relics of Brian’s accident. The bay was filled
with bergy-bits and growlers and I was surprised Ed was able to
get through, and even more so when he reappeared with a very
battered video camera. It had been found under a boulder.
Ultimately the magnetic tape was salvaged l¥om it and some
spectacular film emerged.

In the calm sunshine we moved on southwards from
Magdalenefjord which is about 79°30N. Some of the crew
wanted to get to 80°, but I felt we had enough excitement, and
time was moving on. We entered Hamburgerbukta, a horseshoe
bay just south of Magdalenet]ord. It would be a useful
anchorage though I imagine ’williwaws" could be a problem
from the high mountains surrounding it. Evidently the citizens
of Hamburg established a whaling station there in the 17th
century. Again there was evidence of significant glacial
retraction here.

We continued southwards and passing the spectacular
limestone headland of Kap Miter we entered Kongsl]orden and
headed for Ny Alesund. Kap Miter (Mitre Cape) only takes on
the appearance of a bishop’s cap when viewed from the east.
Kongsfjord is so called because of three spectacular stratified
mountains to the east which lived up to their regal titles in the
sunshine that evening.

We approached the settlement in Ny Alesund, a good
landmark for which is the large NASA tracking dish by the
airstrip to the west of the settlement. We were able to find a
berth inside the end of the pier. There are large tyres on a high
pier wall. and berthing proved somewhat difficult, but it was
satisfactory once we had our lines arranged.

We took on fresh water which came heated as this is
necessary to stop it fi’eezing in the pipes in winter. This
settlement boasts the most northerly post office in the world,
and we were made most welcome by the harbour master and
many of the research workers based there for the summer.
There is an outpost here of the Norwegian University of the
North. Evidently "all four major Norwegian Universities are
associated with this venture. The centre is based farther south
in Longyearbyen. but much field work is done from Ny
Alesund. Professor Arild Andresen, a geoscientist, came aboard
with one of his postgraduate students and they gave us a very
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clear exphnlation of the tectonic movements that created
Svalbard. The lack ol vegetation here allows the rock structures
and strata to he more clearly seen.

We showered, laundered and booked dinner in the King’s
Bay Coal Company Headquarters tserved at local time 16.301.
This building is the community centre, and visitors and
research workers dine together. We laler had a splendid
"’supper" which included the full range of pickled herrings that
we hoped for.

We stayed two nights at Ny Alesund, but now the weather
was becoming unsettled as wc moved south out of the Arctic
"high". The glass was falling and fresh easterties were forecast.
On Saturday 21 st Augusl we continued our pursuit of Foam and
sailed round to Engleshukta (Englishmun’s Creek) where Lord
Dufli~rin had landed and spent four days. The pack ice in 1856
was such that this was the only area of the coast of Spitzbergen
that was approachable. Our visit to his landing place was brief.
It was blowing very hard from the east with a very cold
"glacier" wind. We motored into a spot at which the Foam may
have anchnred and observed the great changes in the glaciers in
the area, compared to those described by Lord Dufferin. The
amount of shrinkage is considerable. Using the rock sidcs of
the valleys as a basis lbr measurement, we estimated that the
glacier depth had been reduced by about 150 ft. The glacier
name is Comfortlessbreen, a name that suited the occasicm of
our visit.

We then negotiated the ~,hallo,,,, channel at Ft~rlandsrevet at
the north end of Forlandsundet. It would be a difficult passage
without GPS The landmark using a mountain on Prins Karls
Forland is difficult to identify. This hmg island provides a
sheltered passage southwards but it is now forbidden to land as
it is a polar bear breeding area. The Norwegian Government,
through the office of the Syssehnann (Govenmr) administer the
archipelago ’,’e~ strictly with the object of protecting this
fragile environment.

/";’~am had escaped from the ice around Jan Mayen. and with
diffqculty reached open water. She then headed "to Norroway,
to Norroway over the facto" and eight days later landed at
Hammeffest. Following a period of cruising in the tljords they
left for Spitzbergen on July 27th from Ahen in northern
Norway. Dufti:rin attempted to land on Bear Island (Bjornoya/
but it was surrounded by pack-icc, and the lugubrious Wilson,
announced that there was "’Ice all roand, my Lord - ice a-al ro-
ound". They sailed westwards along the edge of the pack ice tPr
140 miles before they were able Io turn north.

Wave produced by ice t~dl at Gullcybreen.

There was difficulty in closing the west coast of Spitzbergen
but ultimately Foam came to anchor in English Bay on the 6th

August I856. Lord Dufferin and his party shot a polar bear
during their brief visit. This would be forbidden nowadays, and
even if one was forced to do so in self-defence the skin has to

be surrendered and a lengthy reporting process is compulsory.
I-te contemplated trying to reach Magdalena Bay (as he called
it) but was forced by ice to sail due westwards before heading
south for Norway.

We continued southwards in very bleak and cold conditions
with a freshening easterly. We came into Dahlebreen, another
spectacular glacier and attempted to anchor in the little bay east
of the spit. All seemed satisfactory, initially, but we were then
struck by a vicious squall off the glacier which caused the
ratchet on the new windlass to fracture. Fortunately this was the
only damage caused but we felt it wiser to move on. The
holding in this little bay seemed to be satisfactory.

We rmnped further southwards with a deep reef in the genoa
and mizzen, hoping to find a nmre congenial anchorage. It was
now blowing very hard, particularly off any glacier and finally
we approached Farmhamna. just south of Eidembreen, another
tbarsome glacier. We found the recommended anchorage ,and
were confused by the GPS giving two positions, depending on
the scale on the screen. Common sense prevailed and we
dropped anchor in very ll-esh conditions, and ran an anchor
watch for the next 12 hours. I noticed two ships lying-to just off
this area that night. The glass had dropped I(I points since

leaving Ny Alesund, but thankfully conditions miproved
quickly. As the light improved we saw that we had anchored in
a pleasant rncky bay. There is an unmanned radio station and a
hunter’s hut on the point to the south. At noon on Sunday 22nd
August we left this useful bolt-hole and came into the large and
open Isfjorden on which the major settlements of Svalbard are
situated. Our mobile phones started receiving signals for the
l:irsl time since leaving Iceland. In calm, we motored past

Barentsberg on the south side of this huge inlet. It is easily
identified as this Russian coal mining settlement is producing
very visible black smoke.

Continuing eastwards towards Longyearbyen, we entered
Adventfjorden, the headland being easily identified as the
Airport has a large white building on it, and there are six large
white communication domes on the plateau above. We came
alongside at Longyearbyen, at the small boat pontoon at 21.00.
and rafted outside a large French schooner.

The passage l~’om Ny Alesund had been just over 100 miles
and we had experienced some
vicious weather, much of it created
by the katabatic effect of the
ghtciers in conjunction with a
depression that was lying to the
south of Svalbard. Other sailors
reported equally bad conditions.

Longyearbyen was established
in 1909 as a mining settlement by
an American called Longyear.
Prior to that there had been no
permanent inhabitants in the
archipelago. The seulement lies on
the west side of Advent(jord, and
runs up a valley with precipitous
mountains all around, many of
which are permanently snow
covered. There arc no trees, but
short wiry grass and moss is
available lk~r the Svalbard reindeer
which graze the area and seem
remarkably tame. The most
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striking feature of the settlement is the temporary nature of its
appearance. Many of the buildings have been there for years
and have survived the harsh winters, but nevertheless there is
an impression of it being a camp for migrant workers, which in
some ways it is. Along the crests of hills and down valleys are
many wooden pylons with the relrmants of a complex overhead
transport system used to convey the coal from the mines to the
ships waidng on the shore. The discovery of coal caused the
development of this settlement, and others such as Barentsberg
and Pyramiden. The electricity generating plant at
Longyearbyen prides itself on being the cleanest coal burning
one on the planet and certainly it seemed to be the case, though
we did notice a large standby diesel generating plant beside it.

Scientific research and tourism now appear to be the
predominant industries and these are very tightly controlled by
the Sysselman. I had to have a Search and Rescue Bond in
place before I was issued with a permit to land anywhere in
Svalbard. We called at the impressive modem building over-
looking the (jord and presented our third Royal Ulster Yacht
Club burgee to the Sysselmann’s Office. They had been aware
of our trip as I had been in touch by email with Ann Marie
Bekkedal. 1 was delighted to meet her and hand over the
burgee. She promised to try to read a copy of "Letters from
High Latitudes". I gather that it is printed in Norwegian.

We explored and ’experienced’ this frontier-like town. The
best restaurant, ’Huset’ was fully booked as Senator Hilary
Clinton and other American politicians on an eco-friendly visit
had taken it over. We met her out walking. Coincidentally Bill
Clinton was visiting Belfast at this time, and this front-page
news in the ’Belfast Telegraph’ was displaced by Brian Black’s
report on returning home of his nearly catastrophic experience
at Gulieybreen. "’Clinton Welcomed back to Belfast" changed
to "Tidal Wave Terror" as Brian’s story was told.

William and Brian had to leave us here. They had been good
company with William’s obsession with wave energy countered
by Brian’s film-making and global warming passion. I walked
back from the airport to the harbour, calling at the small boat
harbour, just to the north of our berth. Its depth is less than two
metres but it provides some shelter for small craft.

Ed and I were on our own for a couple of days and we set off
across the Isfjord and found a good anchorage just north of
Kapp Wijk at the entrance to Dicksonfjord. We walked ashore
in the hope of getting some fishing but to no avail. Next day we
brought Scilla Verna round into the Ekmanfjord and explored
the two possible anchorages to the east and west of the
impressive striated mountain Kolosseum. The anchorage on the
north side of Flintholmen is as described in sailing directions
and appears to be satisfactory. The other anchorage to the south
east side of Coraholmen was less certain and very shallow to
approach. Both Flintholmen and Coraholmen Islands had an
extraordinary miniature landscape of tiny red sharp mountains
- like Spitzbergen in miniature. We had a cracking sail back
across lsfjord to Longyearbyen only to find that the small boat
pontoon was inaccessible. A large German cruise liner had its
bow warp across the entrance but we were able to berth after
she left.

Later that night we were joined by the new members of the
crew, John Witchell and Brian Thompson who had been with us
on the first leg to Iceland.

Eventually we got away at 18.00 on Friday 27th August in
company with Vagabond, the steel boat in which Eric Brossier
had traverse eastwardly both the North West and North East
Passages. He was going to spend the winter ice-bound in the
Hinlopen Strait carrying out research.

Together we motored across a calm ls0ord, and we left them
and anchored at the head of Trygghamna (safe harbour) on the
north side and near the open sea. Here again there was evidence

of significant glacial shrinkage. We anchored off the little
stream in the northeast comer and successfully avoided the
mud bank that Cloud Walker had found in the past. We were a
bit too close to it for comfort as at low water the next morning
the shallows off the river were exposed. Obviously the bottom
shelves very steeply here.

Ashore, we walked and tried some fishing in the river. There
were many seals around so obviously there were fish which we
were unable to attract. Later that day we left Trygghamna with
the hope of calling at some of the fjords in the southern part of
Spitzbergen. However the Navtex forecast was accurate and a
fresh southeasterly filled in. We were unable to lay a course that
kept us close to land. As before, the wind was very cold and
strong, particularly off the glaciers, and we were headed more
and more offshore. We agreed that we would keep moving
south (if a little west at this stage), and as we cleared the
katabatic glacier effect, temperatures started to rise. We noticed
the nights getting longer and darker remarkably quickly: within
a day or so we were using navigation lights for the first time in
weeks.

As we started this leg of the voyage we heard the details of a
"mayday’ through Svalbard radio, mentioning a yacht
Charisma that we had seen earlier in Longyearbyen. The details
of the emergency were not obvious on the radio, but off
Homsund we were passed by a Norwegian Coastguard vessel
towing her northwards. She was a Swan 48 and appeared to
have no directional stability, probably having lost her rudder. If
anyone was aboard it must have been a most uncomfortable trip
as she yawed violently, and she would have had to be towed all
the way back to Longyearbyen, well over 100 miles.

Heavily reefed for the first part of this leg, the wind fell
steadily lighter as we moved away from the southern part of
Spitzbergen. We abandoned our ambition to land on Bjornoya
as we were well over 50 miles to the west. Later, in light foggy
conditions we were forced to motor at times as we headed for
Tromso. We appeared to experience a set to the east by the
Norwegian Atlantic current as we approached the Norwegian
coast. There appear to be three possible routes of approach to
Tromso through the "skjaergard", the rocky rampart that
protects the Norwegian coast. We had opted for the northern

Ed Wheeler and iceberg.
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Ice over gin al Magdalenaliord.

one and as planned Fugloy was spotted at (tO, 15 on Wednesday
I sl September.

As we neared the N¢~rweglan cL~ast, gannel and cornlorant

,sere seen for the first time since leaving Icehmd and we started
to nee fields, hedges and occasional trees¯ The weather lifted
further and we enjoyed a slow sunny run down Langsund with
successful cod fishing

In sunlight we sailed south towards Tronlso. past well
tended farms and more and more Irees. The recognisable sight
01 the bridge frmn the mainland to the island of Tromso
appeared ahead, iutd we passed under it and inlo Ihe small boat
harbour in the centre of the city. We berthed close to
Cloud Walker. and our lines were taken by Judy and
David. We had come 552 miles from Trygghamna in
4 days 7 hours.

My son Alexander and son inqa‘s’ James Somerville
arrived on board.

On Stmday 5tb September both John and Ed left Ibr
honle..Iohn had done two legs of the trip and was great
company. Ed had been with me all the way from
Castletownbere,

1 made arTangements to leave Scilla Vermt in the
nlarina at Skattora where Cloud Walke’r was to spend Ihe
winter also.

On Wednesday 8th September we brougbt Scitla
Verna from the eily centre to Skattora and then carried all
vulnerable gear ashore to dry storage. I agreed with the
yard a work plan lhr lhe boal and spenl my first night
ashore in nine weeks on Thursday 91h September in the
Clarion Flolel. The next day we flew home.

Foam made a rapid passage soulh from Spilzbergen,
relying on dead-reckoning as they were unable to obtain
a sun-sight. There was a near-disaster when they ahnost
ran onlo the island of Roosl al the southwestern end of

Lofoten chain, and they were forced to wear ship and
head further west. Eventually a fresh northerly blew’ them
south towards Trondbeim which they reached on August
22nd 1856. I,t~rd Dufferin admitted Ihal the novelty of
the cruise had lessened since his arrival in lower
latitudes. He called at Bergen and Christiansund, and
finally left the Foam in Copenhagen on September 12lh,
to stun home by rail and steamer through Ilamburg. He

estimated that by the time she reached Portsmouth the Foam
would have performed a w~yage of 6,000 miles.

My respecl t~r Lord Dufferin is g, reater Ihan ever. He
completed the voyage without any electronic navigational aids
or auxiliary motor, though he did accept a low from Prince
Napoleon. Our total mileage covered was 3,404 and we were
underway for a total of 27 days and 15 hours. Of Ihese. we

motored tot the equivalent of over 15 days. indicating the
significant areas of high pressure that we entered. If one is to
cruise in these waters with any deadlines then an efficient and
reliable engine is essential.

Dufli:rin returned home to become Lord-in-Waiting to
Queen Victoria, and then pursue a glittering diplomatic career.
After Canada be became Viceroy of India anti rook the title
Marquess of Dufferin and Ava. He served as Ambassador in SI

Petersburg, Constantinople, Paris and Rome, and was made
Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports. Fellow of the Royal Society.
and received many other honours. In his later years he did
many fine short-handed cruises in the small yawl. La&,
Hermione. She was a well thoughl out craft with control lines
leading aft to the cockpit, as is the case with many boats today.

He died in 1902, aged 76 at Clandeboye, where he is buried.
The solidly-built Foam eventually ended her days as the

mail boal in the Falkland Islands. The bronze figurehead by
Marochetli is on view in the museum in Port Stanley. but her

hull has now disappeared having lain rolling on the shore tor
many years. A beautiful model is in the hall at Clandeboye. I
am grateful to Lady Dufferin for her permission to view the

Dufferin and Ava Archive there, and to Lola Armstrong, the
archivist for her help.

The final paragraph in "’Letters" rands "’1 have had a most
happy thne of it. but 1 fear my amusement will have cost you
many a weary hour of anxiety and suspense."

I hope this was lint the case with those we left at home.
Perhaps Iridium has a part to play in reducing mlxiety and
suspense.

Scilla Verna 2004

Nautical 77me
Miles Days~Hours

Bangor- Howth 86 16 hours
Howth - Dun Laoghaire 6.9 1.75 hours
Dun Laoghaire - Crosshaven 154.1 I day I hr
Crosshaven - Kinsale 19.6 3 hours
Kinsale - Baltimore 43 7.5 hours
Baltimore - Cape Clear Island/Schull I0.8 6 hours
SchuU - Kitchen Cove 25.5 5 hours
Kitchen Cove - Adrigole - Glengarriff 30.4 I I hours
Glengarriff Castletownbere 17.3 2.5 hours
Casfetownbere -Reykjavik 90 I. I 6 days 13 hrs
Reykjavik - Sudureyi 167.6 [ day 9 hrs
Sudereyi - Hornvik 46.8 8 hours
Homvik - Jall Mayen 444.3 4 days 4.4 hrs
Jan Mayen - Magdalenefjord 582.7 4 days 18 hrs
Magdalenefjord -Ny Alesund 47.5 12 hours
Ny Alesund - Englesbukta - Farmhamna 68.3 17 hours
Farmhamma - Longyearbyen 42.8 8.5 hours
Longyearbyen - Kapp Wijk 36 4.75 hours
Kapp Wijk - Longyearbyen 29.2 7.5 hours
Longyearbyen - Trygghamna 25.8 4.7 hours
Trygghamna - Tromso 552 4 days7.7 hrs
Tromso - Sommaroy 32 7.5 hours
Sommaroy - Tromso 32 5.5 hours
Tromso - Skattora 3 .5 hours

TOTAL 3404 nautical miles
363 hours motoring
Average speed overall 5.1 knots
Total time at sea -27days 15.7 hrs
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Celestial Navigation on La Contenta-
ARC 2003

David Whitehead

In July of 2003, while aboard our own yacht Joyster inBaiona, Marie and [ met up with American friends who were
making their way to the Canaries for the start of the Atlantic
Rally for Cruisers (ARC 2003) aboard their nearly new Najad
490 La Contenta. Over a drink, jokingly, [ said that we would
have loved to participate, and so we were both surprised zmd
delighted when we later received an e-mail inviting us to join
l.xl Contenta for the event. We joined the yacht in La,,; Palmas a
few days before the start of the ARC which was on November
23rd.

La Contenta was equipped with the most up to date
navigational aids including a Raymarine Pathfinder radar/chart
plotter, Raymarine GPS, autopilot and a full suite of wind,
depth, speed and log instrumentation. She also had an SSB MF
tranceiver as well as a VHF/GMDSS set. Also aboard were a
Chinese made Astra III B sextant, a copy of Reeds Heavenly
Bodies, a Spanish Mercator Chart of the southern portion of the
North Atlantic, a pad of Universal plotting sheets and a tew
Xerox copies of articles on star identification. [ had brought
with me a volume entitled Compact Sight Reduction TaMe
(modified H.O.211, Ageton’s Table) and my navigation
notebook.

As I had not pracdced celestial navigation for many years,
apart from the odd sight while on short cruising passages, it
seemed like a good opportunity to refresh my Astro navigation
skills. It was agreed that I would maintain a parallel and
independent celestial navigation routine while the owner’s wife
plotted positions yielded by the electronic navigation aids.
Apart from the fact that this is good seaman like practise and
insurance against electronic failure (e.g. resulting from a
lightning strike) it would also add
interest to a passage which can be
rather uneventful.

l found the experience most
interesting and learned (and
relearned) quite a lot of useful
lessons which may well be "old
hat" to our globe wandering
melnbers but which nowadays
rarely seem to get passed on as we
have all become increasingly
reliant on the electronics and it is
quite difficult to access tips and
tricks of the practical aspects of
celestial navigation. In addition
people may not be aware of the
great advances which have been
made in the production of very
compact and easy-to-use sight
reduction babies. 1 thus thought it
might be of interest to provide an
account of the exercise and record
some points of possible interest.

This was solely a navigational
exercise. Route planning was

entirely contracted out to Herb Hillgenberg (Southbound IlL
the renowned Atlantic weather routing guru, and his advice was
followed rigorously. The ships position as reported to the ARC
was that read off the GPS at noon daily and the owners wife
kept an independent plot (?) of those positions on a Gnomonic
Chart of the North Atlantic.

As regards equipment - the Astra I11 B sextant was quite
satisfactory, although it was heavier and bulkier, while not so
easy to read as my own 30 year old Zeiss Yachtsman’s model. It
was very distinctly better than a Davis Mk IV thermoplastic
sextant which, although light (and useful in heavy weather
when it does not mind getting wet and is, in extremis,
disposable) loses adjustment very quickly and needs to be
adjusted in all aspects before each set of sights. The scale
graduations on the Astra and the Davis are comparable (and
inferior to the Zeiss) and considerable care is needed when the
readings are close to a whole degree change when it is easy to
misread. The Astra has a built-in light with batteries in the
handle which makes it easy to read the arc scale at night -
however the micrometer drum is not illuminated which
eliminates all the benefit as a torch is still required which is
very bad fnr night vision. 1 adjusted the sextant to eliminate
collimation, parallelism and index errors in Las Palmas and
fnund that with the exception of the horizon mirror, which
required adjustment about once a week, it retained adjustment
very well indeed.

1 found the Reeds Heavenly Bodies tables very convenient.
It is an A4 sized booklet of 68 pages and contains the ephemeris
data for Sun, Moon, Venus. Mars, Jupiter and 60 navigational
stars, Aries and all associated correction tables. It is laid out in a

Morning get-together. Marie Whitehead, Judy McCandless. Warren McCandless.
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logical sequence with all necessary
correction tables and instructions.
It also contains sine/cosine, versine
and ABC tables which 1 do not use.
The tables are all laid out so as to
minimise the need for interpolation
and the prim is clear and easily
readable. For the yachtsman it
is perfectly adequate and far
more convenient than the Naulical
Almanac. 1 see it has now 12004~
been re-named Reeds Aslro
Navigation T~tbles.

l was first instructed in Celestial
navigation by Rory O’Hanlon
using the ABC method, the
advantage of which was that sights
could be reduced using only the
tables in the "old’" Reeds which
eliminated the need fi~r any other
volmnes of tables. Then on the
very light weather 1977 Fastnet

race (which took a week on
Fitldabarrl Lnu Heath introduced
me to H.O. 249. This is. I believe,
still the most commonly used

David Whitehead checking for char) on La Comenta

method of sight reduction amongst yacht navigators in this part
of the world. While it is a reasonably simple method, because
the sight reductions are pre-computed, it is necessary, to use an
assumed position which is normally differenl from the ER This

readily makes for plotting errors. The reduction calculation is
complex which means it is difficult to hold the calculation steps
in memory and pre-printed forms are normally used. The
method involves numerous entries to the tables and
interpolation is usually required. The tables themselves are not
easy to read. Worst of all, several bulky volumes of tables are
required to cover even the Atlantic Ocean and each of these
only covers a number of heavenly bodies in specific ranges of
latitude ~md declination. This in turn means one might conceiv-
ably have to use two differenl volumes to reduce sights in a
single set of observations,

When 1 lived in the USA I came across "’Agetnn’s Method"

Running hard. [zt (’ontenta in mid Allamic.

of sight reduction and was immediately converted. This method
uses a set of tables called HO.211 - a table of log secants and
log cosecants multiplied by I00,000. This means the tabulated
quantities are always whole numbers(ie without any decimals)
and thus no interpolation is required.

The Ageton method yields several important simplifications.
Firstly the reduction calculation is the same for every ex-
meridian sight for all celestial bodies, in all latitudes and for all
declinations. It is simple enough that once you have done it
only a few times the reduction calculation can he held in
menlory so pre printed forms are not needed. 1 just keep one
example in the front of my navigator’s notebook. For those who
are calculator or computer literate it can easily be programmed
and the HO211 booklet provides instructions for this.

The same tables can be used lbr calculating the great circle
Sailings and Azimuths. I ordered my copy on line at www.
barnesandnoble.com. The booklet contains a full explanation of

the Ageton Method and is so small
it can be kept in the sextant box.

I use pre-printed Universal
plotting sheets and there was a pad
of these on board (from the
US Defense Mapping Agency).
Actually. with a circular protractor
they can be very easily constructed
using a pad of squared paper.

I normally use as a navigator’s
notebook one that has squared

paper on one side and ruled paper
on the other. This is useful for
plotting observed altitudes against
time as it is essential to take four or
five sights within about a five
minute period. Because it is so
easy to get a l~alse horizon on a
wave from such a low vantage
point as the deck of a yacht, by
plotting a graph of these it is easy
to identify dud sights as well as
providing a check that the sextant
altitude was correctly read and the
time properly recorded. With a
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single sight errors like this can go unnoticed and only when the
sight is reduced does the unreasonable intercept reveal there is
a problem. Unfortunately I could not find a pad of the type l
wanted in Las Palmas and there was no graph paper on the
yacht. Eventually we lbund that the ship provisioning lists had
been written on squared paper and I was able to use the reverse
side of them - by erasing frequently they lasted out the
voyage! !

The star charts on board were quite useful but a really good
aid to identification of stars is worth having if one is going into
unfamiliar areas (such as low latitudes or in the southern
hemisphere). I have a tittle book called A Field Guide to the
Stars and Planers by Donald Manzel (Collins 1966) which has
excellent charts of north and south horizons in both
hemispheres for each month of the year. I also left my star
finder on Joyster. Not having either of these on board which
made life more difficult as I could only confidently identify a
limited number of stars without them.

So much for the equipment. As regards observation
conditions - the passage was made between 23rd November
and I lth December between latitudes 14° and 26°N and
longitudes 17° and 60° W. In these circumstances the familiar
northern hemisphere stars were low on the northern horizon
while Orion. which is normally low on our southern horizon in
winter was high in the southern sky at midnight. Unfortunately
it rose after dusk and set before dawn so that I was not able to
make use of its many bright and easily identifiable navigational
stars. Fortunately Venus was a bright and useful evening star
and we had a new moon in the last half of the voyage. Polaris,
being second magnitude and low on the northern horizon made
for a difficult sight and was only used on a couple of occasions
when the sky and horizon were very clear. Arcturus was a
useful object at reasonable altitude in the eastern sky at dawn.

It is worth mentioning that the horizon away from the sun is
usually difficult to sight against at dawn and dusk while the sun
is easier to sight in the Tropics when it is well below its zenith.
At midday its reflection on the sea is so bright that it is often
difficult to see the horizon clearly right below it even with
careful use of the horizon shades of the sextant. For this reason,
and because one needs to sight continuously for ten minutes or
so around local noon to obtain a
meridian altitude, which the sea
state and cloud cover may conspire
against, this sight is, to my mind
one of the more difficult ones to
observe - albeit the reduction
calculation is very simple.

Despite being in the trade winds
for nearly all the voyage the
weather was not very helpful. On
two successive days there was so
thick an overcast that no sights at
all were possible and on six other
days only a single ex-meridian sun
sight was observed due to exten-
sive cloud cover. Between sights a
normal DR plot was maintained
using compass courses and log
readings only and this was plotted
up daily whether or not sights were
taken.

When possible the daily routine
was as follows:

A star sight was taken at dawn,
when Polaris gave an east/west
position line (ie latitude),

Arcturus gave a north/south one and Aldebaran a north east/
southwest position line. These together gave a good cut.

In mid morning and mid afternoon sun ex-meridian sights
were taken (bear in mind sunrise was about 0545 hrs and
sun~t about 1830hrs). When possible a meridian altitude
was observed at local noon; actually there were only two
days when this was possible, one being the last day of the
passage.

At dusk the evening sights were taken on the Moon and/or
Venus if visible. I find dusk star sights very difficult as the
stars have to be identified when the sky is still bright and
they only appear one at a time. Even if there is only broken
cloud, without a star finder it is difficult to make confident
identifications and, as the horizon is getting darker rapidly,
time is strictly limited. This makes the Moon and planets
valuable at dusk - although the sight reduction is slightly
lengthier for these bodies than for stars. The reverse is true
at dawn. Before the horizon becomes visible the sky is full
of stars and it is easy to select and identify those stars that
are going to be shot and with the telescope on the sextant
they can still be observed when the sky has become quite
bright - especially away from the point on the horizon
where the sun rises.

If it is found difficult to find and identify a specific star in the
limited field of view of the star telescope of the sextant a useful
tip is to hold the sextant upside down and sight the star directly
through the telescope by pointing it at the star. Once the star is
seen in the telescope the horizon can be brought roughly up to
the star, then the sextant is turned right way up and when
pointed at the star again it will be seen floating just above the
horizon and can then be accurately brought down to the horizon
for the sight. AIternatively the sextant can be set at the
approximate altitude as determined for the time and position
using a star finder. As my star finder was left on Joyster this
option was not available.

As it transpired on no one day was the full suite of sights
achieved. On several days two sun sights were taken in
conjunction with stars at dawn or Moon or Planet at dusk. On
three days I took no sights at all and on seven days only a single

Crew of La Contenm: Warren and Judy McCandless, Marie and David Whitehead. Las Palmas. Gran
Canaria.
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sun observation was possible. The table shows the record of
observations.

The practical resuhs were difficult to compare during the
p~ssage as I was plotting my daily positions on a Mercator
chart while the owner’s wife was plotting (?) hers on a
Gnomonic chart. As I did not know. or want to know the GPS
positions 1 could only observe visually that there was little
obvious discrepancy between the two positions. The moment of
truth came when we made landfall on St Lucia eighteen days
out from Las Palmas.

Date Observations
23/11 none
24/11 sun pm
25/11 sun am
26111 sun am
27/11 sun am & pm
28/11 star am, sun am & pm
29/I I stars am, sun pm
30/l I none
01/12 none
02/12 sun am
03/12 sun noon and pm
04/12 sun pm
05112 sun pro, moon at dusk
07/12 sun am
08/12 sun am and pm
09/12 sun pm x 2
10112 sun am, venus at dusk
11/12 sun at noon

At the moment that Pigeon Island bore 280° true, distant 33
miles by radar the respective estimated positions of the vessel
were:

ByAstro Navigation Lat. 14° - 10.0’ North,
Long. 60° - 15.0’ West.

By GPS Lat 14 - 10.6’ North,
Long. 60° - 2 I. 1 West.

As I had obtained a Meridian altitude only a couple of hours

TABLE OF OBSERVATIONS

Remarks.
Departure La 27-37. I N, Lo 15-36.0W
Overcast in morning.
Overcast in afternoon
Overcast in afternoon
First good fix. cloudy at dawn & dusk
Arcturus at dawn.
Arcturus, Denebola,Polaris
heavy overcast all day
heavy overcast all day
8/10th cloud. 28 mile intercept
7/10th cloud. 5 mile intercept
4/10th cloud.
Trade wind weather at last!
mostly cloudy again
cloudy dawn and dusk also at noon
bad horizon at noon - hazy
good longitude from Venus
landfall bearing 280° T, 33.5 miles

EXAMPLE OF A SIGHT REDUCED BY AGETON’S METHOD

Date: 07112/2003 EP La 15-30.0 N, Lo 50-38.0 W

Observed Sun lower limb Hs 26-14.9
UCT 1 l h-44m-47s cor., + 11.6

Ho 26-26.5
GHA sun 10h 332-I 1.0

+lh 44m 26-00.0
+ 47 s I 1.8

358-22.8 dec’n. 22-35.4 (S)
- 360-00.0

GHA 001-37.2 (E)
Longitude 50-38.0

(t) 52-15.2 (E)

From H.O. 211

Add Subtract Add Subtract

It) 52-15.2 (E) A 10199

decn, 22-35.4 (S)---> B 3465 A41564

A 13664 ---> B 16527 B 16527 A 13664

k 34-11.0 <--- A 25037
L~
k Lat 49-41.0 1318583

Hc 26-28.0 <--- A 35110
Ho 26-26.5

Intercept. 1.5 Azimuth = S 54°E <--- A 8836
(Intercept is away from sun)

= 126°T

before landfall, the close corres-
pondence of the Latitudes is easy to
explain. My Longitude was heavily
dependant on a Venus observation
taken at dusk the previous night and
brought forward by DR for seven-
teen hours (distance run on the log
117 miles) so the six mile difference
is not unreasonable.

I must say I thoroughly enjoyed
the exercise and it was great to get
away from being a slave to the
instruments. It also encourages one
to be so much more aware of the sky
and sea conditions that it creates a
feeling of intimacy with the san,
moon. stars and planets which is
remarkably comforting and cannot
be reproduced by reading numbers
off a GPS or looking at waypoint
symbols on a Chart Plotter. I would
encourage anyone making a passage
of more than a couple of days to
practice their celestial navigation for

these reasons alone, quite apart from
the added safety factor provided by
an alternative and non electronic
means of determining one’s position.
At the end of the day the electrical
bits and pieces are still "Aids to
Navigation" and not actually the
navigation.

For those who are interested I have
appended an actual example of the
complete sight reduction of a Sun Ex-
meridian sight using Ageton’s method
and H.O.21 I.
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Tallulah round Ireland via Faroes

Alan Rountree THE ROUND IRELAND
NAVIGATION CUP

FOR THE BEST CIRCUMNAVIGATION
WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON
NAVIGATIONAL AND PILOTAGE CONTENT

My sailing season began in April with an invitation fi’omDavid Nicholson (ICC) to join him aboard White Shadow
in the Algarve. David knows how to organise these things and
so, together with Jack Ford (ICC), Eddie Sbeehy (ICC), and
Mahon Lee, we had a ball. Being more used to drinking wine
than smelling the cork 1 was a bit slow off the mark however
Mahon quickly showed me the routine and in no time at all I
could perform the cork sniffing in record time and carry on as
usuah

Following a few weeks" work (a chore unknown to many
members), at 15.00 hours on 3rd June, [ dropped Tallulah~
mooring and with Ron Cudmore (ICC) as crew, we set off north
from Dun Laoghaire, heading for the (ICC) East & North Coast
Rally. We had three days to make the trip to Strangford Lough
and so we were in no hurry. We brought up in Skerries the first
night and had a really great value meal at the head of the pier.
Thence on to Carlingford Marina where we enjoyed the
hospitality of the club and had a convivial evening in the
company of Scan Fergus (ICC) and his wile, Karen. They were
also en route to Quoile Yacht Club, We left Cariingford Lough
on the 5th June and boiled our way through the race at the
entrance to Stranglbrd Lough makhig 10 knots, Ann Cudmore
(ICC) joined us at the Yacht Club where the members did us
proud. Others will write of this event.

I was now on my own and with the pressure of tile work
already mentioned, l had had little time to provision Talhdah
and purchase charts etc for my intended trip to the Faroe Isles.
With this in mind, I headed for Bangor where these details
could be attended to. Todds, who are Admiralty Chart Agents in
Bangor, supplied me with a large scale chart which would
allow me to get to the Islands but
untbrtunately they had no small
scale chart or tide tables. I spent
the evening delving into any
literature 1 had on board which
might allow me make a landfall in
s~d;zty. The Cruising Association
Handbook is very useful to carry
on board and, with its snrall scale
charts showing Latitude and
Longitude and together with bits
and pieces of other information
including ICC logs, I reckoned l
had enough.

On 7th June I departed Bangor
in bright sunshine heading north.
Within 20 minutes a dense fug
rolled into Belfast Lough and
visibility was down to 100 yards.
The radar was switched on and
without it I would have felt very
vulnerable as large ships passed by
at speed sounding their fog horns.
The fog never lifted and by
evening, taking the tide past Fair Talhdah sports her sun-awtfing!

Head, l shot into Rathlin Harbour. The ICC Directions gives 6
ft. in the inner harbour but a bar at the entrance has built up
with only 5 ft. over it. Talhdah draws 6 ft. so it was close.

1 was away early in the morning to catch the high water. The
wind was fresh, l hove to at the western tip of Rathlin to catch a
few mackerel for breakfast, By 09.00 hours the wind dropped
to Force 2 and engine was needed to make any progress. The
sea was awkward and confused. Talhdah rolled and bounced
along all day. The mackerel were a useful source of sustenance
in such conditions. By evening the wind picked up and fog
came down as l set course over the foul ground to the west of
Skerryvore in the hope that no fishing vessels would be
working in the area and with the aid of the radar I hoped to get
a few cat naps. By morning 1 was in mid channel in the Sea of
the Hebrides and on the same latitude as Barra. The wind was
now S. Force 4 -5 and so progress up the Little Minch was good
but visibility was such that 1 saw no land. During the night it
rained heavily so the radar was little use and I got no sleep.

By morning of the llth June 1 was off the Butt of Lewis
having sailed the entire coast of Scotland and seen none of it. I
hove to again to replenish stocks of mackerel for the next leg of
my trip to the Faroes.

The wind veered to the north and so progress was slow as I
tacked towards Rona. This is a beautiful Island and so 1 did a
circanmavigation of it and then away. l set the radar to do a
watch and caught a few naps. The radar woke me with an oil
tanker as long as [rebind going by about 3 miles astern. Then,
just ahead, the whole life of the Atlantic seemed to gather in
one square mile as dolphins jumped and gannets dived on an
unlbrtunate shoal of mackerel. The sea was covered in oil. The
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gannels were unable to fly will1 heliies so full. I took out my
fiddle and struck a l)w notes to celebrate tile occasion but it
was obvious that my efforts were not appreciated by the
gannets as they sphished and fkipped their wings in an effort to
escape! Patrol Vessel Nopzlia passed by close astern and we
waved and saluted each other. Then fk~g closed in and I was

once again alone.
Tile wind dropped and 1 was only making 2 knots over the

ground wilh the log shov, ing 3.5 knots. As a ship was passing
close by l decided to give him a call IO verify if there was
indeed a tide of 1.5 knots running in mid Atlantic. The
Norwegian captain c,.ntfirraed that there was.

By evening the wind picked up again S.W. Force 4. and
I~dlulah and I were thrashing along, now only 35 miles from
land fall. 1 had planned to nmke my land fall in Tvoroyri on
Suduroy. Without tidal chal’ts I was armed only with common

sense and it was rny plan to approach from well offshore to the
east and monitor the tides using GPS as I approached. I listened
to the BBC Shipping Forecasl at midnight, and as they gave
N.E. Force 4-5, I thought I must have joined the right religion
and God was on my side! However. within ten minutes ,af tills
message, in loud and clear English l heard Faroe Radio giving
warhing of gale lorce winds on Syduroy Bank 17 m/s.

An hour later a dense rog clnsed in and the wind had greatl,,
increased. With three reefs in the main and a handkerchief of a
jib, I had decisions tn inake. I hove Io and peered inlo the radar
as three fishing boats approached Tulhdah and circled my
positron keeping a disuincc of one mile off. This was
conlforting to sonic extent as at least 1 knew my radar refleclor
was working OK. I leh very vulnerable, hove to in the middle
ol+ a fishing ground in dense Ik~g and gale Ik~rce winds, so 1
decided to get underway again as at least I had steerage and. if

necessm% could alter course. I wa~. now saihi~g along in very
confused seals al 7 knots with Ihe Aries doing the steering, me
st~uing at the radar, and Tulhdah doing all the work and
minding me.

As it was no’a 03.00 hours c,n the 13th June. I ~as quile
exhausted, charging Iowards land at alarndng speed. 1 made out
sheets c.f paper with large felt pen showing the Latitude and
l.ongitude thai I needed Io remain within all the way up the
fliord and. as I passed these pc, sitions. 1 threw away the sheels.
By 05.00 hours I was 5 miles offshore and could detect no

appreciable tide so I decided to keep going and with the wind
still north-easterly I would be able Io escape if necessary. I

Remote dwellings on Streymoy have no mad access.
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entered the tliord using radar and my GPS sheets and all of a
sudden the fog lifted and 1 was where I should be. The relief
was more exhausting than the worry.! The wind was now even
more extreme, funnelling down the fjord, but that didn’t mailer.
It took another three hours to motor sail dead into the wind to
reach Tvoroyri. II was impossible to go into the harbour so I
went to the head ot the l~jord, anchored, gave Talhdah a pat on
the coachroof and slept well.

The tMhiwing day the wind had
moderated and the sky was bright.

The scenery was magnificent. 1 had
arrived and my thoughts were

: ’!"i:;: about getting ashore. However, on
trying to get alongside the harbour,
1 found the wind was still too
strong so off to Thorshaven. a
distance of about 30 miles. With a
westerly wind and two reefs in the
main, I had a beautiful reach past
Little Dinmn and Stora Dimun. I
was sailing ahout 2 miles off
Sandoy when out of the blue a
mighty gust hit ~dhdah. It nearly
put the mast in the water but she
hilled up and of course the sails

flapped wildly. While dropping the
mainsail 1 lost two battens even
though they were sewn in. Al~er 5
minutes the wind was gone and 1
hoisted sails again.

Having replaced the hattens I
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sailed up the Nolsoyartjordur into Thorshaven. This is a fine
secure harbour and everything is very modern. The Harbour
Master and Customs were very friendly and informal. [ spotted
the schooner Nordsyl and, having hailed the skipper, I came
alongside behind her in the centre of the town.

My first task was to buy a chart of the islands and tide tables.
Bjorn, skipper of Nordsyl, pointed me in the direction of the
local shop which also sold charts. The chart cost g"/0 and the
tide tables El0. The Tourist Office was most helpful and all the
staff were totally familiar with all things nautical. They plied
me with leaflets and Tourist Guides and gave me the low down
on how to go about catching the various fish in the locality. One
of the leaflets was a chart of the islands which turned out to be
the chart I used for navigating as it was far clearer than the
black and white chart I had just purchased for such an
exorbitant price. It also charted eight of the main harbours.

That evening there was a knock on TaUulah’s coachroof and
it was Bjorn with a statement that I must join him aboard for
some whale meat and blubber. The previous day 460 whales
had been chased ashore and there were huge festivities in
celebration of" such a mighty catch. Everyone on the islands got
some, including all the hospitals and old folks’ homes etc. and
no money changed hands. The meat was good, rather like fillet
steak, and the blubber tasted as it sounds. Nordsyl then took me
out for a sail and a bit of fishing and of course this was a
wonderful experience.

The following day I toured the island of Streymoy on my
go-ped, visiting museums and tourist attractiuns and on
returning to Tallulah there was a note inviting me to go on a trip
around the bird cliffs on the Island of Nolsoy. The staff of the
local television station had chartered Nordsyl on a sort of
bonding exercise and I was to join them.

It was bitterly cold but they were all dressed for the occasion
and the weather didn’t bother them at all. They all hopped
aboard a rubber dinghy with no life jackets and were put ashore
on a rugged reef. I raised the question of life jackets but this
was quickly dismissed by "these are all seafaring people ". The
bird life was magnificent but this is the case all around the
islands. That evening an elderly man tapped on the coachroof
and said he thought he recognised the ICC burgee. He asked ifI
knew Rory O’Hanlon and told of happy memories of when he
showed Rory around the Faroes and how he was later
entertained by him in the Royal St George YC. I put one
sleeping bag inside another and together with a blanket
managed to warm up. The
temperature at night was 2°C and
with the sU’ong winds and fog it
felt bitterly cold each night, even
though it was still daylight.

The following morning I was up
early and set off to sail all the
fjords around Eysturoy. The wind
was from the north during my stay
in the Faroes and was generally
around Force 6, however the
strengths increased a lot in the
fjords. Away from the main towns,
life is very harsh with people living
in tiny communities in extremely
inaccessible places. That evening 1
brought up in Klaksvik on Bordoy.
This is the largest fishing port but,
as most of the ships are doing what
they are supposed to do (i.e.
fishing), the town was quite
deserted. I found my way to a
small marina where the harbour

master met me and apologised for the fact that he had no
facilities to offer (i.e. showers) but said that on account of this
there would be no charge. In common with every local I met
throughout the islands, he expounded on the virtues and
benefits of whale fishing as carried out in the Faroes. The
houses here are enormous and he explained to me that, as the
weather is so inclement and the men are at sea most of the time,
it is normal for people to have games rooms and computer
rooms and all sorts of facilities in their homes.

In the morning I visited the tourist office to gain some
information on how to use their tide tables and some weather
information on the northern fjords which I intended to visit. All
the islands have cameras in the towns and important or
dangerous places in the fjords and these pictures can be viewed
on computer screens. The tides run at 5 - 6 knots in most of the
main fjords but there tends to be an eddy of up to 2 knots at the
edges, thus tides within the fjords are not so important.
However, this is not the case where the tide meets the sea. Here
the overfalls can be extremely violent and must be avoided. I
sailed up the Katsoyar0ordar fjord but, as advised by the tourist
guide, I didn’t go around the top of the island as he assured me
my boat would be broken up. I could see he was right.

I was told there was a festival in Vestmanna which is at the
western end of Streymoy and, as there are also wonderful bird
colonies on the Vestmannasund, I determined to head that way,
a distance of about 40 miles. With daylight 24 hours a day, one
doesn’t have to bother about arriving before nightfall. I had a
fast run south to the southern tip of Streymoy but on turning
west 1 didn’t get the expected reach and the wind was on the
nose. I motorsailed past the islands of Hester and Koltur and
into the Vestmannasund. Here the wind rose to an alarming
speed and was dead on the nose. I would guess there was a
steady 45 knots. I took down all sail and with the engine going
full steam and the Aries steering, I proceeded to make 1 knot up
the eight miles to Vestmanna. The Aries steers very well when
motoring if the wind is very strong. We motored north and west
and then northwest without making any changes to the Aries as
the wind was always dead ahead. The cliffs were enormous and
the birds circled in ecstasy as the wind lifted them to their lofty
homes. As Tallulah was a submarine for the entire trip I could
only look out the stern.

Vestmanna is in a fjord at right angles to the main fjord and
as I entered this some 16 hours after leaving Klaksvik the wind
disappeared and there wasn’t a ripple in the water. This is why

Grass roof on Governrnent Offices, Thorshaven.
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Whah’ hones mark tile entrance to NoJsoy village.

the television cameras are so essential as one couldn’t guess

what file weather might he like 5 miles away. I anchtwed, :lie a
good meal of roast beef and slept well.

Tile foliowthg day was overcast with a constanl drizzle, l
looked toward the shore to see if I might see any sign of the
[estival but the italy human life l could see was a cllild
swinging on a swing. I nuwed into the harbour and then walked
the town. [ found a state-of-the-art bank and post office bnt no
shop or pub. There is a hydro-electric station operating here and
one can hear the constant drone el the Pchon Wheel turbthe.
Tile whole station was wide open with no-one in attendance. I
walked in and touched the polished shafts rotating with no
sul~ty guard, i stood admiring the simplicity of the whole
t~peratthn in contrast to today’s gadgets, all conlroIled by
computers. ’That night I retired early having seen no human life
apart from the child on the s~ing ~,tllIle l)stix aI.

By now I had sailed around /4 oF the It) main ishmds. The
weather had been ~er.,, cold and damp. and tile v~ind had
remained strong hnln the north so I felt it might be prudent to
avail of some of this wind m take me borne.

[ sailed across tile northern side el Vagar, where the scats
were cunfused and across the overlhlls off Mykines. All ahmg
the northern shore of Mykines was a line of birds thai I would
estimate was 15 1i. deep. The’,
were all fuhnars. Mosl sea bird~,,
are eaten by the locals on tile
islands and il is no wonder when

the supply is so plentiful
Life for Faroese people is a

strange mix of old and new. The
language was only written down

for the first time I00 years ago and
so their heritage is maiM} oral.
While the young are totally
Iamiliar with e-mail and mobile
phones, most still rely on old
traditional melhods and those
abroad still make tapes alld post
them home for the falnily to galher
around and listen to. Rules are
made Io be broken and that
includes rules of the road but on
tile other hand there is a great
respect for cultural rules such as
respecl for the elderly and
traditions v, iihin tile home such as T’,pica] ,qlnseI nn Sireymo?,

table manners and dress. The many
religions, which are all Protestant,

are central    to everything.
Traditional dishes are still the most
popular even by the children, l was
told the main treats are Pilot whale
and blubber, meston fisk with
gravy made fi’om mature tallow
made from the sheeps" inlestines.
sheep’s head and black pudding
and meat hall" dried and fully dried.
Those that drink (now that it is
legal) do so with gusto, while most
abstain. In all cases the bottle is put
away between refills, h leaks
better.

Having rounded Mykines. I
turned south and headed for home.
Tallulah roared along for about 20
miles and then 1 was out of the
influence of the islands and the

wind was gone. The sky was bright blue and, on looking back
towards the ishmds [ could see the clouds come from nowhere.
cross the islands at speed, and then disappear again into a bright
blue sky.

Two days later, with a steady north to northeast. Force 5,
Tallulah sailed south towards Scotland and, by 23.00 hours on

the exening of 22nd June, St Kilda came mto view. With a
norlheasl wind it wasn’t possible to go ashore. A stormy petrol
flew out to say hello as i shot past. The wind was now picking
up at bit and the forecast was for Force 6-7. I was listening to
RTE on the hmg wave and some nasty weather was expected in
Ireland so 1 took in the main sail to reduce speed as 1 wanted
this system to pass by before I arri,,ed in Ireland. It v, as still
exciting sailing and when tile forecast by Met Eireann showed

the worst of the weather had passed I got underway again and
by evening of 24th June 1 dropped anchor th tile lnishkea
Islands. The sunset was magical and I cooked some pollock and
mackerel thai I caught on the way in.

The forecast ,,,,’as now for gale force southerly winds so it
was greal to be ill ahead of them. The following morning I set
off [~.’,r Westporl and made nly way rote the Mayo Yacht Club
where I picked up a mooring. They were opening their new
Club House tile following night bul as I had arranged to visit
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my friends Bruce and Carol Ashmore who have recently moved
to Westport, I had to give that occasion a miss. Bruce returned
me to Tallulah on the morning of the 27th and I was keen to get
underway as the gales had passed overnight but more were
forecast within 24 hours. It took I0 hours to beat into the
harbour in Inishboffin. En route I found some startling errors in
GPS positions and it was later suggested to me that Mr. Bush
was visiting Shannon. Maybe he has some influence on my
GPS.

I picked up a mooring as advised by Robin Bryar RCC
sailing his 23 foot yacht Mavis. He joined me that evening for
dinner on board. He had got to know Irmisboffin quite well as
he was unable to sail due to the strong winds. With gale force
south winds the following day, I was forced to stay put also.
The second evening we both dined in the Delfin Restaurant
and, on returning to Tallulah, I found the wind had shifted
enough to the west to allow me to beat south. Wind was still
Force 6-7 but I lashed the dinghy aboard and set off. The first 4
hours were very rough. I took a second look at my dinner but
by 03.00 hours I was far enough west of Slyne Head to allow
me to ease up and put the radar on watch. Twenty four hours
from Boffin, I tied up alongside yacht Hibernia (ICC) in
Dingle. Mick Reilly, part owner of Hibernia, was on board
carrying out some minor repairs following a rough passage
back from the Azores and I enjoyed his company as we bought
each other a pint or two. I met David Fitzgerald (ICC) on the
marina where he and others were entertaining some French
yachts in the Skellig Hotel. I had to refuse his kind invitation to

attend as I was meeting my friends Frank and Yvonne Ranalow
in Valentia that evening. David Nicholson (ICC) joined me for
lunch on board having driven from his West Cork holiday
home. 1 both appreciated and enjoyed that brief encounter.

I spent a pleasant evening in Valentia in the company of
Morningtown, Frank’s Oyster 39, and then we both made our
way to the new marina in Cahirciveen. The entrance is now
much easier as some buoys are laid in the approach. I am told
that the entire passage from Vaientia will be buoyed next year.
The marina is first class and the staff are more than delighted to
welcome visitors. We made our way to Micky Murt’s pub
which is a not-to-be-missed hostelry in Cahirciveen. The fare in
QC’s Bar and Restaurant was excellent and moderately priced.
When leaving Cahireiveen I exited via the eastern passage.
From there on to Derrynane where I again met up with
Hibernia. The following day we all sailed in company to
Crook.haven which is not as pleasant as it used to be due to its
popularity. We said good bye to Mick here as he was heading to
Crosshaven.

I spent a few days in West Cork in the company of
Morningtown and Stravaiger, owned by Bruce Fennell, and, as
business calls became less tolerant of my absence, I departed
for home, calling at Kilmore Quay where a posse of ICC yachts
were assembled, heading west for the ICC rally. Then on to
Wicklow and my home port of Don Laoghaire.

The total miles covered were 1710 of which 96 were motor
or motor sailing. Tallulah used 16 litres of diesel and 6 litres of
Whiskey.

Anne and Ronaid Tn late February, our son, Kris,
ltold us that be was going to

Cudmore write of Brazil in April. We were keen to
Brezil visit the country and responded

enthusiastically    when    he
suggested that we travel out with him - as he speaks
Portuguese and knows his way around. He also threw in the
suggestion that we might like to charter a yacht for a week of
the trip.

Even though Brazil has a population of 154 million,
chartering a yacht on a month’s notice proved more difficult
than we had envisaged. Also, the language created some
problems, such as when Kris’ Brazilian girlfriend, who was
checking out the charter scene for us, confused "bimini" with

Ron Cudmore "sailing" in Brazil.

"’bikini" - she was a non-sailor! We could find only one major
yacht-charter company on the internet, Brazil Yacht Charters,
and we subsequently discovered that nearly all their yachts
were chartered by Argentinians. A few yachts were available
from them, but with skippers - and they appear to require
skippers on even quite small yachts. As we were not interested
in having a professional skipper on board, we had to search
extensively before we found a retired dentist, a most charming
polyglot, who had some yachts available for charter. We ended
up with a twelve year old, 35 foot yacht that cost us only about
£800 for one week. It was not particularly well maintained,
but the important items worked! We could not obtain third
party liability cover, which was a bit of a worry - so we had to
be extra vigilant!

We chartered in Baia da llha Grande, a bay about 60 miles
west of Rio de Janeiro. which is one of the best cruising
grounds in Brazil. It consists of one large island and many
smaller islands, not far from the mainland. We would sail to a
small island for midday, where we would swim ashore for
lunch on the beach, consisting of catch-of-the-day or delicious
fried squid - and fresh fruit punches! In the evening, we
would head for a harbour, where we could find a restaurant.
We came across only a few other yachts and the beaches were
almost deserted. There are some lovely places to snorkel or
scuba dive in the area. We enjoyed hours of swimming, as
little wind did not allow for much sailing. Also, we could not
easily put up the mainsail, as the bimini stretched as far
forward as the must! We were there in the rainy season, but
the rain tended to come in the evening. While it rained
heavily, it did not last too long. Temperatures were in the high
20s and it was most pleasant.

We found it difficult to get information in English on
cruising in Brazil, but now have an English guide Cruising the
Coast of Brazil if anyone might be interested in going there.
We thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
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A puff of smoke

Maeve Bell

Our cruising plan fell into three parts. First l would getRealm to Cork in time for the rally. Then Adrian, the No. I
skipper, would join and together we would enjoy the festivities.
And finally a further crew would join us for the trip up the west
coast. Part one went well but everything then fell apart in an
unexpected and uncomfortable fashion.

It had been a slow start to the season what with no! getting
launched until just belbre the very enjoyable east coast Whit
rally at our home club of Quoile at the start of Jane. Further bits
of work including engine servicing were completed but
Saturday 10th July, the day of departure, was the first time
Realta had covered a distance greater than her mooring to the
club pontoon. With me were our niece Stephanie and Michael
Shaw, a long time friend and a business partner of Adrian’s.

We picked up a mooring in our favourite spot. Audley’s
Roads at the top of Strangford Narrows, and cooked dinner
while waiting for the first of the ebb to allow us out of the lough
and round the comer to Ardglass, The little marina was
crowded but we squeezed in.

Woken by a vociferous oystercatcher at 05.00 the next
morning, I rehearsed my passage plan while dozing gently for
half an hour until the alarm went off. Just time for a cup of tea
and toast before slipping out into a grey drizzle with the
intention of carrying evening ebb as far as Arklow.

Realta safely back on mooring at Quoile.

Bowling along under full sail across Dundrum Bay in the
shadow of the Mournes, we were receiving forecasts of NW3-4
increasing 4-5 occasionally 6 later, with rain and showers. Less
than ideal. But it was a thoroughly rewarding day as we put
reefs in when the wind freshened, shook them out when the
gusts had passed through, added the extra impetus of the engine
as soon as the speed dropped below 5 knots, and dodged every
shower bar one between Ardglass and Arklow. Fifteen hours
and 90 miles later we were tied up in the marina.

The wind direction for the following few days was preying
on my mind. Among other things I needed to rendezvous with a
friend walking in the Wicklow Mountains who was to join us
for the rest of the week. But where? The no 1 skipper was
phoned for long range forecasts. Depressing news of moderate
to fresh westerlies and rain or showers. But the next day,
Monday, was to be bright and dry with only variable winds. Get
as far west as possible came the advice, So the alarm again
went at 05.30 and Realta took her place near the head of the
posse of ICC yachts heading for Carnsore Point.

Plenty to keep us busy. First we hooked a pot buoy while
cooking the bacon butties but escaped unscathed. Then, given
the amount of west in the wind, we changed our route from
outside the banks to the Rusk Channel requiring lots of new
waypoint calculations. Rounding Carnsore the wind came
ahead seriously exposing my mixed feelings about destination.
Picking up the friend indicated Dunmore, in which case St
Patrick’s Bridge was the obvious route but maximum progress
west would bypass Dunmore and called for the outside route. In
the event I did neither and ended up with a challenging middle
course giving wonderful close up views of Black Rock and
South Saltee. Not to be recommended in fresher winds or
anything other than perfect visibility.

Life was good for an hour or two but in the early afternoon
the wind came ahead so we were motor sailing while dodging
the marker buoys hoping they were pots and not nets. The
drizzle returned. At 16.00 we put a reef in as the wind freshened
to 18 knots. Soon we were starting to slam a bit in the awkward
waves. By 17.30 we were headed down into Dungarvan Bay.
No future in that - time to turn back to Dunmore.

Three hours later surveying the other yachts which had
reached there in comfort by mid-afternoon, we consoled
ourselves with the knowledge we had tried harder. A flurry of
text messages confirmed that the potential crew was sticking to
walking and wouldn’t be joining us. Two ninety mile passages
and early starts coupled with G&Ts to recover from the
disappointment of losing our miles to windward meant crashing
out early.

In no time there was a polite but insistent knock on the
topsides. Eight o’clock: our neighbour was ready to go.
Michael was up and dressed; a jersey and trousers dragged on
over pj’s in my case and rather less in Steph’s provided just
sufficient decency to retrieve our warps and motor off in a
circle to allow him away. The manoeuvre however was
sufficient to put brain in gear and realise that Realta should get
going too. Conveying this decision to Steph was met by a look
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Approaching Ballycotton Harbour.

that would have made many quail, especially coming from a
girl who at the age of nine had made her younger brother
inordinately proud by beating up every boy on the school bus.

Things improved when we were called by Connla Magennis
in Starfire our sister ship, to say he was going to Ballycotton.
Relations were fully restored when we were able to sail rather
than engine and when three bottle nosed dolphins played
around the bow with one seeming to scratch his back on our
forefoot. Fortune continued to smile as we tied alongside
Starfire in the harbour, got a bucket of ice from the fish plant (a
godsend for boats without fridges and shore power) and a
present of a couple of lemon sole. We bartered our bread and
milk for a smoked salmon lunch on board Starfire and later all
went off to dine together in Grapefruit Moon where the cooking
had been described by the restaurant critic of the Irish Times as
"’courageous in its simplicity". We thought it was good too.

A more leisurely start for a change meant that we were still
doing the breakfast dishes after a RCC yacht bound for the rally
had departed and was the subject of the following exchange on
the radio. A fisherman with a strong Cork accent came on the
radio: "White yacht leaving Bailycotton. Mind the net. Go
south." After a few minutes the call was repeated, firmly.
Another few minutes and the tone got urgent. Finally the
exasperated Cork voice exclaimed: "Yous have radios. Why
don’t you f****** well use them!’"

Needless to say we gave the net
a wide berth when we left about
10.15    close    hauled    for
Oysterhaven. Progress was slow
enough as we tacked westwards
and when the wind rose to 20 knots
on the nose we resorted to some
mechanical    assistance.    The
updated forecast gave W3-4 going
SW4-5 with mist and drizzle.
Through the gloom, the fleet of
over 500 Cork Week competitors
spectacularly blocked the way. A
speedy decision saw us bearing
away for Cork Harbour entrance to
pay a f’trst ever visit to East Ferry.

A smart move. Following a
warm welcome and a late lunch we
took a taxi to Cobb for a bit of
sightseeing and for the crew to try
out the Murphys. Michael also
needed a fix of steak and onion
rings to recover from a surfeit of Bird watching at Rockabill.

femininity - or perhaps feminism?
Next morning the sound of rain
drumming on the coachroof and
the forecast of fresh south-
westerlies encouraged a lie in.
Indeed the main action of the day
was a trip to the fuel berth
followed by an excursion up the
river with the intention of explor-
ing behind the island. Spotting
some power lines spanning the
river I wondered out loud what
height they were. Not a problem
the crew announced as we swept
forward on the tide. "Ooohh,
they’re a bit low" we all squeaked
in unison two minutes later. With a
swift 180 degree tam and full
power, I headed straight back for

our berth refusing to try again even when Michael waved the
chart showing 24 metres clearance and had to be given a cup of
hot sweet tea in order to recover from the prospect of facing the
sister-in-law with the frazzled remains of the niece.

Things cheered up again when Michael and Anne McKee
and John Stevenson came on board for drinks. Next day they
made the expedition to Cobb to get their tiller pilot repaired. I
commiserated saying that we had had some trouble too but that
Adrian had put a spare on board just in case. "Oh he’s the sort
of man who has two of everything," said Anne, "You’re lucky
he hasn’t replaced you!’"

Concerned about harbour rot we set off to view the last day’s
racing of Cork Week on Friday where full main but a rolled
genoa to improve visibility proved a handy rig. Incredibly
given the numbers of boats, we encountered a friend between
races and were able to pass him a lifejacket which he needed to
avoid disqualification. Lunch in Ringabella Bay gave a
grandstand view of several fleets rounding the mark before
returning to East Ferry where Adrian joined us about 21.30.

Saturday saw us cross the harbour to Crosshaven and join
the festivities at Royal Cork followed by dinner at the City
Hall. Next day, having seen Steph off in a taxi to catch the train
back to Belfast, we left for Kinsale where Michael was due to
go to the airport on the Monday. The breeze f’dled in as we
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cleared the harbour entrance but was yet again on the nose so
we motor sailed. Finally as we passed Great Sovereign we
could stop the engine and free off under full sail for the Bulman
Buoy.

About four minutes later it happened. "Is that smoke’?" said
Michael gesturing towards the air vent to the engine. Adrian
nipped below and lifted the lid which also forms part of the
companionway. I peered down from the cockpit. Flames licked
all along the front of the engine, only a couple of feet from his
face. Grabbing the extinguisher behind the nay. table he
emptied most of it into the compartment. Black smoke and
fumes filled the cabin. He came out choking. We "all coughed
and spluttered, even in the cockpit. I quickly turned off the gas
at the bottle. What to do next? Adrian and I both admitted after-
wards that we were eyeing the liferaft. Then the awful
realisation that the handheld radio was in the saloon. Michael
was holding our course towards the Bulman and there were no
obvious flames so, holding my breath. 1 clambered down for it.
We were confident of sailing in and being able to berth so we
didn’t actually use it. Next thought was to cut offthe power but.
when Michael dived below, the switch just spun round in his
hand. Finally as we entered the outer harbour with our nerves
on edge I made a further dash below and draped the fire blanket
over the top of the engine to try and prevent it re-igniting.

Sailing towards the marina the boats were mostly rafted up
four deep but we spied one spot offering an easier approach.
Throwing up head to wind to drop the mainsail confirmed that
it was not our day - the clutch lever for the main halyard came
away in Michael’s hand. Now we were careering under full sail
at speed up the harbour. The space between the rafts of boats
and the anchorage on the other side appeared to shrink
alarmingly. Some short tacking and nifty work with the pliers
and a screwdriver eventually released the halyard, the mainsail
rattled down and we got turned round gradually furling the
genoa to reduce our speed until we came alongside Ken and
Mary Atkinson from Carrick who added further brake horse
power with the mooring warps.

Only then we discovered that there had been a massive

Dolphins lead the way+

short, that the main battery cables had been smouldering under
the cabin floor and up behind one of the bunks, that the main
power switch was completely burnt out along with virtually all
the electrics, and that the batteries had disintegrated due to the
power surge.

Next evening the insurance company+s surveyor Noel
O’Regan arrived and gave very helpful advice and support. The
following day Realta was lifted out at Kinsale Boatyard.
Investigations suggest that the insulation around the main
power cable had chafed through where it had been led through
a floor moulding to the engine. The positive and negative
cables then shorted together causing the fire. The saltwater
intake pipe to the engine had also been led through the same
moulding so we were even inckier to have escaped as lightly as
we did.

Lessons learned

---The positive and negative cables should be kept apart and
certainly not lead together through floor mouldings where
they are difficult to inspect.

= Fit slow burn fuses. We had been told+ wrongly it turns out,
that it was not possible to fit a fuse on the batteries as it
would not withstand the surge when starting the engine. We
now have fuses on the main cables leading to the battery
bank and another on the cable between the engine and the
alternator.
Have a fire extinguisher in the cockpit locker. If the fire had
re-ignited or started up in a second site (and it was actually
smouldering under the floorboards) the smoke and fumes
would have prevented us from getting our second
extinguisher from the front of the saloon.

= Double the number of fire extinguishers the manufacturers
provide and try to position one in the forward cabin where it
can be reached through the forward hatch.

= Have a hand held radio and keep it on deck. Again the
smoke would have prevented us from staying below long
enough to transmit a message on the main radio assuming it
worked. The flares are kept in the cockpit locker but the
radio would have been more use.

= We should probably have sent a pan pan. We thought we had
succeeded in putting the fire out and were unaware that the
smouldering cables could also have ignited. All the advice is
to alert emergency services sooner rather than later but we
didn’t want to make a fuss and felt confident about being
able to berth under sail. In retrospect this was the wrong
reaction.

Postscript

Returning on 26th August to pick up Realta from Kinsale
Boatyard, we celebrated by spending the first night in
Ballycotton and paying another visit to Grapefruit Moon.
Dolphins escorted us on three different occasions the next day
on the way to Kilmore Quay. In the relatively light conditions
we anticipated the tide at Carnsore in order to make Arklow
before dark but. with a worsening forecast as we came up
through the banks, changed the plan to head straight for Dun
Laoghaire where we sat out a very windy Sunday with gusts of
35+ knots. Full of enthusiasm the next morning we had an
exhilarating reach across Dublin Bay with two reefs in the main
but. hardening up past Howth Head, conditions were much
more discouraging. An excellent decision to seek a few hours
respite in Howth turned into a very social day with old friends
and a comfortable night in the marina followed by a lovely
sunny day motor sailing up the Irish Sea. Somewhat to our
surprise Adrian and 1 made our first ever entrance into
Strangford in the dark and Realta with her new wiring is better
than ever.
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A very modest Irish Sea cruise

Roy Waters THE FORTNIGHT CUP

FOR THE BEST CRUISE UNDI~RTAKEN
IN A MAXIMUM OF 16 DAYS

Following our very successful cruise to Norway in 2003,with numerous crew changes along the way, our sailing
activities in 2004 were very limited due to family commitments
and overdue visits to the USA and Switzerland. However Susie
and I managed to get away for just over two weeks in July in
our Oyster 39 Sundowner of Beaulieu. For the first time in what
seemed like years there were just the two of us on board and we
wanted an easy relaxing cruise. So it was and we even visited
one or two local ports of call for the first time.

As an alternate to the well trodden path to the Clyde and up
the west coast of Scotland we have sometimes made short
cruises to north Wales and now there are ports with good
facilities on the Solway Firth, well worth a visit. Quite a
number of cruising people here in the North of Ireland seem to
be put off by the strong tides and drying banks, never mind the
marinas that have tidal "gates" You only have to work the tides
fight and there is no problem.

We spent the night of 1 July on board at Bangor Marina and
sailed for Kireudbright at 08.00 the next morning. We carried
the flood tide out through Donaghadee Sound and across to the
Mull of Galloway. It was a good idea to pass this headland at
high water slack since the wind was SW 5 to 6 and wind against
tide would not have been pleasant. Although the tide was
against us from here on we made good progress under just the
headsall and passed Burrow Head at 15.40. 17.40 saw us
anchoring in the lee of Little Ross Island, where the wind
pushed us in all directions and we rolled somewhat in the swell.
Here we waited until 20.30 until I reckoned there should be
enough water in the buoyed channel for us to reach
Kircudbright. Here it was that our old and original electric
anchor windlass finally failed and I
had to pull the anchor up by hand,
not an easy feat with my advancing
years? Because in recent years our
crew has included a handicapped
person we have seldom anchored
and always aimed for a pontoon or
suitable quayside, Kircudbright at
low water used to be deep mud
hole with a little water in the
bottom! Commercial vessels could
dry out alongside the quay but until
the long pontoon was installed
there were really no facilities for
yachts, except to dry out on the
mud. Now there are virtually full
marina facilities complete with
toilets and showers. I had tele-
phoned the Harbourmaster earlier
and was told to tie up anywhere on
the outside of the pontoon. Since
we found no vacant spaces we tied
on the outside of a suitable looking
boat and this proved to be
satisfactory. We had plenty of Victoria Dock. Caernarfon.

water under our keel at low water but the tide runs strongly,
particularly on the ebb and ample shore lines and springs are
necessary. 22.00 all secured and 63 miles out from Bangor.
Home made meat loaf and carrots for supper.

The next day we explored ashore. The town centre is only a
short walk from the pontoon and is a pretty place with all
necessary facilities - much favoured by artists apparently?
There is also a Japanese National Trust garden right by the
pontoon and a small sailing club. A close friend of Susies, Jane,
who lives near Dumfries, came to visit and we had a pleasant
lunch at a bistro ashore. Supper on board was tinned beef steak
and carrots and I noted that we watched some Wimbledon
tennis on the television? We intended to stay at least two nights
in each port of call and have a relaxing time !

No rush up on Sunday 4th. We departed Kircudbright at
11.15 in company with two other boats, when there was enough
water to get out to sea and motored the 26 miles to Whitehaven
in Iight conditions. At 15.00 the tidal "gate" at the marina was
down and we got straight in to one of the very few vacant
berths. The lockkeeper handed us a very usetul "welcome"
pack on the way in.

Like nearby Maryport, which we visited two years ago this
is an old coal port which has been redeveloped for leisure
activities and has all the necessary facilities, including a
Chinese restaurant just outside the gate.

Monday was another easy day in port. and I spent the
afternoon tackling the defective anchor windlass, only to
confirm that it was definitely and finally defective. Another
item for the winter "docking list". Apart from walks ashore
Susie spent most of the day reading and we had left over

\
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Chinese and meat loaf for supper. It was remarkably quiet and
peaceful without sons Geoffrey and Robert on board!

On Tuesday 6 July we got away from Whitehaven at 12.25,
which was as soon as there was enough water for us in the
approach channel, and covered the 40 miles to Douglas, IOM,
in 5~/2 hours, mostly motor sailing in a light westerly.

We were too late to get into the inner harbour and berthed on
the outer pontoon. Here we found the local lifeboat taking up
most of the space since its nearby boathouse and slipway were
being rebuilt. However after consulting the Harbour Office we
managed to rearrange a couple of small local boats and got
alongside. The purpose of this visit was to see Anthony and
Henna Boyd and their family. Frmn Bangor, Co. Down he is an
accountant and currently works for Douglas Corporation.

The visitors were on board very soon after our arrival and
we later all went ashore for a splendid meal at the Harbourside
restaurant.

When Douglas marina was developed the powers-that-be
laid out a herring bone pattern down the length of the inner
harbour but the fingers are all so short and close together that
they are only suitable lbr small boats, up to perhaps 30 feet. On
a previous visit two years ago with Geoffrey on board, I had
contacted the Harbour betiJrehand and they kindly removed
two fingers from the end of the main pontoon so that we could
berth directly alongside and get Geoffrey ashore. The weather
fbrecast was now [’or NE 5 to 7 and perhaps more. not good in
Douglas outer harbour. There were one or two vacant spaces on
the inner harbour wall and so at 04.3(1 the next morning as soon
as we could get through the lift bridge and the tidal gate we
went in, managed to turn the boat round and berthed
immediately outside the "British" Hotel on the North Wall!
This was a good move since later in the day we did get NE 7
and even the outer pontoon was brought into shelter. It is also
much closer to the town and the showers at the Yacht Club.

That evening we had another dinner party, this time on
board, which the children enjoyed. There was not much left of a
monumental Chinese carry out. During the night the wind was
fresh to say the least. When the tidal gate was down or the
water level above the top of it a nasty swell came tight up the
harbour and I was up twice to adjust moorings and fenders. We
remained a third unplanned day al Douglas and had a third
dinner party, this time and Anthony and Henna’s house.

Through the menai Strait Brltamlia Railw~yBridge astern.

Friday 9 July and the wind was down. We were out of
Douglas as soon as we were able, at 06.00. and on course for
Conwy. This was another new port for us although we had been
there before, notably by train while our boat was stormbound at
Holyhead. The approach is up a winding buoyed channel
between sandbanks and yes there is a tidal gate in the entrance
to the marina. We got there at 15.30 after a 57 mile passage and
were safely inside before the gate was raised. Conwy is a pretty
tourist town but we had seen it all before, including the castle.
Next morning we found it was a long walk into town but before
long a kind soul gave us a lift and after minor shopping we took
a taxi back.

We decided to sail on to Caemarfon that afternoon, a
distance of only 22 miles but including the Menai Strait. The
trick was to get out of Conwy as soon as possible on the rising
tide. make the Swellies in the Strait at somewhere near high
water and reach the marina at Caemarfon before the tidal

"gate" was closed. In fact we did
this short passage in plenty of time
and were in the Victoria Dock by
18.00. The passage through the
Menai Strait was as fascinating as
ever. Like Port Dinorwic further up
the Strait, Victoria Dock was an
old slate dock and the last time we
had been here it was still an
unsightly mud hole at low tide. The
alternatives then were to dry out
alongside the wall under the castle
in Afon Slant or find a mooting out
in the stream and have the tide
whistling past. We have done both!
Only half the dock has so far been
fitted with pontoons and the toilets
are still in portacabins but it is a
fine new facility. The Caernarfon
Sailing Club is right there and the
Royal Welsh Yacht Club is just
round the comer in the castle walls.
The pretty town centre is a few
minutes walk away.

1 had forgotten how "Welsh"
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Kircudbright pontoon at low water.

this part of the world is until I walked ashore and thought I was
in a foreign country. All the locals, including school children,
speak Welsh as virtually a first language. Irish take note! We
spent two full days in this pleasant town and had a leisurely
time. Apart from castles, which interest Susie, the big attraction
for me in north Wales is the narrow gauge railways. The latest
is the Welsh Highland Railway which is being restored all the
way from Caernarfon to Portmadoc and so of coarse we went
for a ride on that. Meals on board included old favnnrites such
as corned beef hash and tinned chicken with trimmings but we
also patrooised the local Chinese.

We had considered sailing on round the Llyn Peninsula to
Pwllheli and perhaps across to Arklow or Dun Laoghaire but
we had a deadline to be home by 20 July and we did not want to
be rushed. We sailed from Caernarfon at 07.15 on 13 July, to
carry the start of the ebb tide out across the bar. It was fine
sunny day with only light airs and we motored the 28 miles
round to Holyhead in just over four hours. The marina here is
another new one and still very much under development, by
some private concern. However the
facilities were very satisfactory
and there was a nice long outside
pontoon for visitors, which made
berthing and unberthing very easy.
It is tucked up in the far corner of
the huge Holyhead Harboar and
includes the old Trinity House yard
beside the yacht club.

I now realised that I had a
problem with the engine and gear-
box controls and spent the after-
noon opening up the control box
on the side of the steering pedestal.
1 was having difficulty getting into
gear and accelerating both ahead
and astern. I found the problem and
the only safe thing to do was to
replace both cables. A visit to to the
Marina office next morning pro-
duced Stuart Cramp, who had his
own workshop on site. No prob-
lem! The new cables were ordered,
and were delivered and fitted the
next day at a modest price. That The tidal gate at Conwy marina.

evening we ate ashore at the
nearby Boathouse Hotel, which
was perfectly satisfactory.

We had now had one more
unplanned day in port and it was
time to head for home. On Friday
16th we departed Holyhead at

07.40 and motored the 59 miles to
Peel, 1OM, into a light NW wind.
Arriving at 15.30 we found a berth
alongside a friendly fishing boat at
the outer pier. We had not been in
Peel for about 20 years but we had
heard rumours of a marina planned
for the inner harbour. A walk
ashore showed that some kind of
cassion was being constructed
in the entrance so perhaps the
rumours are right! The inner
harboar covers an extensive area
but the tide was out and it was all
very dry! Apart from a tidal gate I
imagine some serious dredging

might be necessary. It is a long walk into town at Peel and we
stayed on board for supper - some packets of "all day
breakfast" I had bought at Safeway, and they were actually very
good !

Under way at 10.00 the next morning we motor sailed in
light winds the 33 miles across to Ardglass and it’s excellent
small marina. For our last night we dined ashore at Aldo’s
restaurant, which is expensive but very good. On Sunday I8
July we were under way in fine and sunny light conditions and
covered the 33 miles home to Bangor in just over five hours.
The packing up, sorting out and cleaning took most of the
afternoon as usual after even a short cruise. Supper at home
was a Chinese carry out!

Total time on cruise 16 days
Total Distance 361 miles
General average speed 6.7 knots
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Rafiki goes east again

Bill and Hilary Keatinge

The outline plan for season 2004 was generally to have a’quiet year; to potter, sun and swim but in order to justify
these requirements we felt we had to have a couple of goals-to-
be-achieved as well. We would sail east along the southern
Turkish coast from Kemer as far as Iskenderun just north of the
Syrian border, about 300 nautical miles each way. lskenderun
has not been much in the news for several thousand years, but
go back to about 300BC when Alexander the Great was
marching up and down and the city was known as Alexandretta
(not to be confused with Alexandria in Egypt which he "also
founded); more recently with the opening of the Kirkuk pipe
line from the oil wells of Iraq it has become a key oil depot and
looks set for a more interesting future. Our second goal was to
test the bureaucracy of going in and out of the Greek island of
Kasteloriziou, just 5nms from Turkish Kay.

Rafiki spent the winter of 2003 in Kemer, south of Antalya,
This marina has become very popular, not just with the
’swallows’ like ourselves who like to leave their boats on the
hard for a couple of months, but with the live-aboards: there
were about 50 of them through the winter months. That this
popularity was due to the charismatic manager Hasan Kacmaz
remains to be seen as Hasan has recently moved on. In early
April we certainly returned to a very buzzing scene: Happy
Hour, birthdays, excursions and on ’western’ Easter Sunday we
attended a very moving Service held at the end of the pier.

A fraying strand of backstay was discovered dttring a routine
check and while that was being ordered, made up and replaced
we took the opportunity of going across the Taurus mountains
for a second visit to see the surreai rock pillars and scenery of
Cappadocia and then across kilometres and kilometres of fertile

Bureaucracy has put most yachts off visiting the Greek island of Kastelorizou. Rafiki had no problems.

Anatolyan plain - there is a lot of growing in Turkey - and on
to the capital Ankara.

The boat seemed ready by the end of Tuesday 20th April, but
the weather was not and from 0300 and continuously for about
12 hours on the Wednesday it blew and rained and thundered.
More sociaiising, no hardship delay! Finally, we did a
shakedown to Phaeselis 13nms south and tested everything we
could think of - ail was well except for the worst - the heads.
AI] sailors have their ’heads’ problems and our only
consolation - if there was any - was that the sea temperature
was just bearable at 18.9°C. The plunger became our new ’best
friend’, The saga did not end there but we did discover that the
problem was a build up in calk in the holding tank and by
various means, which we could share with anyone who really
wants the full story, we now appear to be flowing freely.

Early morning start on Friday 23rd April for the 68rim
passage to Cengiz ELH. We motor-sailed with full main into a
chill north-easterly and ’although by midday the direction had a
lot more south, it had dropped to force 1. Unusual in our
experience in this part of the Med. was the cold, duvets until the
end of May and on this day in April we were actually wearing
jackets until after midday when the sky cleared, We had heard
conflicting reports on Alanya itself and so decided to stop short
at Cengiz for the night. Cengiz (36°3YN, 31°57’E) is a new
harbour 5nms west of Alanya. It has huge harbour walls, there
is plenty of depth, quite sheltered from the prevailing winds,
but swell with any wind from the south makes it uncomfortable
alongside, our lines pulled and snatched ’all night although there
was virtually no wind; it would have been better to anchor or
drop the hook and fail back on the quayside. There is no

infrastructure and we would guess
there won’t be for quite some time.

On our arrival an alarming
pumping, gurgling noise was com-
ing from the engine compartment -
cooling problem perhaps, the
crew’s brain in overdrive as she
reached for the fire extinguisher ....
A fl-iendly guy with dreadloeks
who had helped with our lines took
one listen and suggested we might
have a bilge pump running, and
right he was, the automatic float
had jammed; it only need to be
lifted with a coat-hanger and
dropped back. Wallid, who was of
Jamaican Lebanese extraction
accepted a beer and we had an
entertaining hour.

We motored east to Alanya in a
flat calm. and as we came round
the peninsula under the lee of the
citadel we had a look at the 13th
century Seljuk boat yard with its
five massive vaults overlooked by
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the Red Tower. Modern Alanya is a purpose-built holiday resort
and so, not surprisingly, the town quay was packed with gulets
and day boats touting for punters. While we did try and back in
to a narrow slot, not once but twice (Rafiki only carries 55m of
chain and we ran out before we got there - embarrassing) but
then we were warned off that it was not deep enough for us.
Well, as it turned out, we did not want to moor there anyway as
the waterfront is anything but quiet. We took the easier option
and dropped anchor and took a long line to the southern mole,
we could pull ourselves ashore in the dinghy and we were a few
extra cables from the worst of the all night disco noise.

The remains of the Seljuk town climb up to the citadel. We
wondered if we were being chicken taking a taxi to the top -
not a bit, it may be only 5kms but is extremely steep and
tortuous. At the peak there is not a lot to see except for an
attractive little Byzantine church, one of the many dedicated to
St.George, he of the dragon, but the site is wonderfully
positioned and the views are stunning. Breathtaking for
different reasons in ancient times as condemned men were
hurled over one of the precipiees, not, one hopes, onto
Cleopatra’s beach where the great Queen is said to have bathed
(there are several beaches along the Turkish coast named after
the Queen and one does wonder how Anthony had time to lead
her each of them’?)

From Alanya the coast runs 21rims southeast to Gazipa~a,
and if it had been calm the day before it was now a flat calm.
Gazip~a has a recently constructed snug little harbour to
facilitate the running of large fish farms to the north and south
of it. The quay is taken up with these boats which are constantly
coming and going but there is space to anchor in the middle.
Being a Sunday, the beach and harbour were busy with families
from the surrounding area; there were kites catching what
thermals they could find, the crowd gathered to listen to a
visiting politician, barbeques were lit, young girls, many
without scarves, paraded in groups, it was all very animated,

Note: as we lifted our anchor in the clear water next morning
we noticed a defunct and very large chain lying on the seabed, a
trip line would have been advisable.

Our course was still southeast, inside the fish farms, motor-
ing with a following wind force 1-2. The Taurus mountains soar
dramatically high protecting the coastline and every inch, no
matter how precipitous, has been terraced; to our surprise the
main crop seemed to be bananas.

By midday there was a change in conditions, still no wind
but an ominous short choppy sea. At 12.30.... Bang! In came a
Force 5 head wind, this gusted over 30 during the next three
hours. We hoisted the mizzen for the first time in the season,
had to hurriedly fit kicking strap and reefing line and with our
shortened sail we steadied a bit as we tacked towards Anamur.
It was wet and very uncomfortable and the water found a
couple of new ways of getting down below reinforcing our plan
to have a big deck job done in July. Contrary to what we
thought there was slightly less wind and less sea close inshore.

even off the points and as we were rounding the dramatic
headland of Anamur it really did easy off. But not for long and
it continued rough and confused for the remaining 9nms to
Bozyazi. The log entry sums it succinctly: an unpleasant
voyage.

Bozyazi is another new harbour and it lies on the western
side of the bay t~’om the town. There was much waving and
gesticulating from the quay to get us to come alongside but we
felt we would be happier anchored in 4m in the middle, but out
of the way of traffic. Later the Coastguard came on board and
tried to persuade us to go alongside, we hoped we had managed
to talk them out of it. Face must have been lost when the rib
broke down returning to their station: we launched the dinghy
to go to the rescue, but a fisherman got there first and then they
were then too busy to trouble us again. We caught a passing bus
into town where we stocked up on fruit and vegetables, though
it obviously was not ’big’ market day. Wonderful seasonal fare
in all the Turkish markets we visited - the strawberries in April
and May were hard to resist. Waiting for the bus back we had
an amusing exchange with some students trying out their
English via our phrase book - the Useful Everyday Phrases we
have are somewhat limited but in this more remote area there
are few foreign tourists to practice on. everyone tried!

It is 20nms, just north of east, to Aydinqik and..., well it had
to be didn’t it....the wind was a gentle easterly, the swell was
not so gentle as it came in from the SW and bounced back off
the cliffs round Kazliimani Point. 1 lnms on is Soguksu which
friends had said was good news but we did not feel for it at all,
there were greenhouses right to the shore, space is restricted as
the river has caused a lot of silting and we moved on without
stopping. There are some big buoys/contraptions at the entrance
and we though they must have been for fish farming, but
apparently they are for water tankers to fill up with piped river
water.

Aydin~ik we found delightful. There is no room to anchor
though we guess one could drop back with a line to the outer
mole; we were helped into a slot on the very wide quay among
the small fishing boats. The main road runs quite noisily
through the town, there is a busy row of shops, a big
supermarket and the fishermen sit under a thatched awning
playing interminable games of cards. The local girls were
having a sort of craft market and while they did not appear to
make that many sales they certainly enjoyed themselves. Along
the road we found a restaurant - we guessed it was open as it
had a bowl of flowers on a table outside and so we booked for
the evening - this turned out to be necessary, not because they
were full, but because we were the only custom and they might
have closed up and gone home! The fare was simple and good -
fish and salad. As we were leaving our host rushed outside with
his secateurs and cut us a bunch of wonderful roses, they lasted
for days.

Weather forecasts were becoming more difficult as we went
east. our new Weatherman - Hamburg based, giving 3- and
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sometimes 5-day forecasts, could not find enough signal,
Antalya Navtex is infrequent at the best of times but we
watched the barometer and had deciphered a TV report which
did not give us anything too dramatic; few of the locals we
could ask had much idea about the weather. We even had
recourse to folklore: the strong blows are listed in the Pilot -
only one out of four fur May actually arrived. And then, from
way back in Kay, our friend on Lady Aeolus. promised to text
us an update. What a boon text messages are for our kind of
cruising, often easier than VHF. much cheaper than phoning:
we keep in touch, make rendezvous, get the weather.., all for
about seven cents a message.

As we were leaving we found one of our anchor controls had
gone dead but the passage was calm enough to open the control
box up in the bow and find corrosion had affected the connec-
tion: and although the second one looked alright it too had to be
dealt with later - sometimes going on the premise that if it isn’t
broke don’t touch is not entirely the best option.

The wind was now dead astern and we used the full main
and chugged easily along the very bare steep-sided coastline,
across the bay to the Bolukada headland, south of Ovacik
which bulges out from a low. narrow isthmus in such a way as
to give an anchorage on the west and eastern sides. There is
confusion in the Pilot (5th edition) as Ovacik Adasi (island) lies
on the eastern side of the promontory. We anchored, with some
difficulty, under the shelter of this island off an almost deserted
holiday village. It was blowing briskly by now ,and the water
temperature at 19.3°C only tempted one crew member into the
water.

The Taurus range comes to an end west of Ta~ucu at the
head of the bay and although we did not demur to the new ferry
port we understand it is a good refuge in bad weather. Our
course lay almost due east along a low, swampy-looking
landscape and we were busy on depth guage watch as
we approached the extensive shallows which fan out almost
4nms (13.7m) south-westwards from Incekum Bumu. We were
about two miles off and we never went below 8.7m, it was also
a flat calm. There are no navigational marks on the western side
and the only light is approx. 2.5nm from the tip of the exposed
sand up the eastern flank. There is a wreck just 0.5nm from that
tip which is still showing above water, though undoubtedly a
lot less visible since our friends the Walkers passed it in 2002.
It was an eerie passage and at one stage we passed from milky

T
Rqfiki in the harbour of Aydin~ik.

bluey/gray to agitated dark clear water, by coincidence the sky
also darkened and there was a threatening rumble. We took
down the main, bent on the oilskins and waited - but it only
teased.

23rims north-east from the spit is the brand new harbour of
Tirtar (36°31’N 34°13’E), the approach is from the east. This
harbour would put many to shame, it is wonderfully
constructed; the concrete pontoons are wide and immensely
strong, the rings could moor battleships, water and electricity
points have not yet been installed but the piping and wiring is
ready and waiting; we reckoned there was space for about 600
boats and upwards of a thousand on the hard standing and on
Friday 30th April 2004 there was one other yacht - a 26ft
German lake boat. about six small open fishing boats and one
larger one.

The 25nms from Tirtar to Mersin is one uninterrupted line of
15/20-storey apartment blocks along the beachsida, and behind

at regular intervals among the older buildings, were single-
minaretted mosques, then as we closed in on the wealth of
Mersin most of them sprouted two. Holiday homes or urban
living it was an intensive ribbon of habitation. Mersin has
expanded fast and towering over it is one huge high-rise which
makes for a very conspicuous landmark. The harbour is large
and busy with commercial shipping, boats are anchored off and
there are unlit buoys to watch out for inside. The ’yacht’ basin
is chock-a-block with small fishing boats, just a couple of
yachts and private motorboats. We were helped into a small slot
(no laid lines) but electricity on the quay. Furious sign language
signalled something about the dinghy - it did not seem in the
way. but that was not it. we were being warned to put it on deck
for safety - not a great introduction.

We met two interesting locals - one nice and one anything
but, and later observed a potentially bloody fracas on a close-
range gulet.... Our nice Turk, Emin, was charming, he spoke
good English and could not have been more helpful - his friend
was instructed to take us to the supermarket and back in his car,
Emin insisted on coming out to the fuel bunker with us - to
make sure we were not ripped off; just a genuinely dice guy.
However... when we asked the harbour security guard where
we could get water he pointed to a quayside tap and we duly
connected up and turned on, then a large man from a smart
power boat began ranting and raving at us, it was his water,
how dare we, we would not behave in such a way in our own

country.., on and on, everyone
gathered, Bill was flabbergasted.
We went on filling up the tanks,
then removed our hose. Mr. Nasty
returned with a plumber to lock
off ’his’ water and then he tried
to teil us we had to pay him
TL50,000,000 (about £25) for
what could only have been 100
litres of water. Emin came to the
rescue and the situation was
calmed. The old city of Mersin is a
short walk from the yacht harbour,
it is a warren of small streets round
a central market, even on a Sunday
evening (designated by Ataturk as
the day off, although Prayer day is
Friday), there was a bustle and we
had a simple meal under a football-
showing TV.

It is 80nms from Mersin to
Iskendernn. south-east to Cape
Karata~ and then due east across
the lskenderun Gulf. It was chill
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but calm as we cleared the harbour at 05.50, the first of the light
was glowing on the still snowy distant peaks. The barometer
was steady and the cloud high; a mid morning forecast on
Channel 67 gave us a SSW2 or 4. The wind went round from
north-east to an obliging south-westerly but never more than
Force 4, and that only for a couple of hours. Apart from a few
fishing boats and one tanker we had the ocean to ourselves.
Karata~a is a pretty cape, the town nestles in on the eastern side
and for the rest it is very. very fiat. By 15.00 we were in the
middle of the gulf and a storm was building over the land, it
was very threatening but thankfully we only got a few drops.
The oil terminals and depots are all in the northern part of the
gulf and private boats are forbidden to enter the area: there was
very little activity as we approached Iskenderun.

Why did we want to come to lskenderun you ask? Well it is
the most eastern port in southern Turkey and we can now mark
off that we have explored the Turkish coast from Istanbul to
Iskenderun. It is also very near Antakya which was ancient
Antioch where we knew there was a good museum and we
hoped there just might be a chance we could cross the Turkish
border into Syria as far as Allepo - this was not to be as
heightened security in the whole area has meant that visas for
foreigners are not a simple matter, even for a day trip.

The entrance is from the north and we looked first into the
fishing harbour; this appeared to be full and a bit remote from
the town so we rounded the long inner mole, liked the look of
the Coastguard harbour with its new-looking quay and
fluttering flags but we were waved away - we guessed the soon
expected EMYR fleet would be parked there. That left us with
one option, a smallish scruffy harbour (reminiscent of Arklow’s
fishing harbour...). Help however was at hand to take our lines
as we came alongside, a smart Janderma (police) conscript and
a local (to be known hereafter as "our fat friend’). There was
water from the standpipe near the Janderma portacabin, no
other facilities: however from weather we were probably very
safe indeed. Rafiki was the only yacht, the pilot boats came and
went to their station berth and a few aged fishing boats and a
sinking coaster lent more local colour.

We were the distraction of the late afternoon. ’our fat friend’
would help us in any way we cared to mention - groceries? No?
port clearance? No? maybe a new pair of binoculars? No? a
hire car? weeeell ...... ’my cousin will come’. Within 10
minutes ’my cousin’, arrived. Good English, he would collect
us at 09.30 and take us to a car hire as the town was about
twenty minutes away; Bill tried to f’LX a small commission for
this service. So far so good, into town next morning, we signed
up for a car for two days. Being a commercial centre - and untiI
recently a large American waiting camp with over 20,000 GIs
waiting to go to war in fraq, the car at £40 was more expensive
than from any of the tottrist centres we had used before but
there did not seem to be many options. A reasonable ’token" of
friendship was handed over to "my cousin" after a visit to a
hole-in-the-wall. As he went off he hoped we would eat at ’his
friend’s’ restaurant that evening, we said we would see,
’goodbye’,

We drove south, up through what the Roman’s called the
Syrian Gates, nowadays the Belen Pass. The views are stunning
and we spiralled down to the plains below and Antakya on the
Orontes River. It may have been once the most important city
in the region but today there is little to see of its former glory
and the river is a slow moving and disappointing gray/brown.
The museum though would be worth the wait, it closes for
lunch. Our own repast we had at a very basic little stall which
sold donor kebabs squished into a pancake type wrap with lots
of spicy tomato (which one of us squished onto a fresh white
blouse!) this was accompanied by a glass of yoghurt. With time
still on our hands we visited the Church of St.Peter which was a

hidden cave where Peter, Paul and Barnabas welcomed the first
’Christians’.

Finally to the museum where there is a fine display of
Mosaics; these were excavated in the region in the 1930’s and
are in remarkably good condition, the star of the show is
probably Oceanus and Thetis once part of a huge calendar. The
city itself has the usual market area, bustling with local
shoppers but nothing else of real note. Our route back took us
out to the coast, through Samandag (definitely a three-mule
town) and on see Titus" Gorge further up the coast at Cevlik.

Back on board we turned ourselves around to go out to
dinner at, we thought, a restaurant of our choosing. However,
"our fat friend’ was waiting on his motor bike at the security
entrance to the harbour area and insisted on accompanying us -
we were trapped. The restaurant looked alright, so we allowed
ourselves to be ushered in. Loud and soulful local singer, quite
busy which we hoped was a good sign, a menu with prices
which were scribbled on when we insisted, eventually a very
poor meal. Then came the bill which was huge.., we were
paying for ’my cousin’ and ’our fat friend’ who had been
nowhere in sight... Bill was furious, ’my cousin appeared’,
there were strong words, the diners watched with interest, the
singer sang more soulfully. "we never want to see you again’ we
said as we stormed crossly out into the quiet of the night, and
we never did.

Next day we had a magic drive north, partly up an empty
motorway (no one wants to pay and the secondary roads are
good anyway) then east and south over some spectacular
mountain terrain in search of a Hittite quarry at Yesemek. In the
town of islaiye we asked the way several times, were getting
nowhere until we stopped at a garage and before we knew
where we were a well dressed man got into the back of our car
and signalled that he would show us the way. At the edge of the
town we stopped to let him out, ’No. no" and he directed us
on.... We had about three words between us; we stopped to
give his friend a lift to a village along the way.., we were
nervous after our experiences of the day before, but on we went
for the whole 25kms across fascinating countryside - fiat and
very fertile with serious mountains in the background. The
quarry was wonderful - a grassy hillside with ancient stones
carved as lions and sphinxes and left waiting for a sale for
thousands of years, We gave our guide a lil~ back into town,
spoke English to a student son on our guide’s mobile and we
parted the best of friends.

Thursday 6th May and we left at 0530 for Mersin. It was
chill, damp and grey, the barometer was falling and it was
trying to rain! Our course to Karatat was WSW and was
punctuated by a line of grapefruit bobbing in the sea for what
seemed like miles. Given the uncertain weather we did not look
into Karata~ harbour, the visibility was dropping and even that
conspicuous tower over Mersin could not be seen until we were
3nms off. We anchored under the southern pier for the night
and did not go ashore.

Note: There is a new marina just east of Mersin (36°46’N
34°35’E) which we understand is now open.

Tirtar was empty of all but the few small fishing boats and
we were having a sandwich for lunch when an elderly man -
whom we took to be a watchman came along, he sat himself
onboard - we could not communicate more than the Useful
Phrases, he watched us eat, would not have an offered biscuit
and cheese then went off to see the fishermen. He returned 40
minutes later with five fried fish as a present (we could only
guess that he thought our lunch very poor fare indeed....) and
he intimated that he would make tea for us in his watchman’s
house behind a screen of bouganvillia and roses. We had tea
later with his co-watchman who could not speak any known
language either but he did cut us a large bunch of roses. The
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Sek;uk boatyard at Alanya.

marina is not quite isolated, there are holiday apartments close
by and what we found to be an excellent restaurant called
Erkan. which means pelican, and indeed a very large one came
to greet us with the owner and looked on as we ordered our
fish.

This is the coast of castles and we made a breakfast stop
between two at Kizkalesi. not a very comfortable spot as it is
open to any swell around. The anchorages between Aydinqzik
and Ta~uku were to be our ’idylic" stops on this coast, but none
are completely sheltered, most open to anything from the east.
the nicest of them all is Kalezi where we read there is a very
interesting 12th century Armenian castle, only trouble is we
were shouted away by armed security personnel. There is a
very fine new pier to the north of the cove which we believe
was built for bunkering NATO ships and judging by the strange
lines of communication (?) poles/masts close by this must be
so. Why they had to cut off this tiny cove to the occasional
visiting yacht when the installation is right up against a busy
road anyway one just cannot fathom. We tried calling the
Turkish Coastguard on VHF for enlightenment, no reply:
calling Antalya Coastguard on the mobile got no further than
’no English’. So although the gun-toting guys had no boat and
could not get to us we felt uncomfortable and retreated round
the corner and anchored in 5.5m in Agalimani.

A return visit to Kosrelik was to prove an interesting
experience. It started peacefully enough. The barometer was
falling, it had been 1009 in the morning, by mid afternoon
down to 1006 and we just could not get a forecast. In case, we
decided to take down the awning before our evening tipple. Just
as well, by 19.30 it was blowing 25 knots: we were protected
by Ovacik island, there was no swell and the half moon gave
good light. However neither of us felt that happy with the
holding and by 01,00 with the barometer down to 1001 we took

turns on anchor watch for the rest
of the night.

The wind had calmed in the
morning but we wondered if we
were not being protected by the
headland so set the reefed mizzen
and staysall. We were right for
once clear of the totally windless
peninsula we had a great run across
the bay with the wind gusting up to
30 knots and Rafiki bowling along
at up to 8; sparkling conditions. We
gybed a couple of times to round
the headlands of Sulusalrna and
Sancak and were in Aydin~;ik in
time for lunch with a glass of wine
and then a great siesta. The
barometer was showing 995 !

West to Bozyazi in a big swell
and what little wind there was from
the south-west. We went alongside
the quay this time, outside the
fishermen’s co-op. They were very
friendly and helpful. Next day a
62nm passage to Cengiz in a light

southerly, first passed Anamur castle, then round the infamous
headland. Three weeks to the day from our departure we started
the last 66nrns back to Kemer. With a forecast of strong
westerlies to come - we cranked up the iron genny and did not
delay in the very light southerly but from mid-afternoon we had
enough wind for a great reach, what a joy.., those who have
sailed in the Med will know just what a treat this was ... for the
last 15rims to Kemer. We knew that the Eastern Mediterranean
Yacht Rally was due to start in the early hours of Saturday and
so we were not surprised when they said the marina was full,
there were over 100 boats signed up for the rally this year. We
anchored in Moonlight Bay (behind the marina) and had a very
disturbed night thanks to the discos on the beach, then a swell
made life uncomfortable and finally we were driven out by a
brisk easterly blowing straight in on us. As we were stowing the
anchor and getting out fenders a little drama was underway
which could have caused us untold damage if we had still been
asleep, a gulet anchored close by had not tied his shore line
securely and with the rising cross wind he became detached and
was drifting dangerously down wind towards the beach - right
over Rafiki’s night berth - a very lucky escape. The rally boats
bad been streaming eastwards (poor things they had a very
unpleasant beat to Alanya) from 04.00 so there was plenty of
room in the marina as we came in at 06.30, Saturday 15th May.

Until early July we moved slowly, very slowly westwards,
watched Euro 2004 in various remote locations; we did get to
the Greek island of Kastelorizou and having the correct papers
the officials were friendly. The big deck job started as soon as
we arrived in Marmaris and we hope it will transform the boat
and stop the crew moaning about leaks. Part 2 of the season -
late August to the end of October will be spent in Western
Turkish waters, with a possible Greek Island or two. Rafiki is
booked in to Ayvalik (north of Izmir) for the winter.
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Greenheart’s return to the Baltic

Mike Balmforth THE FINGAL CUP
AWARDED ENTIRELY AT THE

ADJUDICATOR’S OWN DISCRETION
FOR THE LOG WHICH AppEALED

TO HIM MOST

We spent the morning of Saturday 26th June at Peterheadstoring, fuelling, and generally making ready for our
North Sea crossing. This was an unhurried process, as the
forecast was for an afternoon and evening of classic mid-
summer weather, featuring rain and strong south-easterly wind.
so it was not a difficult decision to stay put and wait for it to
blow through. To pass the time we enjoyed our now traditional
pre-voyage roast lamb dinner!

THE NORTH SEA

By early Sunday 27th June the wind had abated, veered a little.
and the rain had stopped, so we cast off at 08.00 and motored
out of Peterhead into a sloppy leftover swell and a light
southerly breeze. We could make around 6.5 knots on a beam
reach, which meant our course was slightly north of die rumb
line, but with 400 miles to go, that was not a concern.

This wind held remarkably steady through the day and
evening, only dropping at 02.00 after some foggy and slightly
nerve-racking night sailing, by which time we had covered
more than i00 miles. We were now out amongst the figs, which
were mournfully signalling Morse ’U’ out of the mist and
gloom.

The forecast was for the F 3-4 southerly to become F4-5
westerly for several days, so when the breeze sprang up again
from the west at 04,00 we looked forward to a quick and
pleasant onward voyage, and made a decision to head for
Thyborcn and cut through the Limfjord. which would shorten
the open sea distance, add interest, and save in all about 25
miles.

The interest, however, was to be added in a very different
way! By midday the breeze had built to F6 and we had a reef
down; by 18.00 it was westerly FS, and we had abandoned any
thought of approaching the west coast of Jutland, now a
dangerous lee shore with shallow harbour approaches, and had
altered course to run up the Skagerrak to Skagen. This decision
was reinforced by a further subsequent increase in the wind,
which was regularly gusting over 45 knots by 20.00, with a
highest speeds over 50 knots.

Despite big seas, some of which were just beginning to
break, Greenheart was running fast and true under just a triple
reefed mainsail, so even if the going was not pleasant, it was
rapid and in the fight direction!

As we entered the Skagerrak the seas became more regular,
and the wind eased to F6 for a time, only to increase again to a
steady F8 before finally dropping to F6 again at 11.00. We all
agreed that after a spell of winds over 40 knots F8 seemed like
a pleasant breeze, and F6 seemed like light weather!

Through all this mayhem the boat felt quite at home, always
responding promptly to die helm, and accelerating quickly
away from any menacing seas. We never shipped more than a
splash from the top of an occasional wave. very little of which
reached the cockpit. As we had a strong crew the boat was hand
steered all the time, which made for better progress than relying
on the autopilot, good as it is.

Interestingly, at no time was a wind strength over F7

forecast by any of the three weather services (Cullercoats
Navtex, Rogaland Navtex, and Hamburg Weather Service) we
had access to.

As we ran on towards Skiigan the weather, as if in
compensation, became increasingly pleasant, and we spent the
second half of the day enjoying the sunshine in a F5-6 breeze.
We rounded Sk~igen Rev, the northern tip of Jutland, at 18.00,
and were secure in Skiigen harbour by 19.15.

Our crossing - another dose of the North Sea at its worst - at
least had the virtue of being quick, for we had covered the 410
miles to the northern tip of Denmark in 58 hours, a satisfying
average of just over 7 knots.

THE KATTEGATT
Skiigen is an interesting place: a combination of deep sea
fishing harbour with associated processing plants, an historic
resort town with a famous artistic tradition, and a yacht harbour
catering in the main for Norwegians and Swedes who sail over
to buy booze!

It has a busy and cheery atmosphere, with lots of shops and
fish cafrs, at one of which we had an excellent lunch before
setting off for the island of L~es¢, en route for Copenhagen, a
sail that began in a brisk westerly which steadily fell away and
then backed to the south as a belt of rain approached. Thirty
three miles and just over 5 hours later we moored in Osterby
harbour at 20.40.

Next morning we were anxious to make some southing, so
we set off in a grey calm at 04.00. The forecast was for SW
wind and rain, followed by a veer to the west - so we wanted to
get a few miles in before the breeze piped up, and hoped that it
would veer soon afterwards, No such luck!

When the wind and rain arrived it was more S than SW, but
we could almost lay our course as the breeze picked up to F4-5.
but by the time we reached Anhoh the hoped for veer had not
arrived, so the destination was revised to: "We’ll go where we
are pointing", which was Torekov on the Swedish coast, where
we arrived at 17.30 after 81 miles in 13 hours. The rain had
stopped, the sun had begin to shine, and the memory of a damp
sail began to fade.

Torekov is a very pleasant haven and marina based around
an old fishing harbour. It is now more of a holiday place, for
there were a number of smart bars and restaurants awaiting our
custom! Later in the evening a spectacular line squall with
accompanying thunder, lightning, and torrential rain gave us
some hope of a change to westerly weather.

The last 50 miles was through Oresund (The Sound) to
Copenhagen, so we cleared out of Torekov early at 06.00. The
breeze was now W4-5, which meant a brisk beat to Killlen, the
headland at the northern end of Oresund. Then we freed sheets
and sped south. Apart from a couple of heavy showers it was an
uneventful passage, and we were moored in Copenhagen by
15.00 on Friday 2rid July, ready to enjoy a few days in the
Danish capital.

We had achieved the first 582 miles of the cruise well within
schedule. After 75 hours under way our average speed was well
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over 6.5 knots, almost all under sail, which shows the benefit of
having an able and enthusiastic crew!

Friday to Monday were spent in WIP Marina in
Christianshavn. a characterful part of the city not far from the
Christiania community, which is also convenient for the city
centre. The crew were due to leave on Sunday morning, so after
they had researched the economics of buying beer in Denmark
we had a final crew dinner on Saturday evening in the E~erge
Cafeen, a little pub/restaurant near the marina. Next morning
the boys departed by taxi tor the airport to fly back to Glasgow
with Easy,let.

We (Mike and Alison) decided to spend the day visiting the
Viking Ship Museum at Roskilde. a hall" hour train ride away. It
was also the weekend of the Roskilde Music Festival, one of
Eurnpe’s biggest pop events, evidenced by the many very
bedraggled people who got on and off the train, and the many
articles of muddy clothing and other possessions that had been
abandoned eve~where!

The Roskilde Museum is where five Viking ships, which
had been deliberately sunk in the l lth century as a deJ~nsive
barrage in the l]ord, are preserved. An accompanying
exhibition was all about the Vikings in Ireland.

As well as the static exhibits, the museum has. over the
years, been building replicas of these ships, several of which
arc al]oat in a little harbour. Ashore. a 30 metre longship was
nearing completion, due for launching in September.

SOUTH SWEDEN

Neils-Erik "Sikke’" Andersen joined us on Monday evening for
the next stage of the cruise and we took advantage of a fair
wind to cover the 20 miles to Falsterb¢, where we moored for
the night in readiness for the short canul transit in the morning.

The Falsterb~ Can’t] is a short cut through an isthmus,
spanned by a road bridge which opens at the top of each hour

lexcept 08.1)0 & 17.00). By 07.00 there were six or seven boats
waiting to go through on the cool bright morning of Tuesday
6th July.

Once clear of the canal we had a brisk sail along the south
coast of Sweden in sunshine and a fresh WSW wind, rounding
Sandhammaren at 14.15 to arrive at Simrishamn at 16.00. This
large and busy marina is adjacent to the town’s almost deserted
fishing harbour, and after the usual confusion about where to
berth, we were secure by 17.00 after a swift and comfortable 61
miles in 9 hours.

The next day started well when we were offered some very
fresh fish by a fellow sailor who had set a gill net off the
harbour overnight, and been rewarded with a substantial catch.
We bought three turbot fi’om him for a nominal payment, and
he gave us four! We could certainly look forward to our supper.

We set off at 09.00 on Wednesday 7th July for Utklippan. an
isolated group of rocky islands off Sweden’s SE corner. Apart
t¥om the lighthouse and a seals and seabird nature reserve.
there is a refuge harbour, originally built for fishing boats.

The passage started well with a 18 knot WNW wind, but
after about zm hour it started to die, so we set the spinnaker, at
which point the wind almost completely disappeared! It had to
be motor, but if summer had finally arrived this was a small
price to pay.

We motored for the rest of the 55 miles, and moored in the
little harbour at 19.00 after negotiating the rocky approaches
and the narrow entrance into this popular stopping place for
yachts on passage.

It did not take long to walk around the island and watch
another spectacular sunset before cooking the turbot (local
name pigvar), which were absolutely delicious!

There are few facilities on Utklippan, so the harbour charge
was only SKR I00 (El0). However, you could row across to the
lighthouse island in one of the dinghies provided, where there
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was a car6 and sauna, and also visit the lighthouse and purchase
a certificate to authenticate one’s visit to Sweden’s SE
extremity!

Thursday 8th July dawned flat calm, so with over 60 miles
to cover to (~)land we did not to wait for Utldippan’s tourist
delights to become available, and set off at 08.00 after
extricating ourselves from the sleepy boats around us!
Gradually the breeze built, and by hinchtime we were sailing
nicely in a SE3, making good progress north towards Kalmar
Sound, and the intricate but well marked channel past the town
and under the bridge.

We were kept busy ticking off buoys and light towers as the
miles reeled in, and arrived at Borgholm at 18.45 to find a
handy alongside mooring in the corner of the guest harbour
after 69 miles and almost eleven hours.

A short time later the Harbour Mistress relieved us of £20,
gave us leaflets, took our order for morning roils, and advised
us of the toilet block code number. All very efficient!

Borgholm is very much a holiday resort, with all the relevant
attractions, including loud music until the early hours, but after
a long day and an excellent meal in the harbourside restaurant,
nothing would have kept us awake!

We awoke on Friday 9th July to an overcast sky with the
easterly breeze a little stronger. Some storing of the ship was
needed, but after lunch we decided that even if the wind was
not suitable for crossing to Gotland would could easily get to
Byxelkrok at the north end of Olandsund.

Once out of the harbour we rattled north at around 7 knots
under genoa. It was a pretty miserable five hour sail in
intermittent rain and bad visibility, so we were pleased to arrive
at the harbour after 35 miles. It is the terminal for one of the
island’s ferry services, home to a few fishing boats, but also
offers about 70 guest berths.

During the night the wind swung to the south, and by 05.00
it was gusting 30 knots and blowing straight on to our berth,
which was now less than entirely comfortable! Matters were
decided for us when the boat inside decided to shift to a quieter
comer, so we also moved and secured alongside and in the lee
of a fishing boat on the main quay, which turned out to be the
best berth in the prevailing conditions.

Before long the wind was gusting 35 knots, and many of the
boats on stern buoys were being pushed against the opposite
quay, which signalled a frantic session of running ropes across
the harbour, which effectively blocked us in! Even if we had
wanted to take advantage of this excess of fair wind, we
couldn’t!

As it turned out, it blew hard all day, and we recorded
regular gusts of 33-34 knots in the harbour, so perhaps being
confined to port was not such a bad thing.

The morning forecast on Sunday llth July was suggesting
S-SW 6-7. and as this was a fair wind for Gotland we decided
to go, which involved the other boats dropping their cross
harbour lines on to the bottom to allow us to motor out. This
was organised by the harbour master, and despite the relatively
early hour, they all cheerily waved us on our way, no doubt
collectively thinking "rather you than us".

The passage was initially in the shelter of the northern tip of
Oland, so was relatively quiet, but once in open water we
experienced large seas (around 2-2.5m). gusts well over 30
knots and a lot of rain. It was fast, wet sailing, but we covered
the 48 miles in less than 6 hours, securing in Visby G~tharnn at
15.15.

GOTLAND

Visby is a typical Hanseatic town with city walls, church ruins,
and a predominantly original medieval street plan and
buildings. It became a World Heritage site in 1995, but it is

certainly no museum! The town and the harbour area, it
seemed, contained most of the youth of Sweden, and was pretty
lively as a result. Whilst they boosted the drinks and
entertainment sector of the Swedish economy, we got on with a
few maintenance tasks, boosting the economy of the local
chandlery! We also saw most of the town sights, and had a
couple of very good meals ashore.

After a final, but only partially successful, attempt to get
Camp’mg Gaz which resulted in us buying a new small cylinder
as the marina could not supply any large refills, we left Visby at
09.15 on Tuesday 13th July bound for F~’6sund. Summer
seemed to have at last arrived as we motored along in a very
light breeze and the warmest temperatures we had yet
experienced. It might even have reached 20°! This would not
be remarkable in home waters, but the Baltic summer is usually
much warmer than this, but according to the Swedish
Meteorological Service this year was the coldest for 76 years.

F~tsund is a convenient departure point for Latvia, and
when we checked into the small marina, which is part of the
local boatyard, we were told that half a dozen other boats were
also bound eastward. This Sound had been one of the many
military areas from which non Swedish vessels were once
prohibited, but the restriction was lifted in 2000.

We were up at 03.30 on Thursday 15th July and under way
at 04.00, but as compensation for waking at this early hour the
sun rose to greet us as we left the marina. It was just a couple of
miles down F~_rtsund to the open sea. and we were on course
for Ventspils by 04.45. Unfortunately the breeze of the previous
day never appeared, so in order to keep on schedule the motor
had to be used making this a long and rather tedious passage.
under power every inch of the way, although the fine weather
and sunshine did make it a pleasant enough 90 miles.

The deserted holiday island of Hust.
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LATVIA

We entered the port of Ventspils at 20.45 local time, mooring in
one of the last spaces left at the busy yacht berthing quay,
which is in a corner of the large fishing section of the port.

Ventspils is a major oil exporting port, and there were
various tankers anchored off and in port. It too was part of the
Hanseatic League in days gone by, and is now working hard to
restore some of that former glory, Unfortunately we did not
have time to stop and explore the town.

Next was a new experience - dealing with the Border Guard
formalities. This consisted of some form checking (we had
prepared a crew list in advance) against passports. Strangely,
they were not interested in checking passports against people,
or boat details against boat, which made the whole exercise
seem rather pointless. Latvia is now part of the EU, and these
anachronistic procedures will presumably soon be dispensed
with: they have already dropped the former requirement to
check out when leaving port - thank goodness - as we wanted
to depart at 07.00, Even so, we were confronted with a problem
- who or how to pay for our berth! There had been no-one
filling this role when we arrived, and we were told by the
watchman that the Harbour Master would not appear until
08.00 at the earliest. We managed, with great difficulty, to
pursuade this person to take the payment, and got under way at
07.00.

There was again very little wind, so the iron topsail was
facing another day’s work. However, by 11.00 a nice westerly
breeze filled in. and we reeled off about 25 miles under sail
before it deserted us again, forcing us to motor to Roja with 54
miles on the log for the day,

At Roja the Border Guard was waiting for us and quickly
noted all the numbers he needed. Again, this was very much a
bureaucratic exercise, interest in actual people or vessels being
non-existent, and we wondered what they did with all the
information and paper they collected!

The nearby, and only, only bar/hotel provided a very good
meal for very modest cost: two courses and drinks came to the
princely sum of 17 Lats. just over ~8 per head!

Saturday 17th July was the scheduled day to meet Phil
Rooney and Margaret Somers in Riga, from where Sikke was
flying back to Denmark, so we wanted to leave Roja early.
Once again there was no-one to pay, and no information about
who ran the harbour or where to contact them! We decided just
to leave anyway at 07.30, and no gunboats pursued us! The
contrast with the other side of the Baltic was marked - in
Sweden and Denmark the yacht harbours are totally tuned to
the comings and goings of their source of revenue, and each
evening and early morning someone goes around collecting
dues from any boats that have not already paid.

Again no wind, so our passage south through the Gulf was
uneventful and rather boring! In contrast, the seven miles from
the river mouth to the yacht dock at Andrejosta were very
interesting. Ri’ga is a busy port with large dock areas equipped
for each type of traffic; timber, timber products, coal. oil, gas,
containers, etc. There is also at least one marine ’filling station~
where fuel can be obtained in the passing. The older dock areas
near the city are no longer used. except by ferries and cruise
liners, and Andrejosta (St Andrew’s) dock, which has been re-
developed for use by visiting yachts, is very near the city centre
and well equipped with new pontoons, although the shore
facilities still leave rather a lot to be desired.

Phil and Margaret were waiting for us when we arrived, and
we secured at 1745. We had now covered over 1,000 miles
since leaving Peterbead, and we were looking forward to a
change of pace and a few days exploring Riga.

RIGA

Riga is a superb city with the old town at its centre. It has a lot
of atmosphere, a lot of tourists, and lots to see and do. Prices
are very reasonable by western European standards, and as the
weather was now warm and pleasant we spent the whole of
Sunday ISth July walking around taking in the sights, the
ambience, and yes. a little of the excellent local beer!

In the evening we found that one of the best restaurants in
the city was located quite close to the marina. ’Vincent’s’
seemed to cater tbr the embassies that were all around this
district, and the walls were lined with photographs of European
royalty and famous folk! Prices were high by Latvian
standards. The food and service were totally excellent, and we
felt we ltad made a lucky discovery.

Andrejosta Marina was the only place we encountered a less
pleasant aspect of the Baltic States. During our second night in
harbour someone attempted to steal the inflatable dinghy afloat
at the stern of the Swedish yacht in the next berth to us. Now
we knew why there was a night watchman, who successfully
thwarted the felony. It is worth mentioning that deputy manager
of the marina, Amis Berzins. who is also the RCC and CA port
representative, was extremely friendly and helpful in all
respects, and did a lot to make our visit straightforward.

On Monday 19th July it was time to store up and move on,
We took on fuel - the first since Peterhead - visited the market,
and got under way at 13.15. enjoying a leisurely lunch in the
sun as we went down river. Our next port was to be either
Skulte, about 20 miles away. or Salacgr~va, about twice as far.

Shortly after clearing the River Daugava entrance a breeze
sprang up, so we decided to make the most of it and cover the
extra miles to Salacgr~va, which would mean arriving around
22.00. However, fate took a hand at this point and during our
approach to the harbour mouth and a moment’s inattention we
suddenly found ourselves just a few yards from a complicated
array of fishing floats. We got the engine into neutral, but the
boat’s momentum carried us inexorably into ... a fish trap!

These traps are extensive and semi permanent, and they are
generally shown on the chart. This one was not - and it was not
only close to the harbour approach, but was very poorly marked
by one tiny flag. This was not only a fish trap, but also a very
effective yacht trap! We could not use the engine to escape as
we were surrounded by net headropes, one of which ran
between the rudder and the skeg! We tried cutting one of the
ropes running off to a mooring point, but that did not produce
an escape route. We seemed to have two choices - to cut the net
system to pieces, or call for help - and we decided on the latter.

"Riga Rescue Radio", as the Latvian Coastguard and
Lifeboat service is called, were duly contacted, and were
immediately very helpful. The local harbour master was
telephoned, and the fishermen whose trap it was were
summoned forth to tow us out. Meanwhile, the Rescue Service
boat also set off from Riga to stand by and co-ordinate.

It was difficult to see how we could get out of the situation
without the trap being partially dismantled, but in the end, and
after several ineffective attempts, they managed to tow us clear
of the array by first pulling us back, which probabiy got one
headrope clear of the saildrive, and then pulling us over the
remaining ropes, which fortunately passed cleanly below
without snagging again.

The whole episode had taken more than four worrying hours
before we made port at 03.I5. We arranged to meet the
fishermen in the morning to discuss payment for their time and
any damage that had been caused.

We wondered what arguments and outlays iay in store for us
on the morning of Tuesday 20th July, but after a detailed
discussion a sum equivalent to around g900 was suggested.
Given that there was must have been a little damage to their

1
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trap, and that they had turned out in
two or three boats with about 6 or 7
people in the middle of the night to
pull us clear, it seemed acceptable.
Anyway, we were in no position to
argue, as the whole negotiation
was overseen by an armed harbour
guard[ The transaction was
concluded in a very businesslike
way - a receipt was written on
their company paper, signed and
stamped. We were free to go,

’ although definitely not out of jail
free!

ESTONIA

The nearest port of entry for
Estonia was P~rnu. where we
arrived at 20.45, in time to clear
customs and grab a delicious meal
in the yacht club restaurant.

We had by now amended our
cruise plan a little. Instead of
sailing round to Tallin we would go
there for a day trip by bus. We also
decided to go to Hanko rather than Helsinki, which gave us
more time to explore some of the Estonian Islands. We would
visit Helsinki by gain. which again would save a few days.

Island bagging is much more fun than coast bashing!
Most of Wednesday 2Ist was spent restoring crew morale

’after the exigencies of Monday night, and exploring Parnu.
which is referred to as the summer capital of Estonia, thanks to
its fine beach, health spas and pleasant surrounding
countryside. The small marina is part of the yacht club, which
is also a hotel with a restaurant and outdoor grill bar.

The next day was earmarked for our awayday to Tallinn! We
had booked places on the 07.15 bus, which cost the princely
sum of£7 per person each way for a 130kin journey, and were
soon being transported through interminable pinewoods
interspersed by occasional patches of farmland.

The Hanseatic city of Tallin was all we had expected, and
we took a guided tour to see the important buildings and get the
potted history.

That evening we attended an outdoor vocal and guitar jazz
concert in the grounds of the Ammende Villa, which by now
was like a home from home! The atmosphere was unique, and
the event rounded off a superb day.

Parnu, we thought, was a good place to visit. The marina and
its facilities are good, and it has a night security guard. The
town is attractive with good shops and supermarkets, and there
are lots of concerts and events going on in the summer.

However, it was time to escape the fleshpots of P~irnu before
we got harbour rot, so we topped up with fuel at the convenient
filling station, and left for the nearby island of Kihnu after
lunch. The weather was still very quiet; slightly overcast and
calm. We motored through various shallow channels and
arrived at the island just before the ferry docked, disgorging
scores of" tourists, who in the tradition of small islands
everywhere were promptly transported off by ancient open
trucks with bench seats, and trailers drawn by tractors!

Kihnu is one of those pleasant time-warp islands, where folk
go to be unorthodox, either temporarily or permanently! A local
6migrre, on vacation from the USA. stopped her car and gave
some of the crew a lift ’into town’, where the consumption of
alcohol seemed to be the main activity every evening!

We had moored alongside the Sari, a Colin Archer 40, a
modern interpretation of the great man’s designs, and Jukka

Robin and Diana Leuchars joined Greenheart for the trip from Finland to Sweden.

and Helena Silvo invited us aboard for a drink after dinner to
meet their cruising companions Steffi and Anne Sjrhom. who
were sailing a Colin Archer 30. Over a few drinks they gave us
lots of useful information about cruising in the Finnish
Archipelago.

Next morning (Saturday 24th) we were glad to get to sea to
escape the mosquitoes and flies, insect life is both plentiful and
voracious everywhere in the northern Baltic, but Kthnu was in
a class of its own! The blackflies (a species unknown to us)
would fly rapidly towards any exposed flesh, landing teeth first
and drawing blood before you could bat them off. The
mosquitoes were more stealthy, carefully selecting a tender
piece of skin before going into phlebotonfistic mode!

Unfortunately the morning was misty, but as it seemed to be
clearing at the south end of the island, so we sel off in that
direction. The clearing, however, was not general, and we then
had to motor for a couple of hours in visibility of 1(~0-200
yards.

Our destination was the yacht berths at Kaivastu ferry
terminal on the island of Muhu° from where we planned to
catch a bus to Kuressaare, the main town on Estonia’s largest
island, Saaremaa.

Kuivastu is the main ferry terminal for these two islands.
and as this was holiday time, and the island’s annual beer
festival was just finishing, the road and ferry traffic was
considerable.

On Sunday morning 25th July we caught the morning
service bus from the ferry terminal to Kuressaare via various
back roads and small villages, which added interest, as did the
locals who got on and off!

Kuressaare is a attractive town dating from the 17th to I9th
Centuries, but its main feature is the Bishop’s Castle, an
original fortification dating from the colonisation of the area by
Germao Christians in the 13th Century. Many of the castle’s
features have been restored, and it also houses the Saaremaa
Museum.

On our return to the boat we decided to take up an offer by
the nearby hotel to collect and return us. P~.daste Manor is a
luxury hotel and spa created from the outbuildings of a
substantial country house (which has still to be restored).
However, the work that has already been done has created a
beautiful setting, and we enjoyed an excellent dinner.
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Baltic mooring.

The prospect on Monday 26th July. as we tackled the
shallow sounds between the islands and mainland Estonia. was
a day of intense navJgation, so the skipper was not unhappy
when the day dawned clear and taint!

These channels are ol’tell wrillen about with some awe, as
they consisl of many miles of relatively shallow water {around
5-gin} through whicll one is guided
by a succession ~l’ leading marks.
In fact. the sound easl ol Vihnu attd
nearest m the Eslonian mainand, is
even shal]owel, bttl that ~tls a
pleasure we would leave for others,
as we were bound I’or Lehlma. on
the norlhem lip of Hiamaa. a good
departure harbour lPr Turku in
Finland.

Ally reservations we might have
had aboul the passage of Muhu
Vain and Hari Kurk were dispelled
when we saw a medium sized
cruise liner making her way very
slowly northwards ahead of us, Her
skipper may well have had a few
anxious nlonlen[s, bul now we had
no q uallns {

After an extended navigatum
exercise we arrived at the dismal
liltle harblmr at Lelmna, made
more so b~ Ihe ’fresh" ~,~ieck ol a
small coaste~ visible near the
entrance. Just as we approached a
ship heavily laden ,ailh limbcr

emerged, and then we made our way to the yacht berths in
corner of the harbour. Our tasks here were to clear outward
with Customs, and spend our remaining Kroons. The latter was
more difficuh than we had expected, as the slnall shop sold
only chocolate, beer and some spirits! Wine, as in mosl uther
parts of Estonia, was almost unobtainable, and when found was
generally not very good. We bought lots of Estonian beer -
which tbr the record, is veU good.

The Customs Officer told us to come back at 1.000 if we
wanted to leave at 06.00, which turned out to be after he went ~ll
off duty,, much to the annoyance of his night shift successor!

¯
I

FINLAND ¯
The forecast for Tuesday 27th was for variable winds becoming ¯
N-NE 3-4, so our crossing to Finland was another uneventful ¯
day ol motoring. In fact, we had not had a decent sailing breeze "
Ikw about Ill days!

We arrived al the Hank6 Customs post at 14.30, and were
efficiently cleared in, a procedure that will be unnecessary once
the Baltic States sign up to the Schengen Agreement.

Our next "city break’ was to Helsmki. We caughl the train
and stayed in the Hilton. where we had discovered the most
amazingly cheap summer deal, from Wednesday to Friday.

Robin and Diana Leuehars arrived on Thursday a[:temoon.
and Phi[ and Margaret were due to fly home on Sunday, so our
crew change was achieved vet2..’ sociably! Meanwhile. a low
pressure area treated us to three day,s of continuous rain. which
was much belter endured in the Helsinki Hihon than aboard
arecnheart.

The morning train on Friday 30th July from Helsinki arrived
al Hank0 at I I.(N/, and alter shopping, stowing, lunch, and a
water and fuel fill. we were under way at 15.15 bound west into
the archipelago. No sooner had we left the marina than we
spotted a sea eagle soaring above us. a sight that was to be
tvlatively comlnon over the next few days, bnl none the less
exciting for that.

Thanks to chats with various Finnish yachlsmcn over the
past few weeks we had a good idea of the options for this leg of
tile cruise. There are a selection of buoyed roules between
I iankii aml Ihe Aland Islands, and one can either hop along the

southernmost outlying islands, or take a central route through

The cosy harbour at Langx ik. on tile island ol Mt!ja
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the bigger islands, The other
alternative is to go free-lance and
find your own way through the
maze of rocks and islets, but that
was strictly for archipelago
anoraks with plenty of time to
explore this unique scatter of
islands.

Our first stop w~.s Kasn~is, a
small inter-island ferry terminal
with a well organised guest
harbour attached. After some
heavy afternoon showers the even-
ing weather had improved, a good
omen for the next few days.

Our route would now take us
out into the archipelago proper,
heading northwest to Gulkrona,
and then west through some
sheltered leads to a night stop at
the island of Korpoo. which is one
of the outermost large islands SW
of Turku three ferries out from
mainland Finland!

Saturday 31st July started with a
very light headwind, but the breeze
improved a little in the middle of
the day. so we had some good
sailing until a thunderstorm
completely killed the wind.

On N~ard Greenheart lor the voyage from Peterhead to Copenhagen were (L-R): Alison Balmforth,
Robin Balmtorth. Calum McNicol. Gavin Jamieson, Robin Wilkins and Mike Balmft~rth.
(Nice hat, Gavin!)

We were sailing the main channels through the islands,
which are well marked with either cardinal or lateral buoys, mad
are easy to follow. GPS gave us a positional backup, of course,
but by and large the Mk 1 Eyeball, combined with the
appropriate chart book, was perfectly adequate!

We arrived at KorpostrOm at 18,00. This is very nmch an
’end of the road’ village, but had adequate facilities, a good
little supermarket, and a friendly restaurant where we promptly
booked a table and enjoyed a tasty meal.

Finland. like elsewhere in this region, has abundant insect
life. The mosquitos are ever present, although the nasty

Gteenheart blockaded by cross harbour mooring warps whilsl sheltering from near gale conditions at
Byxelkrok.

blackflies are less common. There place is, as it were, taken by
giant wasp-like creatures, which are grey and black rather than
yellow and black. There bodies are about 2.5cm ( I in) long. and
they are partial to landing on boats and their crew. We never
Ibund out exactly what they are or, tbrtunately, whether they
sting!

/~LAND ISLANDS

The leg to the ,&land Islands involved around 20 miles of open
water, so we left at 08.30 on Sunday 1st August. aiming to get
to the small island of Husii for lunch. Tn uur surprise when we
arrived there was only one boat in the harbour, which promptly

left as we moored! There was no-
one ashore either: all the little
holiday houses were closed up. and
the caf6 had a sign up saying "open
2005"’, or words to that effect.
Vacation time was obviously over.

We had planned to make
Deger6 that evening, but as we
rounded the small island of Over6
we realised that there was a
channel in to a secluded anchorage
to the south of the Bockholmen
peninsula. We sailed in, rounded
up, and dropped the hook. This
peaceful spot was ideal for a
barbecue, but first we launched the
dinghy for only the second time
on this cruise - and laid a stem
anchor to stop us swinging around
in the relatively confined space.

Just as we were preparing the
meal we were amazed to see a
small snake swimming by the boat.
It was too far away to identify, but
it certainly put paid to any ideas
about having a dip!
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Now that August had arrived the weather had become
progressively more settled, and we were now enjoying what we
had often experienced during previous Baltic cruises: warm,
mostly calm weather, but often with a pleasant sailing breeze in
the middle of the duy.

Today (Monday 2nd) our destination was Mariehamn. but
we planned to visit Rodhamn on the way. This is a former pilot
station and sailing ship anchorage, but is now very much a
leisure boating harbour. Once again the island was very quiet
with just a couple o1 boats in, and another closed caf~. although
this time it was due to rec~pen in the evening,

We visited the museum in the Iormer radio beacon building,
which informed us about the hard past life in these islands, and
’also learned something about the beacon, which must have
been one of the earliest radio direction aids, as it was
established in the late 1930s.

During the morning we rcalised that this was a slightly
special day, Greenheart had not only clocked up 1,51111 miles on
this cruise, but had also ,just logged 12,000 miles since her
launch in June I999.

On Tuesday 3rd August some spent a leisurely morning
looking around the Clyde built clipper ship Pommern, others
checked out the shops, and then we set off at 14.30 to cross to
Sweden. The breeze was ESE 3-4, which gave us good boat
speed towards the outlying islands of the Swedish archipelago.
where we had been mid about a couple of small anchorages by
the owner of the boat next door before we left. After an
uneventful sail we anchored at Strr HummelsMir at 19.45. This
was very much a ’nattu’e’ harbour, as the Swedes call them: just
a corner amongst the rocks.

We saw what was either a pine inarten or a mink on the
rocks ashore, but were not experl enough to identify which it
was.

SWEDEN

We were now sailing from thc virtually uninhabited outer
skerries to the inner islands, many of which are served by
ferries and where many Swedes have holiday homes. We
motored and sailed in a very leisurely way all through
Wednesday 4th August, and then stopped at the small harbour
of L~ngvik at north end of the island of Moja. This is a tiny
haven, barely deep enough for Greenheart, but were able to get
to the guest pier with just a brief louch of a muddy bottom, so
we knew there would be good holding for the stern anchor!

The weather was by now very warm. 25°-30’‘ depending on
time of day and degree of shade, thanks to a well established
high pressure system.

Somehow we did not manage to find the groove we had
made in the mud on the way in, and we came to a halt as we left
on Thursday 5th August. It seemed to be a mud ridge, as the
sounder, sited tk~rv,’ard of the keel, was showing around 0.2m
more than our draft, so everyone stood on the bow, and off we
slid!

The rest of the day was spent motoring towards Stockholm

through increasingly busy, tortuous, but interesting channels,
and we arrived at Vasahanm at 17.40.

Stockhom is another beautiful city, specially rewarding for
the visitor who arrives by sea, partly because yachts can stay
virtually in the city centre fur little more than ~17 per night, but
mainly because it is built on a series of islands, which gives it’s
unique character. We were welcomed by the assistant marina
manager, who seemed to speak both Swedish and English with
a Scottish accent, which was not surprising as he came from
Daimally, Argyll!

During this weekend Robin and Diana Leuchars departed
home to Lymington, leaving two of us to wander south to
Greenheart ~ winter roost at Nykoping. Their sailing expertise,
being former owners of a near sister ship, had been a great
bonus during this part of the cruise.

It was calm and sunny again on Sunday 8th August!
However. as we had to thread our way through the narrow
Baggensf, q.ket channel to reach the southern archipelago, this
was not such a hardship.

The BaggenstLket Canal is a gorge-like channel leading
south from Stockholm. its southern part created by linking a
number of small lakes by man made channels. There are no
locks, thanks to zero tidal range, but it is exceedingly narrow in
places.

Our destination for the night was Nyni.ishamn, which is
about 35 miles south of Stockholm. It is a major ferry and oil
port, but it also has an excellent marina adjacent to the town,
where we found a berth without difficuhy.

It may have been early August, and the weather may have
been hot and balmy, but it was clear that the cruising season
here was almost over. Half the visitor berths in a place that has
the reputation of being overcrowded in season were empty!

Our final full day of sailing on Monday 9th August. before
leaving Greenheart in the hands of the yard at Nykrping, was
close to idyllic, and a welcome change from the previous few
days of calm weather. A warm Force 3 breeze wafted us frorn
island to island, from narrow sound to narrow sound, and we
finally worked our way into a rock encircled bay to anchor for
the night just a few miles short of our destination.

As the sun set over the pine trees, and a few ships passed by
in the main channel to Oxelosund a mile or so to the south, we
were able to reflect on what had been an eventful and
interesting cruise.

Nykrping has the twin attributes of a large boatyard offering
a range of services and a well stocked chandlery. The airport is
only 6kin from the town, and on Saturday 15th August Ryanair
transported us direct to Prestwick in a couple of hours and for
not many more pounds!

Footnote: When Greenheart was lifted out of the water for
the winter we discovered that the leading edge of the
encapsulated keel had been damaged where one of the net
headropes had chafed against it, necessitating some GRP repair
work by the yard at Nykoping.
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Sibari to Aegina, Oleander of Howth

John P Bourke

Many will know that BrianHegarty has been cruising
the Mediteranean for half the year
over a decade or more. He
occasionally needs moral support
and someone to take in the anchor
chain, and a fortunate few are
invited to join from time to time.
This year 1 arrived at Sibari in
Calabria on Saturday Ist May for
the start of his annual campaign.
Bud Bryce was already there and
Oleander of’ Howth was secure
alongside, fully polished and
equipped, provisioned to Brian’s
high standards and ready for sea.
Cruise number one was to the
Ionian, thence to the Gulf of
Corinth and through the Canal to
the island of Aegina near Athens.

Sibari has a substantial marina
and boatyard as well as a large
number of holiday houses fronting
on to extensive waterways.
Oleander has wintered there John Bourke and Brian Hegarty in Trizonia.
comfortably for many years.
However the marina entrance to the Gulf of Taranto has a nasty
habit of silting up and unusually for that time of year, had done
so again. The complex maintains a digger at the entrance for the
purpose, and had already dug a passage to a depth of about 1.8
metres. Three boats had left and one had touched. Oleander
draws 1.83M. and another scoop or two would allow us to leave
as planned on Monday. Brian went out with the marina
boatman and a pole, and confirmed the depth. It would be wise

to wait. In the meantime the sun shone and the red wine of the
region had again improved. There was a forecast of easterly
gales, but still quite distant.

Monday came. and a big scend from the east with increasing
wind suggested that we pause for another day or two which we
did, enjoying a full eclipse of the moon while dining on board.
However as the easterly and resultant scend increased, the
digger could not operate and we and others started to get

concerned. We compromised by
driving into the countryside and
visiting some of the wonderful hill
towns of the region and their local
tavernas. Many of these do not
have menus as such, and it is best
to just wave hands and indicate
that they should bring whatever
they have. Dish after exotic dish
then arrives, and it is wise to call a
stop well before the pasta, which
will arrive anyway. The cost for
three is about the same as for one
at home.

On Wednesday some other
yacht owners went out to inspect
the entrance and returned to
announce that they had just walked
across it dry-shod. We did not of
course believe them, and went out
to have a look ourselves. And there
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Sibari. The sand barrier. "Oh dear: looks a bit tight."

"Oh dear, stuck!"

"Free at last!"

it was, a sandbar fully two tibet high~ all the way across. The
wind was still high, now from the west and again the digger
could not work and didn’t, We sat and speculated over a drink
or two while Brian contemplated his highly planned schedule
/or family and friends, and all the non-refundable air-tickets
already purchased. Wc rang home with our sorry tale and could
hear faint laughter in the background.

I had been reading Hilaire Belloc’s Cautionary Tales, some
parts out loud. To fill in the time and soften the tension I
decided to set down a few lines in similar vein and in keeping
with our plight, as Ik~llnws:

Three flne chaps in a boat,
All ready to go to sea,
Were trapped by a sandy moat
In the harbour at Sibari.

They drank the beer
They sipped the wine,
The sky was clear,
And the weather fine.

The digger sat above the sand,
The fishermen cast their lines.
The driver still did not appear
Despite encouraging signs.

The days grew hot
The ropes grew worn.
While boats just sat
In rows forlorn.

The weeds grew long on polished hulls
While fortune held them in it’s hands,
For boats designed for billowing sails
Just cannot waik across the sands.

MORAL

So if you want the wind and sun
And glorious sailing weather,
Make sure that when the Winter’s done
That you can slip your tether.

On Friday the wind abated and the driver
of the digger was rumoured to be on his
way. He did arrive eventually and dug
vigorously through most of Friday and
Saturday. A narrow channel appeared and
the water which bad been rising steadily
inside the barrier, started to stream out.
On Sunday he rested as the water level
dropped, and on Monday reappeared. The
boatman came by and signalled that we
should go. now. We sprang into action
and followed him down the long channel
to the sea carefully inching our way
through the new gap while the driver
watched from the bank with stern
professional interest. Then we stuck. The
boatman with great speed and skill,
wheeled his dinghy, came in behind and
pushed on our stern at full throttle while
we did the same. Nothing happened for
what seemed an age; then a tiny budge
led to a bump, a stop, another budge and
a bump: suddenly we bounded tbrward
and were free.

A fortnight’s cruise now had to be
compressed into a week, and so we set
course lbr Levkas which required an

overnight sail. Our combined 210 years was no deterrent and
with nearly 30 Fastnets between us, we thought that we might
still do it. A brisk wind on the quarter helped us to cover 204
miles in 32 hours with relative ease. With a final spurt we made
the bridge at Levkas at 21.00 hours with 2 minutes to spare and
were thus in time for dinner. Our luck had finally changed.

The next day, we shopped and ambled down to Nidri on the
same island, where we met up with Mervyn Hall on Baily of.
Howth. It is a lovely bay with a pleasant village and taverna,
where Mervyn is well known and where we were looked after
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accordingly. We felt that we
deserved no less.

On Thursday 13th May we had
to press on south despite strong
headwinds to the corner. Normally
we would have waited. Big and
confused seas meant that we had to
motor hard. tacking into the big
ones to avoid stopping dead.
Turning left into the Gulf of P~tras
at last, we set sail for the welcom-
ing marina of Patras itself with
restaurant adjoining. We retired
and rose early, and when the diesel
man arrived with his track, we
were ready to press on to Trizonia.
This charming little island just off
the north shore of the Gulf is well
known to Brian and Betty. It has a
marina which was never fully
commissioned, and where many
boats winter as a result for free.
Also there is an unusual taverna on
the hill above the harbour called
Lizzie’s Yacht Club, which is well
known both for good food and for
one of the finer outlooks in Greece.
It had been closed a year previ-
ously, and Brian was delighted to
find it open and as good as ever. He
renewed his acquaintance while we
soaked up the atmosphere.

On Saturday we completed the
passage to the Corinth Canal which
was always the highlight for me,
and which 1 had thought that I was
likely to miss. Arriving, we were a
hit concerned at the lack of ship-
ping going either way, and
wondered if they had altered the
repair day without telling us. How-
ever on calling in we were told to
proceed, the entrance bridge sank
down into the water as it should,
the lights went from red to green
and there we were, the only boat in
this majestic cutting. We felt quite
important as the tourists waved
from the road bridges high above,

Emerging. we proceeded a short
distance to Korfos, a pretty and
protected bay where we anchored
for the night. There only remained
the short passage to Aegina the
next day, and Oleander was back
on schedule at~er our heroic 400
mile dash.

Three fine chaps indeed.

In the Corinth Canal. Bad Bryce and Brian Hegarty above, and John Bourke below.

\
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Scotland, Ireland, England and Wales-
a Home Run

John Clementson

Faustina I1 left her home port of Portaferry in on 11 Junewith just Ann and myself aboard and turned north en route
to Scotland. After a very mixed day of good wind, no wind and
dead ahead wind we moored in Glenarm that evening - at
which point 1 realised that I hadn’t topped up the fuel. We made
very complex arrangements to get a tanker to the marina but, by
the time it arrived, there was no vehicle access as the HM had
gone home and it had to leave us un-fuelled. I decided that we
should play safe before heading up the Scottish west coast and
that we should return to Bangor next day. We did that, refuelled
and popped home for an hour or so. That evening we set off
noah again and reached Red Bay well after dark. We tried
anchoring off the jetty just noah of Wafer’foot but youths on the
shore shouted at us very crudely and we withdrew to the south
to anchor without company.

Next day we put our nose into Gigha at about lunchtime.
The weather was cold and grey and the bay didn’t look inviting
so we pushed on to spend the night at Ardl~rn marina (where of
course 1 could have got fuel!). We ate well at the "Galley of
Lorne" and watched England losing 2-1 m France on the box.

Next morning (Mon 14 June) we bought some essentials
(and a few non-essentials) at the brilliant marina chandlery, l
wish ’all chandleries were as good as this one. Then on north
through the Dorus M6r towards Cuan Sound. The visability
became so poor that I stopped for a while to really plan the
transit of the Cuan Sound in detail, In the end it was no problem
though it was cold. drizzly and grey. We turned into the Sound
of Mull against a 20kt headwind - and I decided that enough
was enough. We went into Loch Aline and anchored on the
starboard side inside the entrance, turned on the heater and
stayed warm and secure for the night.

We passed Tobermory at midday next day and with the wind
still OTN we headed for and rounded Ardnamurchan Point.
During the afternoon the wind improved until we were bowling
along, past Mallaig and up the Sound of Sleat. We were
overtaken by u small flotilla of German minesweepers (should
we have been listening to the news?) and we passed through
Kyle Rhea just before the fide turned against us. That evening
we took u mooring that we lbund in Totuig Bay opposite the
impressive island castle of Eileafin Donun.

It was so vile outside next morning that we ,just went back to
bed! Later I worked up the energy to clean and grease 6
winches (not my favourite job!l. We did boat jobs all day and
then, in the evening, lortified by a G&T. we went in Popp3, our
RIB, to look at the castle. Heavy rain from really low clouds
drove us back to the boat and an early night.

Ann made bread as we made across to Kyleakin next
morning. We wanted water but unbelievably water via a hose
was not possible at Kyleakin. We crossed to the nm’th side at
the jetty al the Lochalsh Hotel where we topped up from a
Council provided tap and pipe and did a spot of food shopping.
Then we were away under the Skye bridge, on to the north
against a N3 wind. and along the Inner Sound towards our
planned destination at Loch Torridon. That night we anchored
in Upper Loch Torridon at Alligin Shuas (I don’t what all these

names mean either[) despite the quite unwanted directions from
a manic RORC member who clearly feh that we weren’t doing
it right. We managed.

We had come all this way simply to visit Ann’s niece who is
the owner of the Tigh an Eile~.n Hotel at Shieldalg in Loch
Torridon. Cathryn had bought the hotel a few years ago and I
can only say that it’s a great hotel, pub and shop. They won the
Sunday Times ’Best Small Hotel in Scotland" award in 2004 -
so others agree with me. We took the boat 2 miles or so to
anchor off the hotel for a while. However the weather didn’t
make it a safe overnight anchorage and so we returned to the
well-sheltered Alligin Shuas anchorage - but not before we had
had a wonderful walk and a superb meal at the hotel with and as
a guest of the owner.

We tested the hotel anchorage again next morning but 1 still
wasn’t happy about it. We returned to Upper Loch Torridon.
anchored and then took the RIB to the headland fi’om where we
could walk the 2 miles along paths to the hotel. Then in
Cathryn’s car we went exploring to the north, the main aim
being a visit to the Inverewe gardens. They were "ok’ but it
rained and no garden is at its best (especially to a non-gardener
like me) in the rain. It bucketed down as we returned to
Shieldaig where we had supper in the pub and then walked
back to the RIB and so back to Faustina H.

We went south to PIockton next day. It was cold and nasty
but the wind was behind us for a change. For the f’a’st-timer the
entrance to Plockton is a little tricky, but the village and
anchorage is well worth a visit. We were advised in the village
that there are about 6 visitors moorings tucked away at the head
of the bay (a laet not noted in the CCC pilot book) and so we
able to lie securely whilst we explored and ate ashore in the
Plockton Hotel. I noted that evening that the wind had gone
down and that the sun was trying to come out - some
improvement !

I visited the small Plockton PO next morning where they
offered Internet facilities - one computer. [ wanted to update
the ICC web site. The service was so slow that more time was
spent talking to the delightful postmistress and to customers
than actually doing things to the web site. It was so slow in fact
that the nice lady couldn’t bring herself to charge for the
service when I finally gave up after an hour or so. We slipped at
lunchtime, went south under the Skye Bridge again, through
Kyle Rhea with the tide and anchored in the lee of the Sandaig
islands (of ’Ring of Bright Water’ fame). It is a lovely spot. We
took Poppy all through the islands, landed for a walk and then
collected mussels that Ann prepared for supper in wine and
onions. Delicious.

Northwesterly gales were forecast for htter but in the
morning we set off south again in warm sunshine. Ann even
sunbathed. We passed by Mallaig at midday and decided to go
into Arisalg, It was reported to be a pretty place but the
entrance is another interesting bit of pilotage. It actually wasn’t
difficult though in a note later to the CCC pilol book compiler 1
lklt that the perches could be described rather more
comprehensively. It was about IV2 hrs befnre LW as we went in
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and being able to see the rocks helps. We anchored for the
night. The moorings and anchorage are private and a fee is
payable.

The NE wind was pretty fresh in the morning and we
initially decided to stay put. However after breakfast it
moderated somewhat and the rain set in. We decided to at least
go round Ardnamurchan. We went alongside the pontoon to get
water and were honked at continuously and pathetically by a
baby seal that stayed alongside the boat. It appeared to have
lost its mother. After the Rhum ferry had departed we went
alongside its jetty to take on fuel. We had a walk, shopped for
food, slipped mid-moming and were past Ardnamttrchan by
14.30 with just the Yankee pulling us along at 6 kts through the
grey murk and occasional rain. We anchored in Loch Dmmbuie
at 17.00 - and the rain just - well, rained - and hard.

We debated about going south outside Mull next day, but
Ann ’won" and we stayed inside. There was now a south-
westerly gale forecast! We went down the Sound with only the
Yankee doing the pulling, passed Duart Ca.~tle and around the
comer into Loch Spelve. We motored up to the NE comer and
anchored securely there amid the mussel farms. It’s a lovely
quiet spot. The following morning was fine and we weighed
soon after breakfast and headed south towards the Sound of
Cuan. 1 had thought to go through the Sound of Luing but
found that I didn’t have a chart that gave me enough detail
given the increasing poor conditions that came on during the
morning. So we went back through Cuan, through Dorus M6r
and along to Ardfern again. We had found this to be a friendly
and well-run marina. We bought some wheels to help us drag
Poppy up beaches and Ann started work on some new cushions
for the boat. That evening we gave a drinks party on board for
some Americans and by the end of the evening had virtually
contracted to go down the Grand Canyon in rafts for 3 weeks in
2006 - an adventure that is still on! The promised vile wind and
weather duly arrived next day and we stayed put. Ann made
more cushions and I went to the village hall to use their Internet
and we both went to a community curry dinner at the hall in aid
of funds for its mbuild. Friendly folk.

Next morning (Sun 27 June) we were away early and were
clear of Loch Craignish by 09.30 and heading south again. The
wind was SW 3 and so we had to motor. During the afternoon
the wind veered to allow some sailing aided by the engine, l
stopped the engine at I6.00 and we
sailed the last 20 miles or so to the
west side of Rathlin, making a
good 7 kts. The tide was creating
rough seas off the island but they
soon flattened out and we reached
Ballycastle marina at 19.00. We
left Faustina II there whilst we
went home for a couple of days.

We were back on board with our
new crew. Sbeilah Bradley, on 29th
June. The plan had been to go
around the west coast of Ireland to
join the 75th Anniversary Rally.
The forecasts were dire but we
held off a decision for another day
whilst the three of us paid an
interesting visit to Rathlin - by
ferry! We had a great walk over to
the north coast and along to the
lighthouse on the east point. Next
day the weather was fine but the
wind was strong from the south
and the ltbrecast was still bad.
Reluctantly we gave up on the west

coast idea and set off down the east coast of Ireland with no
great anticipation of pleasure from that generally dull coastline.
We stopped to refuel at Bangor and fixed an electrical problem
and then, over the next few days went on to Ardglass, Howth,
Arktow and wonderful Kilmore Quay where the HM never fails
to be helpful.

On 6 July I actually managed to use the Cruising Chute,
which took us gently round Hook Head and part of the way up
the river towards Waterford. We lost the wind and started the
engine at Duncannon, which was just as well as there were
about eight salmon nets across the fiver to be avoided. We
stayed at Waterford for 2 days enjoying the tourist attractions.
No HM appeared during our visit and we learnt from friendly
boaters how to get a gate ’key’ and from where to buy the card
need to obtain power. We greatly enjoyed Waterford and the run
up the river to the city is lovely too. Sheilah left us to return
home.

Alan and I were away at 05.00 on Friday in order to use the
tide out to the sea. We were abeam Dunmore East by 07.00 and
turned west under sail, passing Capel Island and Ballycotton.
We entered Oyster Haven and fastened to a private mooring
buoy. The weather by now had relented and it was a beautiful
quiet evening.

We rounded Old Head of Kinsale next morning - it was
again grey, overcast and cold. We bumped across
Courtmacsherry and Clonakilty Bays. bypassed ore’ original
destination of Castletownshend and turned through the
Gascanane Sound and into SchulI where we anchored. My
birthday was next day (Sun I I July) and we stayed anchored at
Schull and had a long walk and later a rather poor meal ashore.
We stayed another day and took on water and fuel and. got
some laundry done. (On our boat, laundry completed =
happiness!) On Tuesday we were joined by Patrick and Mary
Knatchbull (ICC) with whom, on Wednesday, we sailed around
to Castletownsheod and a good meal at "Mary Anne’s’.

The following 10 days were taken up enjoying the Cruise in
Company. We went to Kinsale and were joined by Ronnie and
Hazel Barr (ICC). We visited Glandore/Union Hall from
whence Ann and I made a trip - with a lift both ways - to
Skibbereen to buy an essential item from the excellent
chandlery there. The on to Castletownshend (again!), Fastnet
and Schull. two nights at Adrigole and finally Glengarf, ff.

Ann Clementson and Mary Knatchbull survey Dursey Sound.
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Fau~tina 11 takes on water at die Lochalsh l-lotei with the Skye Bridge

There will be enough description of the Rally elsewhere in this
Annual so I won’t Iill in the details. Amazingly the large
number of boats attending never really appeared to be a
problem (except perhaps at Kinsale Marina) but there ’*ere
probably rather too many people at the functions to make il

quite as much fun as a smaller Rally. The organisation was
splendid and we were certainly glad that we had been there.

From Glengarriff, Patrick and Mary wenl honte, but the
Ban-s sta3ed with us as we made ~mr way back t,o Kinsale, In
keeping with the generally contrary weather that we had had for
most of the trip to date, the wind v, as blowing freshly from the
west as we struggled towards Sheep’s I lead. We motored lot a
while and then when we had gol Io a position where sailing was
feasible without tacking wc had a good sail towards the Head.
However Ann wanted peace lk)r her lunclt preparations and so
we heaved-to for a while a few miles Io the NF of the headland.
Having been fed we went on around Three Castles Head and
Mizen Head and anchored in Cmokhaven at 16.011. We invited
the crew of (’arra,gheen, Michael
McKee (ICC) and Peter Bunting
(ICC) to join us liar supper on
board and we had a very jolly
evening.

We had a dead run next day as
we passed Io the north of Cape
Clear Is and then out through

Gascanane Sound en route It}
Glandore. There I had to replat:e a
blocked Ioo pipe (with a lot of
expletivesl bnt I was rewarded
with a good meal at the Marine
Hotel. The next morning we went
to Crosshaven and moored for the
night at the RCYC. Nexl day we
motored up to Cork to see the
sights! It’s an interesling trip up the
river and it was easy to moor neat"
the first road bridge in the city
centre whilst we visited the very
comprehensively stocked chand
lery there. We returned to the

RCYC and had a ’sading supper’
in the chth. Next day we left the

/

boat in the care of the RCYC and
the rain lashed down and totally
soaked us all as we boarded the
Barf’s ear to be driven back to our

home in the North.
Ann and l were back on board 6

days later on 4th August. having
travelled south by train free of
charge. We refuelled Fanstina at
the Sealpe Marina. Our plan was to
go now to the Isles of Scilly en
route to Brittany. However the
wind, true to practice, would be
directly on the nose and so we
went around to Oyster Haven to
await a change of wind direction
forecast for later in the day. We

anchored. The wind changed
direction several times and the rain
came m hard. It was not a hard
decision to stay put until things
cheered up a bit. It’s supposed to
be fun!

behind. We got away again early next
ntorning with the wind out of the

west. The seas were rolly and a main preventer became
necessary. We left the Kinsale Oil Field a mile to port. The sun
came out and it even became quite warm. The wind died in the
early afternoon and we motored on with dolphins paying a
couple of welcome visits. And so things continued until we
reached the New Grimsby Sound in the north of the Seillies at
03.30. There are no lights there and the visability had become
poor. so we circled for at while until it became light enougb to
see our way into the anchorage between Tresco and BryheK
Actually il was an mlcht)rage when I was last there many years
ago moonngs have now been laid and one would have to
admit that these are probably safer (though more expensive) to
use than an anchor in this place near to Cromwell’s Castle.

That was Saturday 7th August. We rather sadly gave up on
the idea of going on to Brittany as the wind was firmly SE and
forecast to stay there liar a tiew days. We stayed in the Scillies
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for a week and that turned out to be just fine. They are really
beautiful and there is a lot to explore both by boat and on foot.

On Saturday 14th August we left the Scillies and sailed
towards Lands End and, passing about 6 miles north of Cape
Cornwall, we reached Padstow in mid-afternoon. The harbour
gate was open and we entered to find it remarkably empty
compared with our visit last year. We moored alongside the
wall close under the gaze of the many tourists who ate their fish
and chips or ice creams over-looking the cockpit. Eleanda with
Nigel and Heleen Lindsay-Fynn was across the other side of the
harbour (they had been on the ICC Rally) and we visited them
for a drink. Later we invited a Welsh couple from a neighbour-
ing boat to drinks on Faustina H. We had to kick them out at
nearly midnight!

Next day we went for a six-mile hike out to the Daymark
and back, and in the evening, afar a short return match with our
Welsh neighbours, we had an excellent meal at the Ebb
restaurant. We were away at 05.30 next morning for the
crossing of the Bristol Channel to Milford Haven. We managed
to sail nearly all the way but the sea was aggravatingly bumpy
and uncomfortable. We arrived at 17.30. I have heard many
people say that they don’t like Milford Haven, but I do, and I
certainly appreciate Dale when its nasty outside. It was there
that we anchored (as we usually do) for a quiet night.

The next day was very special as my daughter, her husband
and their three young daughters, who were holidaying in Wales,
came to join us for the day. Several memorable events
occurred. The first was that we were boarded by police who
required us to complete the same "pink card’ that they had
required of us last year. An "anti- terrorism’ measure. The boat
was swabbed down to see if any drugs were aboard and we had
to prove our identity. All very pleasantly done (as it was last
year) but why does it only happen to as in Milford Haven? My
granddaughters were greatly diverted by all this! After we were
’released" from the interest of the police we moved up into the

harbour and anchored for lunch near the RNLI boathouse.
Almost immediately a "maroon’ went off and shortly afterwards
the lifeboat came down the ramp and entered the water with a
most satisfactory splash. Later we saw the Trinity House vessel
"Patricia" lifting a buoy to do some maintenance. We went on as
far as the big road bridge and then returned to Dale. The
weather had remained fine all day - we were very lucky - but
no sooner had I landed my daughter and the gang than it began
to rain very hard indeed. We stayed at anchor overnight. The
wind freshened and we decided that we would stay another day
until it relented somewhat.

Finally on Thursday 19 August we set off for Arklow -
although I didn’t make a final decision about our destination for
some hours. The swell was quite big but the tide carried us
quickly past Skomer Is. and up to the South Bishop LH. I had
kept in contact with the CG updating them with my options -
Fishguard, return to Milford Haven or on to Arklow. In fact we
turned downwind towards Fishguard for an hour at one stage
because the wind was so strong and the forecast so bad.
However the wind backed a Fltfle to the southwest and
moderated a smidge and I decided that we had better get on to
Arklow before a promised northwesterly set in later that night.
And so we went for it - and it was a character-building trip. The
wind was all of F7 for much of the day, but at least it was on the
beam. Faustina loved it of course, free sea boat that she is. It
was a bit more wearing for the elderly crew ! However we got to
Arklow safely at 2300 and two tired people moored alongside
the pontoon in the river.

We had a day’s rest in Arklow and then the rest of the trip
was just a long run back up the coast to Portaferry, which we
did in a day on Sat 2I August. It had been a ’bitty’ sort of cruise
but despite the failure to complete a ’Grand Plan’ and despite
the weather, we enjoyed ourselves. That’s quite enough to ask
of any cruise!

Paul Butler writes of Thave not written a log for the
*past three years and a few

the last thrse years people that I have met have asked
about the conclusion of Red
Velvet’s Mediterranean adventure.

I hope, therefore, to bring people up to date by way of a ditty.
Members will recall that we set off for the Med. in 1997.

From then until 2002 we cruised as far as Athens leaving the
yacht in Vilamoura, Alcudia, Sihari, Athens, Levkas, Nettuno,
Toulon, Almermiar, Ayamoute and Vigo to return home to
work between cruises. It all worked out very well and we
managed to visit 99 ports in all (some more than once). For the
Whit cruise in 2002 we sailed home for the first time in five
years. We decided to sell Red Velvet after thirteen years but,
first, N6irin and I spent five weeks in August and September
doing a lap of houour anti clockwise around Ireland.

Having viewed a second hand Bavaria 34 on the Hamble
we decided to order a new Bavaria 36 through Opal Marine on
HayYmg Island. We took delivery of Muglins, as we named
and registered her just before Easter last year and made the
delivery trip (fellow member, David Beattie, N6irfn, Don
McCarthy, John Birdwatch Peart and myself) to Dun
Laoghaire stopping only at Falmouth. She is fast and handles
more like a dinghy than did Red Velvet but having by now
logged over 4,500 miles, I am happy with her sea-going
qualities despite the fact that I should have ordered a deeper
keel.

Following that delivery trip last year we cruised Scotland at

Whit and France and the north of Spain in August and
September.

This year for Whit I was joined by Don McCarthy. his son,
Donal, Nick Butler, Fiona Lewis and John Peart for a lovely
cruise to the Scillies and the south Cornish coast as far as
Plymouth and back. It was a very interesting cruise but
because of next year’s club cruise of the north of Spain, I have
written my later cruise up as my log proper for this year.
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